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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps no other institutions contributed as much to the develop

ment of the French Revolutionary spirit and effort as did the various

political clubs or societes populaires which appeared in France from

1789 on. Of course, eighteenth-century French society provided certain

antecedents for the development of the revolutionary clubs. Not the

least important of these antecedents were the numerous masonic lodges

whose members offered experienced leadership for the new political

Masonic ceremonial forms seem also to have been adoptedorganizations.

by the clubs, which points to a continuity between them and the lodges.

under the ancien regime, it had not been unusual for rep

resentatives of the middle class to meet together in the so-called ’’lit

erary" societies. In these organizations, individuals could read the

latest political and literary publications, discuss current events, or

Only very rarely, it isspend their evenings playing legitimate games.
1true, did such literary societies function as political clubs.

For the most part, pre-Revolutionary France with its restric

tions on political expression had provided no opportunity for the de
velopment of associations devoted to political debate. Once the Revo
lution began, however, rapid change resulted. Within a matter of months
following the convocation of the Estates General the old order had been

been successfully asserted. Furthermore, the Declaration of the Rights

1

overturned and the superiority of parliamentary over royal authority had

Moreover, even
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of Man and Citizen of August 27, 1789, declared that real sovereignty

resided essentially in the nation. While thousands of copies of the

Declaration were being dispatched to all parts of France, the National

Assembly quickly consolidated its authority and advanced the transfer

ence of power to the nation.

Even at this early stage of the Revolution, in order to in

fluence national policy,

radical opinions had become associated as members of the Breton Club,

the forerunner of the future Jacobin Club. Following the establishment
Ifof the National Assembly in Paris after the "October Days, they came

together again, recruited members other than deputies, and soon founded
2the Society of the Friends of the Constitution. Because the Society

met in a room rented from the monks of a Jacobin convent in the Rue

Saint-Honore, it commonly came to be called the Jacobin Club. Described

"vigilant sentinel," its professed purpose wasa

to safeguard the happiness of the people and to contribute to the main-

Toward this end, the club’s foremost functiontenance of their rights.

Although at the beginning a substantial entrance fee and an

annual subscription made the Jacobin Club a rather exclusive body, soon
after its foundation it ceased to be purely,
men of the upper middle class. This resulted from the circumstances that
the Jacobins early began admitting into their sessions individuals who
were not deputies, as well as from the fact that they recruited arti
sans, master craftsmen, small shopkeepers, soldiers, and all sorts of
professional men for membership.

or even largely, made up of

a great many "Patriot" deputies of similar

in an early document as

As Crane Brinton has pointed out, the

became the enlightenment (according to the standards of Jacobin ortho-
3doxy) and the representation of public opinion.
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poor never flocked to the clubs and those sans-culottes who were among

the Jacobin membership actually represented the most prosperous and the

most enlightened elements in the lower middle class of citizens. The

strength of the club steadily increased throughout its first year. By
4December of 1790 more than 1,000 names had been recorded on its rolls.

which developed in the early days of the Revolution. Essentially, the

goals, organization, and tactics of the different societies were no dif

ferent from those of the Jacobins, although the more radical Cordelier

Club did at an earlier date become associated with advanced democratic

and republican ideas. Primarily, besides striving to broaden the basis

of individual participation in political affairs, the new clubs sought

also to provide the people with the opportunity for banding together in

order to support and to advance the Revolution. Not uncommonly, the

used to discuss and to formulate opinions concerning questions to be

taken up the next day in the National Assembly. Members with similar

effectively by getting together in the clubs before the sessions of the
Assembly and agreeing to vote a certain way on designated matters. In
like manner, by disseminating propaganda, by drawing up complete lists

of candidates, and by voting as a unit, the clubs could usually in
fluence the outcome of elections. Finally, the clubs exerted pressure

It is not surprising that in the face of such pressures the
National Assembly (1789-1791) should attempt to regulate the activities

a number of popular societies

ideas and political opinions also soon learned that they could act more

on the government by agitating public opinion and particularly through 
the presentation of petitions.5

sessions of the popular societies (the Jacobin Club especially) were

The Jacobin Club was only one of
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of the various political societies. Moving first to limit participa

tion in the clubs to the ’’active citizens” exclusively, the government

also sought to restrict the range of their deliberations. On May 1,

1790, for example, the societies were forbidden to concern themselves

with matters relating to police or military affairs; additional legis

lation of May 10, 1790, prohibited clubs from petitioning in collective

From the radical clubists immediately came loud protests whichname.

insisted that unarmed men had the right to join together in however

large numbers in order to express and discuss their views. To allege

otherwise, they asserted, was to repudiate the Rights of Man. Con

sequently, they attempted to ignore or to get around the restrictions.

The laws against petitioning in the name of the clubs were cleverly

avoided by having each citizen sign the petition individually and then

by presenting it as from a body of citizens and not from the club itself.

What is more, it does not appear that the government ever actually at

tempted rigidly to enforce the legislation against the independence of

As the Revolution progressed, the clubs developed even more

In fact, under the Legislative Assembly (1791-1792), they be-freely.
gan to appear—along with the Paris sections and the municipal govem-

the capital—as rival political authorities which had developedment of
Striving for greater strength,outside the jurisdiction of the Assembly.

some of the more enterprising of the societies established affiliations

with sister-clubs and thereby centralized with the aid of an elaborate

correspondence system the control of opinion as well as of power. In

Then, following the overthrow of the monarchy in August, 1792,

the clubs.6

certain local areas the clubs even assumed the direct business of govern

ment.?
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the clubs, which soon would number somewhere between 3,000 and 8,000

In the opinion both of F. A. Aulard and of Crane

Brinton, after 1792 the clubs came to play almost an official role,

They did not,

however, become all-powerful in revolutionary France and the clubs never,

Nevertheless,

the famous Jacobin Constitution of 1793 granted legal recognition for the

popular societies, while a law of July 25, 1793, forbade local officials,

upon penalty of ten years' in irons, to interfere with clubs or to pre

While France remained dominated by the Montagnard Convention

(1793-1794), the influence of the clubs reached a pinnacle. For some

time the tendency among the popular societies had been to look toward

Paris for direction and, if possible, to enter into direct affiliation

The Jacobins, who won the endorsement ofwith the Jacobin Club there.

the National Convention in 1793, had secured a tremendous source of

strength in their pyramidal organization of a mother-society with numer

ous affiliates which were held together through constant correspondence.

Views favored by the Jacobins at Paris were disseminated throughout
France to assure at least conformity to the most obvious standards of
revolutionary orthodoxy. Provincial societies in other ways tried to
model themselves after the Paris club, and, like the Jacobins of the

unorthodox from their assemblies. The
firm hand over the network of

interconnected clubs. Not only did they forbid any of their affiliates
to be linked with another club at Paris, but they also insisted that

capital, they expelled the lax or

separate organizations, became even more an essential part of the revo-

Paris Jacobins consistently maintained a

functioning as quasi-official units of administration.$

lutionary effort.8

vent them from meeting.H

not even during the Terror, became truly official bodies.^
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there be no more than one Jacobin Club in a given town. Effective means

to get rid of rival political organizations were at hand as well. Quite

frequently the Jacobins were guilty of provoking clashes with other so

cieties, and then succeeding in having the blame for the disturbances

placed on the rival club. A conniving police would cooperatively bring

about the closing of the non-Jacobin clubs ostensibly in order to pre-
12vent them from becoming greater public nuisances.

The strict organizational patterns of the Jacobin system pro

vided but one base for the development of a so-called Jacobin dictator

ship; the close alliance of the Jacobins with the Montagnard Convention

provided another (and an equally important) foundation. Jacobin cen

tralization and the control they maintained over their membership fitted

quite well into the Terror government’s plan for the creation of a single

center of political opinion and a single source of administrative con-

According to Crane Brinton, the Jacobin clubs had become by 1793trol.

"auxiliary" administrative bodies. Their duties, among

others, included the responsibility for raising supplies for the armies,

the requisitioning of foodstuffs, the enforcement of the Maximum, and the

distribution of charity. Good Jacobins were expected also to watch over

public officials, to denounce all disloyal citizens, and to recommend
competent patriots to fill vacant positions. To be sure, the Jacobin

clubs provided a reservoir from which new officials could be drawn, and

the clubs strove to have at least a minority of their own membership on
almost every administrative board. Some clubs might even take it upon

to force the resignation
of incompetent and unpopular military figures. Fundamentally, the

type of base for an administrative hierarchy which

"subsidiary" or

Jacobin clubs became a

themselves to issue certificates of civisme or
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reached from the local revolutionary committees through the municipal,

district, and departmental administrations, and up to the Convention

In the final analysis, the effects produced by such a system

as described above were destructive of the popular societies as well as

of the entire popular revolutionary movement. After 1793, the Jacobin

clubs had ceased to be (as they had been from 1789 to 1793) a party in

opposition to the government.
for the government had succeededreaucracy manned by their own members,

in turning amateur revolutionary administrators into full-time salaried

bureaucrats. Or, to say it another way, the Revolutionary Government

had essentially emasculated the former sans-culotte militant. Moreover,

at the same time, the administrative demands of the war had steadily

drawn the sans-culottes under the strict control of the governing com-

Patriotic enthusiasm had been channeled into a proscribed form,mittees.

the free expression of popular opinion had been prohibited, and the most

effective popular institutions—the unaffiliated popular societies of
the sections of Paris—had been destroyed by the government. Even in the
Jacobin Club and in other still legal popular societies, from the spring

a subsequent drop-off in attendance. A serious public apathy was dis
played there also by the unquestioning credulity with which the official
version of important political changes was being accepted. Not sur
prisingly, the Jacobin dictatorship became, in the words of Richard Cobb,

’’anaemic” because of its increasing isolation and its lack of popular

The circumstance that by the summer of 1794 the sans-culottessupport.

Instead, they had become merely ”a bu- 
,,14

of 1794 there was an almost complete absence of political discussion and

and its governing committees
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had lost interest in the Revolution and the government created to

advance it, perhaps best explains why the Parisian population failed

to come to the rescue of the Revolutionary Government on 9-10 Thermi-

dor, Year II. It also provides an answer

could not sustain themselves in the climate of reaction which became

as to why the Jacobin clubs

manifest in France following the events of Thermidor.^
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CHAPTER I

FROM THERMIDOR TO REACTION

The events surrounding 9-10 Thermidor, Year II (27-28 July-

1794) , mark one of the critical turning points of the French Revolu-

Essentially, after having witnessed for a year the direction oftion.

the French state by a radical, yet strong central government, the

moderates and reactionaries in the Convention attempted now to gain

that control for themselves. Although their conduct might not have

ended the revolution, its course was nevertheless fundamentally al

tered as a result. To be sure, Thermidor changed the history of the

first French Republic as

just as it aided in the destruction of the famous Jacobin Club, the

once powerful and influential ally of the government of the Terror.

In France, after June of 1793 and before July 27, 1794 (9 Thermi

dor, Year II), political power had become more and more concentrated in

the vital center of the recently established Revolutionary Government,

the famous Committee of Public Safety.

its figurehead, and with the backing of the Montagnards (those deputies

who sat in the upper tier of seats in the National Convention) and of

the influential political clubs, this governing committee in the summer
of 1793 had effected Because
these men could work with the lower-class militants and could, when
necessary, accede to the demands of the sans-culottes, such a combina
tion had been possible despite certain inherent contradictions regarding

10

an early experiment in republican democracy,

With Maximilian Robespierre as

an alliance with the popular revolution.
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With the aid of its sans-culotte allies, thetheir respective goals.

government succeeded shortly in saving the revolution during perhaps its

greatest crisis when France faced the collective problems of foreign in

vasion, domestic civil rebellion, and

union within the nation. By the spring of 1794, however, the Committee

of Public Safety gradually had absorbed all authority, while repressing

its sans-culotte allies and annulling their aspirations for popular de-

Moreover, extending its enormous influence even to usurp themocracy.

police functions of the Committee of General Security, its sister insti

tution, the Committee of Public Safety had also seemingly reduced the Na

tional Convention to a body existing merely to record its decisions. To

destroy that Revolutionary Government which was dominated by a handful of

individuals and supported by the popular societies, as well as to free

the Convention from the control of the radical Mountain, became the first

objective of those men who more or less stumbled into the journees of

9-10 Thermidor.

private quarrel between Robespierre and his several antagonists on the
Committees of Public Safety and General Security. From June of 1794

Robespierre had seemed to be at the height of his popularity; elected

president of the Convention by a record majority on June 4, four days

later he presided over the colorful pageant designed by the artist
Jacques Louis David and devoted to the cult of the Supreme Being. Dan
gerous divisions in the government had already begun to appear, however,

and the personality and actions of Robespierre played large part ina

In particular, several members of the Committee of General Secu-these.

rity were violently hostile to religion and deeply suspicious of Robes
pierre's

Initially, the movement leading to 9 Thermidor was the result of a

new cult; they would now allege that he intended to become its

an almost disastrous political dis-
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More generally, Robespierre had also alarmed a consid-supreme pontiff.

erable group of deputies, including Joseph Fouche, Paul Barras, and Jean

Lambert Tallien, whose terroristic excesses and financial extortions in

the provinces had marked them out for public censure and proscription.

The events leading to Robespierre’s arrest on 9 Thermidor are

quite complex, though his quarrel with certain members of the Committee

the intricate affair of Catherine Theot.

Annoyed that it had not been consulted on the famous terrorist law of

22 Prairial, the Committee of General Security tried to depict Robes-

Theot,pierre both as a dictator and as having delusions of grandeur.

the connecting link for she preached a mys

terious religion which included the doctrine that she would presently

The Committee’s point was that Robes-give birth to a supreme being.

pierre had intrigued with her followers, and had even applied to Th6ot

Alleging that Robespierre’s organiza-to declare him the son of God.

tion of the festival of the Supreme Being was designed to put this plan

into effect, Marc Vadier, in the name of the Committee of General
Security, persuaded the Convention to vote the arrest of her circle of

Robespierre objected to their being brought to trial, butdevotees.
found that the Committee of Public Safety was not uniformly behind him,

for the fierce anti-clericals Collot d’Herbois and Billaud Varenne,
supported the Committee of General Security. Consequently, it was only
after an exceptionally stormy meeting of both committees on June 26,

that Robespierre managed to stop these proceedings.

Being extremely aggravated because of the whole affair, for the
next month, Robespierre absented himself almost entirely from the Com
mittee of Public Safety and the Convention, but maintained his connections

of General Security centered on

a harmless old woman, was
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attempt was made at reconciliation, it failed largely due to his mis

trust of the sincerety of his enemies. Shortly thereafter, and with

the quarrel becoming more pronounced, both sides finally were led to

appeal to the arbitration of the National Convention. For Robespierre

(and later for some of his adversaries) this Al
though in the past the Convention had always supported Robespierre, his

speech to that body on 8 Thermidor, in which he demanded a new and final

purge without designating particulars or individuals, thoroughly alarmed

moderate and extremist deputies alike. Out of fear for their own safety,
these deputies temporarily united the next day with his opponents and

brought about the arrest and then the execution (10 Thermidor) of Robes—

Unquestionably, Robespierre's enemies on the two governing com

mittees intended to carry on after his death as before, and on 11 Thermi

dor they would try to write off the whole affair as an insignificant dis-

What they failed to realize, however, was

that the moderates in the Convention who united with them to overthrow
much out of resentment and fear of the Terror gov-

Consequently, most of theernment as out of hatred for his person.

moderates who joined in the assault upon Robespierre aimed also at the
committees, and planned to seize the first chance to weaken them. Al
most immediately the Convention recognized its own power, withdrawing
progressively supreme authority from the Committee of Public Safety
and restoring control of affairs to itself. Aided by a tremendous
amount of public opinion in its favor, the Convention turned shortly to

Robespierre did so as

was a fatal error.

pierre and some of his most devoted followers.

Even when, at the beginning of Thermidor, anin the Jacobin Club.'*’

turbance which left untouched the complete power and authority of the
3 Revolutionary Government.
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dismantling the whole apparatus of the Terror. In reality, as the ter-

Throughout this affair, the famous Jacobin Club had played an

interesting role. Although the Convention had rejected Robespierre’s

threatening speech of 8 Thermidor, that same night when he read it be

fore the Jacobins, it received an overwhelming approval; following this,

the club had voted also to expel from its midst his principal adver-
5saries in the Convention of that day. In the confusion of the night of

the Jacobins had voted to support the pro-Robespierrist Paris Commune

against the Convention, and ’’through a spontaneous action” had decreed

Even among the

spectators in the galleries of the club the oath had been taken to die

rather than "to live under crime," while throughout the night deputations

were sent from the Jacobins to the Commune and into the sections of

8to encourage there the spirit of rebellion. All this activity
availed nothing, however; with the government’s victory over the rebel

Commune, the deputy Louis Legendre, acting in the name of the authori-

com-

Clearly, the Jacobin Club was guilty of rebellion. Yet after
Thermidor the victorious Convention had at first no idea of destroying

it, and on the day following the execution of Robespierre the govern

ment officially sanctioned its continuation. That the Convention did

not at this time complete the annihilation of the club—"Robespierre’s

ties, had closed the Jacobin hall and deposited its keys with the
9mittees.

rorist Bertrand Barere declared, the Convention on 9 Thermidor had made 
its own revolution.

n • 7Paris

that it would separate itself from the rebel municipality only when "the 
(i_.e., the Convention) had been destroyed.traitors,"

9-10 Thermidor, with Robespierre under arrest and his supporters in arms,
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According to evidence given by him somewhat later,

Legendre alleges that his argument that any delay in this matter would

had alone convinced the Committee of Public

It seems more likely,

however, that those who were now dominating the Convention were willing

to tolerate the Jacobin Club in the expectation of prevailing there

Already, moreover, the means for what proved to be a temporary

reconciliation of the Jacobins with the National Convention had been in

preparation from the first through a much repeated fiction regarding

the circumstances of the club's conduct on 9-10 Thermidor. Collot

d'Herbois, while speaking to the Convention on the ninth, described the

club as temporarily misled, "but which will doubtless soon recover its
ul3 On the eleventh, representing the "trueluster and its energy.

he reiterated these ideas, alleging that on 9 Thermidor the

club had been controlled by some conspirators "who had no membership
-14cards and who were devoted only to their infamous chiefs. Similarly,

the reconstituted club, striving to maintain the loyalty of its affili

ates, addressed on the eighteenth a circular assuring the provincial

clubs of the courage and devotion to duty of the true Jacobins during

Within

Its
author, Roux, a deputy of the Haute-Marne, further stressed the fact

were not Jacobins,

a few days a defense of the club appeared also in the Moniteur,

since men worthy of this name were at their posts

own citadel" as it is characterized by Leo Gershoy—seems at first

favor the "aristocracy"

that the rebels of 9 Thermidor—"some rascals and confused persons

likewise.

glance an enigma.

Safety to consent to the reopening of the club.H

the crisis of Thermidor, and classifying as brigands and villains those 
who had attempted to dishonor by revolt their sacred assembly.^

Jacobins,"
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"The So-busy protecting the Convention and defending its members.

ciety,” he continued, "which has so well served the cause of liberty

. . will indeed be avenged for this injury made in its name

Even Tallien, who shortly would become an avowed enemy of

the Jacobin Club, applauded it (11 Thermidor) in reminding the Conven

tion that "it has rendered the Revolution signal services [which] will
nl7be inscribed on every page of our history.

On 11 Thermidor the Committees of Public Safety and General

Security requested Legendre to reopen the hall so that the sessions of
18the loyal Jacobins might be resumed. That night, aided by Collot

d'Herbois and Billaud Varenne, he consequently complied and presided

over a short and sparsely attended session of the club. This meeting,

described as less one of discussion and debates than a reunion of

friends and brothers, consisted of little more than the exchange of
mutual congratulations and the relating of details regarding the

Robespierrist conspiracy—the scope of which quickly took on fantastic
Both Billaud Varenne and Collot d'Herbois contributed toproportions.

the latter circumstance, alleging that the object of the recent plot

supporters, Georges Couthon and Louis Saint-Just. Not content to leave

it at that, these denouncers also depicted Robespierre as an agent of

To make odious the

regime of Robespierre thus constituted the first endeavors of the

anti-terrorist factions. However, by blackening the reputation of their

would treat for peace with no

was the partitioning of the state by Robespierre and his two firmest

foreign powers, on the slender evidence that the latter had said they
19 one except him.

and will be only more attentive [in the future] to deserve well of the 

country.
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toward reaction.

In this first session of the reopened Jacobins, the suggestion

had been made that all cards of entry should be renewed following the
20examination of each member’s conduct during the recent crisis. Ap

parently some wanted to carry out a witch-hunt in the club for sus-
Hpected friends and accomplices of the deceased "conspirators. This

matter, which occupied most of the discussion on the thirteenth, led

one member to suggest that the club especially scrutinize those per

sons admitted over the past six months (designated as the period in

which Robespierre sought to fill the club with his supporters); an-
against all men not "essentiallyother urged the most severe measures

just and virtuous," and proposed in consequence a new purge so that
The

Jacobin Royer even went one step further, dividing the club’s member

ship into several categories: suspects who must be watched, strong

and virtuous men who had known how to resist traitors, and friends

For the remainder of Thermidor, proposals for the elimination
of the Robespierrists occupied the attention of the Jacobin Society.

Not surprisingly, these maneuvers produced among not a few Jacobins
the greatest amount of unrest and disorder, and they especially became

alarmed by the direction events soon took. Almost overnight the club
had witnessed the readmission of certain former deputies expelled
earlier as

who had taken an active part in the government of

a result of Robespierre’s influence. Included in this group
were Tallien, Fouche, Dubois Crance, and Thuriot, individuals of ques
tionable integrity,23

more tyrants would not be born from the ashes of the first.21

22of Robespierre who must be punished.

former colleagues, these men of the Year II unwittingly aided the turn
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the Terror and who had been recalled by the late leader because of their

excesses while on mission in the departments. Aided by the general ex

citement and their oratorical skills, these men from the beginning seized

the initiative in the club, giving direction to the movement to search

On the twenty-first, Tallien announced to the Convention that

"the conspiracy of Robespierre holds an infinity of offspring who are

several days later his ally Bentabole emphasized this

fact before the Jacobins and denounced those who would want to disallow
26the whole idea of a conspiracy with many conspirators. The anti-

On 28 Thermidor the club adopted anRobespierrists thus had their way.

elaborate plan of a purge based upon an examination of each individual's
27 When put into execution a few days later,conduct on 9-10 Thermidor.

It was not likely,

however, that the number of expulsions of Thermidor and early Fructidor
Already thewould produce a harmonious membership in the Jacobins.

controversial nature; these

events served to divide, in both the National Convention and in the

Jacobin Club, the Thermidorians of reactionary opinion and the partisans
of the maintenance of the revolutionary policies of the Year II.

As in the Jacobins, the Convention had witnessed many denunci

ations offered against Robespierre's friends, and throughout the remain
der of Thermidor it continued to be the recipient of an avalanche of
addresses from the sections of Paris and the popular societies in the

Most of the addresses contained congratulations for itsdepartments.

success of 9-10 Thermidor and condemnation of Robespierre and his ac
complices; but more important, demands for the release of convicted

course of events had produced issues of a

still hidden";

28 the result was the exclusion of over 100 members.

out and to purge all the accomplices of the so-called faction of Robes- 
24pierre.
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prisoners and of suspects awaiting trial were often included. This

latter circumstance would take on dangerous proportions when, on the

fifteenth, the sections met for the first time since Robespierre's

death. To the general assemblies of the sections flocked the rela

tives of suspects in order to influence the movement in their favor.

Immediately, the Committee of General Security was beseiged by a host

of petitioners—private citizens, deputies, and members of the Jacobin

Before these pressures the government rather quickly

gave way, making on 18 Thermidor the release of suspects official gov-

What is more, releases took place en masse and with

much disorder. The committee in many cases did not know whom it had

Within a few days almost 500 suspects

This activity prompted Barbre as early as the sixteenth to cau

tion the deputies in the Convention that moderation was raising its

head and to urge them not to forget that they were charged with making

Two days later the Jacobin Club also

expressed its alarm over the tendency toward moderation, and stressed

to the "enemies of liberty" that 9 Thermidor had not been achieved for
Nevertheless, the police reports toward the end of

Barere
recognized in this an aristocratic maneuver, and on the twenty-second
styled certain "unnatural" movements in the sections as the means
through which the "aristocracy" sought "to corrupt the national justice 
and to stir up the citizens against revolutionary institutions."^

their benefit.34

the month indicate that in the Paris sections a reaction had begun,
oc and that the revolutionary elements there were under attack.

Club itself.29

33 and perfecting a revolution.

i . 30eminent policy.

32 had gained their freedom.

31 released or for what motive.
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For contemporaries, the term ’’aristocrat” held a special mean

ing. Because the former noble became such a figure of hatred for the

crat" was being used to refer to all his enemies, noble as well as

bourgeois. To be sure, some extremists placed many individuals in

the category of the aristocratie bourgeoise; others, on the other hand,

interpreted aristocracy to be a state of mind. According to a popular

sans-culotte spokesman and journalist, Rend Lebois, ’’aristocracy is in

the heart and in attitudes rather than in titles. . It is found

everywhere regardless of economic circumstances. Poverty itself is

Among revolutionary figures, therefore, the

designation of an aristocrat did not necessarily refer to someone of

Rather, as defined by one Jacobin deputy, the aristo-noble birth.

crats were "not just nobles and priests, but all those who have de

clared themselves the enemies of the revolution." Consequently, an
aristocrat in revolutionary terminology could be a sans-culotte of

luke-warm patriotism, the selfish bourgeois such as the merchant who

sold outside of the controlled market for better prices, the specu

lator, the hoarder of foodstuffs, or one who held a moderate or re

actionary point of view regarding the course the revolution must
henceforth take.38

of counter-revolution, the faction favoring the maintenance of the
revolutionary government exerted itself, finally opposing in the Con
vention on 23 Thermidor recommendations offered for the reorganization
of the Revolutionary Tribunal. Led by Pierre Joseph Duhem, a sincere
republican and long-time enemy of Robespierre,

active revolutionist, it was not long before the expression "aristo-

a number of deputies

not exempt from it."37

Having been alerted by Barere on the twenty-second to the menace
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spoke against the project and insisted that the Tribunal not be de

prived of its former vigor. The Convention thus failed to sustain

the committees, reactivating instead laws for the Tribunal enacted

During the course of the debate Duhem had remarked on the preva

lence of aristocracy and moderation since 9 Thermidor, and he indi

rectly criticized the activity of the Committee of General Security re

garding the releasing of suspects. A fellow-deputy, Granet of Mar

seilles followed this up by demanding that the names of those restored

to liberty be printed along with the names of the persons who had so

licited their releases. but on the twenty

sixth those members of the Committee of General Security who had signed

the releases and hence now felt themselves threatened, launched a vig

orous attack against the measure. Merlin of Thionville, Bentabole,

list sanctioned proscriptions and that it was part of a scheme of the

continuateurs de Robespierre to divide and destroy the Convention.
Tallien, moreover, caught the Montagnard deputies totally off guard

when, by a bold stroke, he obtained the passage of a decree which re
quired that the names of the original denouncers be printed also.

they accepted the repeal of both measures.
Until the opening of the debates on the release of suspects the

Jacobin Club since 9 Thermidor had shown little of its former energy.
Preoccupied with the idea of
cedures for a purge, the club had largely ignored the various issues

Legendre, and Tallien led the fight for repeal asserting that such a

This proposal carried,

previous to 22 Prairial.^^

The Montagnards had thus been checkmated, and to strike a compromise

41

a Robespierrist conspiracy and the pro-
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discussed in the National Convention. In the evening of the twenty-

third, however, several members requested that the club take up de

bate immediately on the important matters which demanded its atten-

but three days later Boisseltion.

renewed the request, asking that the club place on its agenda the ques-
43tions currently being discussed in the Convention.

assembly hall, and the resulting debate over liberty of opinions, now
44closely tied up with that of liberty of the press, occupied the Jaco

bin sessions through the first week of Fructidor. On 29 Thermidor, an

unidentified member had suggested before the club that a commission

be named to draw up a description of Robespierre to show to the French

and on 1 Fructidor, the obscure moderate deputy
Mittie proposed an address to the affiliated societies, the sole object

of which "must be the history of the crimes of the tyrant Robespierre

In unveiling the multiple crimes of

this faction, he maintained, the Jacobins could prove they enjoyed free-
Already, several days before, the anti-terrorist

could make the regime of the Year II completely detestable.
he said, "that it is necessary to emphasize the disgusting ef

fects of [that regime]. .
certain report, that the revolution is a maiden whose veil we must not

assume a menacing tone.
Even though the advocates of

Jacobins to print a series of speeches favoring their point of view,4®

I do not believe, as has been said in a

dom of the press.^6

At once this proposal excited some murmurs of disquiet within the

an unrestricted press persuaded the

deputy Real had openly advocated a free press as a means by which they

people all his vices;45

No action resulted at this time,42

lieve,"

and his execrable accomplices."

raise. Thus for the men of the Year II the discussions began to
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the first week in Fructidor marked the beginning of a profound change

in the attitude of the majority among the membership of the club. Per-

did the Conventionnel Jean d'Yzez, the implica

tions of the debates. Writing on 2 Fructidor to

respondent, he remarks: ”If the Jacobins accept freedom of the press

of which they speak without end, one would hear sweet things. But on

whom will all that fall back?"49 This is a question of some importance

when one understands that to contemporaries the Jacobin republic of

1793-1794 was becoming synonymous with Robespierrism. In blackening

Robespierre’s name, therefore, the proponents of a free press brought

into the question the institutions and the men with whom he had been
that once this occurred

the terrorists could not help being called into account, and perhaps

this had been made abundantly clear to them by the tone of the dis-

At this time Dubois Crance,at the Jacobins on 29 Thermidor.courses
a noted reactionary, asked that the tribunals be open to all complaints
against public functionaries, while Real recommended that the revolu

tionary committees of the sections be purged of all those guilty of
Craned advanced, moreover,filling the prisons with good patriots.

the idea that during
and insisted that any who would restrict the press or opinions be

Although there were few expressions of devotion to his person in

Paris during the first months after his death, Robespierrism had not
disappeared with Robespierre. To be sure, the man had had to shoulder

of the Terror (1793-1794), but a large number of individuals—though

an unidentified cor-

haps many realized, as

George Lefebvre wisely notes^associated.50

treated as a conspirator.^

the responsibility for all the abuses and all the excesses of the year

a revolution slander itself could be a good thing,
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they hesitated to admit to it—remained faithful to his principles,

53his ideas, and his methods. An extreme advocate of freedom of the

press in the early days of the revolution, Robespierre had abandoned

this position once the Mountain obtained power. According to him,

the very demand for a free press when the revolution was triumphant

fight the

revolution; this was a circumstance not to be tolerated. As his in

fluence increased, Robespierre turned into a bitter persecutor of the

opposition press, which he described as the chief agency of intrigue.

In his belief, the government ought to exercise control over the
opinion of the people, for, until they were enlightened, the people

could be easily misled by perfidious journalists and unprincipled

speakers paid by the opposition. Robespierre and the fanatical faith
ful had accepted, moreover, the idea of a sole and exclusive truth,

which excluded the possibility of expressing honest differences of

In brief, the maintenance of a stringent orthodoxy becameopinion.
54a primary base on which the Jacobin dictatorship rested.

It is not too surprising then that from among certain of the more

orthodox Jacobins the faction favoring a free press met with signs of
Indeed, as early as 29 Thermidor a majority in the clubopposition.

voted to adjourn the motion that they petition the National Convention
Such opposition became

even more manifest in the next few sessions of the club. On 1 Fructi-
dor the membership failed to adopt Tallien’s device: ’’Liberty of the
press or death,” and the majority of the Jacobins voted that no peti-

pletely that liberty of the press was reconcilable with revolutionary

was counter-revolutionary, for it implied the freedom to

to guarantee unlimited freedom of the press.^5

tion to the Convention would be made until it had been determined com-
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Two days later, when the moderates tried again to

pected rebuttal from several aroused members. Isord, a deputy, who

had the day before sparred in the Convention with Tallien concerning

the issue of unlimited freedom of expression, pointed out to the club

that the laws of the republic already favored liberty of the press;

according to him, to sanction it with others would only serve the

aristocrats who speak freely already and who "attack not the writings,

Caraffd seconded these words and

insisted that there existed presently guarantees enough "in the hearts

tionary men" to base their liberty on their courage and their energy.

The next day (4 Fructidor), however, ignoring the protests of the

press was compatible with revolutionary government.

though determined Montagnard opposition prevented on the ninth the adop

tion of Frdron's more far-reaching proposals for unlimited freedom of

anti-Jacobin tract, La Queue de Robespierre, ou les dangers de la

the nature of the press were not without significance. Practically
speaking, these discussions demonstrated that the fundamental revo
lutionary principle of an exclusive and official ideology was under

More importantly, they early separated into opposing factionsattack.
the members of the Jacobin Club and indicated that a sharp division
had developed between the Montagnard deputies and their anti-terrorist

In essence, he urged all "truly revolu-
57

the press, the publication that same day by Mehde de la Touche of the

direct the discussion around this question, they received an unex-

Although unavailing, the debates at the Jacobin Club over

Moreover, even
Left, the Convention acknowledged in principle that liberty of the

58

of the patriots themselves."

but the principles of the patriots."

liberty de la presse, revealed that a de facto unlimited press existed

i j 59 already.

government. 56
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opponents in the National Convention.

Meanwhile, the breach between the partisans of reaction and

address to the affiliated societies. Postponed on 1 and 6 Fructi-
60dor successively because of disagreement regarding its contents,

61the address, when adopted on the seventh, was far from being the

outrageous diatribe proposed earlier against Robespierre and his re
gime. At most, the Jacobins contented themselves to protest their

loyalty to the National Convention on 9 Thermidor and to assure the

popular societies that they would continue to wage eternal war against

The mildness of its tone indi
cates clearly the emergence of a new attitude among the majority of
the membership of the club in early Fructidor.

On the day that the Jacobins adopted the address, a renewed de
mand for the release of suspects raised among them a storm of disap-

63This issue, currently being discussed in the Convention,proval.
provoked in the club criticism from several irritated deputies who
wanted to maintain the revolutionary government. One of the latter,
Maure, urged the members to open their eyes to the kind of amnesty
advocated by the moderates, and asked why, when it is essential to
destroy the aristocrats, nobles and priests have been released. "With
out a doubt," he argued, "liberty will triumph; but it is not neces
sary to delay its victory. . . Humanity is a virtue which must be

must not exhaust it in a single day to the
detriment of the country." In conclusion, he demanded incarceration

exercized every day; but we

the body of terrorists in the Jacobin Club continued to widen as

evidenced by the difficulty experienced in the drafting of a new

6 2 intriguers and aristocrats alike.
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an indispensible meas-as

Maure’s speech having gained the club’s approval, the Montag-

nard deputy Mallarme next criticized in

of the Convention relating to suspects. Because it had failed to ac

cept the motion of the Mountain to have printed the list of those freed

and those who petitioned for their release, he maintained, aristocracy

But beware: "The Montagnards become in-and moderation had triumphed.

dignant as a result of this abuse; soon they will be able to rouse

themselves; but let one be careful lest this awakening be that of the

lion; the people are there to defend them [i.e^ , the Montagnards], and

the Jacobins live in this den!" In terminating his speech, Mallarme

proposed that the club go en masse to the Convention the next day to

ask for the promulgation of the decrees of 23 Thermidor* regarding

the releasing of suspects and for the maintenance of a strong revo-
Avoiding a step perhaps maliciously suggestedlutionary government.

by the moderate deputies Dufourny and Dubois Craned, the Jacobins

wisely decided not to insist that the names of those who solicited the
65releases be listed too.

The reaction of the majority of the representatives in the Con
vention to such demands at this time was by no means clear.

and

they early—though sometimes inconsistently—showed themselves de
sirous of maintaining the revolutionary government. That they looked
upon the nature of this government in terms different from the Jacobins,

*See above, p. 21.

a threatening manner the policy

ure.64
for all partisans of the "aristocracy"

Regard
ing their loyalty to the Republic, there can be no question,
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however, was perhaps no less clear to contemporaries than to us today.

Being deputies, they were jealous of their authority and of their

new-found independence of action, and wanted to avoid at all costs

falling again under the yoke of the popular societies. But because

the majority who made up the Center party, or the so-called Plain,

had long allowed themselves to be swept along by the stronger ele

ments in the Convention, the reaction after Thermidor had left them

The anti-terrorists who now saw their influence among the

Jacobins slipping away turned to the impressionable moderate depu

ties in the Convention for support and achieved on 2 Fructidor a

At that time the deputy Louchet had demanded thatnotable success.
In brief, he urgedunrestricted revolutionary activism continue.

that the '’aristocracy” be repressed with greater force and that the
government had no alternative except to maintain terror everywhere

Unexpectedly, however, he had been inter-as the order of the day.
rupted by violent murmurs from all parts of the Convention. Shortly

thereafter Tallien, by now one of the foremost spokesmen for the

moderates, had evoked loud applause both with his riposte that

liberty of the press.

But having rebuked Louchet for his terrorist propositions,

strongly

Hebertist factions recently sprung—up in Paris. Just as their
predecessors of the autumn of 1793, the post-Thermidorian

the Convention nevertheless five days later had reacted as
against projected reactionary measures advocated by certain neo-

"Terror is the weapon of tyranny,” and his lengthy speech endorsing
68

bewildered and disoriented; and their party, without able leaders, 

was forced to improvise a policy from day to day.^?



clearly defined group.

the faction served primarily as spokesmen for a popular movement

which existed independently of it. It was directed by a number of

men—especially Gracchus Babeuf and Jean Varlet (the latter the only

leader of the old Enrages still politically active)—who had only

recently been released from prison.

Since early Fructidor that considerable number of extreme demo

crats who favored Hebertist principles had found support in

organized popular society called the Electoral Club and in the assembly
69of the Section of the Museum. Both centers had begun to agitate al

most simultaneously, the Museum Section stating its position in an
address to its sister sections and the Electoral Club in the form of

Unlike the Hebertist party

the neo-Hebertists after

as well as unlimited freedom of the press and the liquidation of the

Thus in advocating measuresrevolutionary government and the Terror.

equivalent to the suppression of the revolutionary dictatorship, which
they hated because they blamed it for the deaths in March 1794 of their
friends, the neo-Hdbertists saw their own program temporarily corres-

Because of the differences in theirpond with that of the moderates.
long-range objectives, however, the members of these two anti-terror
ist factions would soon part ways. But for the moment the respective
contradictions within this combination remained obscured and together

a newly

neo-Hebertists failed to form a

Thermidor adopted an ambitious program calling for the direct election 
of public functionaries and promulgation of the Constitution of 1793^2

29
Instead,

a petition to the National Convention.

of 1793 which, in one writer's opinion, had "really nothing to offer 

except a policy of unrestricted violence,
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they now sought to put into motion a reaction against their Montag
na rd adversaries.73

The issues posed by the neo-Hebertists meanwhile had come to

light in the Convention (7 Fructidor) during the discussion of the

reorganization of the committees of surveillance. In this regard

the deputy Michel Chasles (or Chales) suggested the election by the

people of the members of the new committees, and asked that the

deputies consider if the elective system was compatible with revo

lutionary government. Chalier immediately denounced the proposal as

The Jacobins that same night approved this action, and, when they came
to consider the question two days later, adopted the opinion of the

75Convention that such a measure as direct election was dangerous.

These events notwithstanding, when a Jacobin deputation pre
sented to the Convention an address on 8 Fructidor, the reception

The club’s ingiven it by the deputies was not at all favorable.
sistence on the continued and unchanged character of the revolution

ary government produced considerable disagreement, and Tallien ab
ruptly interrupted the speaker to demand the opportunity to refute

the statements contained in the address. Raisson, orator for the club,
76found himself summarily accused by some moderate deputies, who also

and a continuateur de Robespierre. The Jacobins in their meeting of
the next day complained loudly of this response to their petition and

to make
Undoubtedly too, Merlin of Thionville, president of the

regularly attended the sessions of the Jacobins, of being an intriguer

77

false interpretation so as

a ’’counter-revolutionary measure" injurious to revolutionary govern
ment, and unanimously the representatives voted not to consider it.?^

declared that it had been given a 
it odious.78
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Convention and one of the most ardent adversaries of the terror

won the support of the moderates with his retort that the

"in giving the example of . . . [their] submission to the laws.

As shouts for the order of the day on the address resounded in the

assembly, the representatives voted to close the discussion, and in

defeating the motion to have the discourse printed, the Convention
81doubly emphasized the rejection of Jacobin demands.

The Jacobins did not press the matter for the time being, but

for the next several days the reception of the petition remained a

frequent topic of discussion. During these debates the moderates

tried—though unsuccessfully—to caution the membership against ad
ditional actions which would designate it as a rival to the national

But a strong, independent spirit had begun to mani-representation.

fest itself within the club, and Maure perhaps expressed the senti

ments of a significant number of the Jacobins when (9 Fructidor) he

declared that "his heart is weighed down with grief in thinking that

the aristocracy rejoices, and that the Marsh came to life again yes-

Indeed, the support given the moderates by the deputies occupy

ing the lower tier of seats in the Convention—whose activities the

ardent revolutionaries. Realizing that they were on the defensive,
several among the Jacobins
and stand together. Duhem, warning the club to beware the released
aristocrats, moderates, and intriguers, appealed to the Jacobins in

on 11 Fructidor urged the patriots to rally

these words: "it is you," he said, "who have begun the revolution, it

Jacobins could best prove that they wanted revolutionary government
„80

terday.''82

ists,79

Montagnards long had influenced—must have greatly alarmed the more
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Similarly, Dupperet in a speech fre-is you who will finish it.

bold head,” and to shake off their stupor. According to him, revolu

tionary government was created to "subjugate the aristocracy . . . to

protect patriotism,” and he insisted that the former resume its un

restricted activity. That the club approved Duperret's sentiments

This same honor was accorded by the Jacobins also to a

noisily received address from the popular society of Marseilles which

Before adjourning on the eleventh, moreover, the Jacobin Club, in
order to consolidate its strength, adopted Monestier's proposal that

That the moderates, in order to follow up their success of the
eighth of Fructidor, would attempt in the Convention a trial of

strength with the terrorists is not surprising. Consequently, on the
twelfth the deputy Laurent Lecointre, Tallien's prot£g£, accused seven
prominent Montagnard deputies of sharing with Robespierre full respon
sibility for the Terror.

and all three

Unexpectedly Lecointre failed to win
over the Convention when the Mountain came out strongly against the

,,83

quently interrupted by applause pressed the Jacobins to "raise again a

complained of the concern shown for detained "aristocrats," and like

wise implored the Montagnards to rouse themselves, to unmask the
85 enemies of the state, and to give "a new edge to the national ax."

was evidenced by the vote which decreed that his speech be printed and 
distributed.84

had been caustically accused of Robespierrism in Mehde’s pamphlet which 
had had an instant success.89

it reorganize its committee of correspondence so as to facilitate com-
86 munications between the club and the affiliated societies.

Three among the accused—Barfcre, Collot
87 d'Herbois, and Billaud Varenne —had been loudly denounced by various

88 persons in the Jardin nationale several days earlier,0
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Plain and succeeded in having the accusations condemned as slander-

Contemporaries noted, however, that his accusation was ap-

and that the citizens of Paris, convinced that

the denounced deputies were guilty, became agitated that the Conven-
92tion passed over this matter. Lecointre had not misjudged that

fense, based on the declaration that the charges put the revolution

and the Convention itself on trial, led the deputies to sustain the
accused.93 To do otherwise, they realized, might further the reac

tion against all those—themselves included—who had participated in

the revolutionary government of the Year II. It is this consideration

which produced a sudden and temporary rapproachement between the

for Lecointre’s failure.

Naturally encouraged

Jacobins in their sessions after 13 Fructidor assumed a boldness
scarcely seen since the execution of Robespierre. During the session

its former activity, and Caraff£ declared unlimited freedom of the
press to be detrimental to revolutionary government and favorable only

From there he quite adroitly linkedto the counter-revolutionaries.
the insidious denunciations made by Lecointre the previous day in the
Convention with the activities of so-called aristocrats, whereupon his
colleague Loys reminded the club that whenever counter-revolutionaries
had wished to triumph they had always first slandered the Jacobins.
The matter of Lecointre*s action having been broached, the session

Carrier and Duhem accused Tallien andbecame very disordered as

public opinion was strongly anti-terrorist, but the Montagnard de-

of the thirteenth, more than one member demanded that the club resume

91 proved by the public

as a result of this development, the

majority of the Convention and the Jacobin Club, and perhaps accounts
94

OUS.90
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Dubois Crance of supporting the denunciator. Carrier went so far,

moreover, as to ask that the president of the club write to Le-

cointre and Tallien ordering them to come to the next session to ex-
95plain themselves or be expelled if they failed to appear.

Two days later the Jacobins reconvened in

Several members acknowledged that it must be promptly repressed,

while the club gave its unanimous approval to an address from the

popular society of Issy-la Montagne strongly criticizing the re

leasing of aristocrats. Without debate, the Jacobins voted that
this address be printed, sent to the affiliated societies, and plac-

From another side, Rend Levasseur (of the

Sarthe) revealed to the club the existence of

to which Duquesnoy rejoined that this condition prevailed throughout
Fayau, a deputy, dared even to suggest that behind

the effrontery and audacity of the aristocrats lay the presence of

their protectors; and, becoming more definite, he identified the
latter as those men who only recently had loudly demanded that terror

In conclusion, he appealed to theno longer be the order of the day.
Jacobins to remain vigorous in their observance of principles, and

friends of liberty from those rascals who sought to do harm.
The proces-verbal of this session discloses that FayauTs speech

had been frequently interrupted by enthusiastic bursts of applause.
Undoubtedly, the solidarity of the club in this matter stimulated
the aroused membership to proceed against the moderates within their

accorded to them the right of distinguishing for the people the
101

a "deadly system . .

a session concerned

the republic 4100

which tends to persecute patriotism and set free the aristocracy,"^

arded all over Paris.

almost entirely with the question of a resurgent counter-revolution.^
97
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organization. No sooner had the Jacobins been called to order on

the seventeenth than several members demanded that all other dis

cussion be adjourned until "we do justice to the leaders of the fac

tion who oppress the patriots and who favor the aristocrats, whose
,,102leaders are in the Society. Loys spoke first, reminding the

Jacobins again that the aristocracy raised its head only because of

the prevalence of its protectors, who were responsible for the de

grading insults suffered by the club’s spokesman, Raisson, in the
Convention on 8 Fructidor.* he said,

that they will never be able to achieve the counter

revolution if they do not destroy the Jacobins; you have seen that

recently they have wanted to put [the club] on trial in the Conven
tion.” Stressing in his conclusion that the leaders of this new

Fayau immediately took up his cue, remarking that the discus
sion "has come to the point where it is a question of naming in

dividuals and attacking them face to face." Freron, Lecointre, and
Tallien were then singled out as the club began to examine their

During this process Tallien in particular came underpast conduct.

limited press freedom and his alleged defense of the aristocracy.
Carrier, not to be outdone, accused him also of being the leader of
a party in France made up of cheats, embezzlers, and nobles who con
spired to destroy the Republic, while Levasseur depicted Tallien as

*See above, p. 30.

"are aware

a scathing attack from Fayau for the views he held regarding un

faction were known, Loys recommended that the Jacobins be quick in
103taking some "severe measures" in their regard.

"The enemies of the state,"
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Freron and

Tallien were present to defend themselves, but although they pro

In the Jacobin Club the breach be

tion was now complete.

Led by a few Montagnard deputies, the Jacobins for some time

continued to show a determination to regain their former activity

and to assert a positive influence once more over the course of the

revolution. Consequently, Levasseur on the twenty-third strongly

and the club several

days later heard with "unanimous and prolonged applause" an address

In like manner, the

club had exhibited its former aggressive spirit by decreeing (21

Fructidor) that it would give priority to discussions relating to the

Having opened their attack against their adversaries of the
Right, the Jacobins moved also towards demanding the return of the

This is revealed in the response given by the club to theTerror.

address of the popular society of Dijon which advocated the implemen
tation of some "vigorous measures" of general security to check the

a rallying point for all perse-Already it had designated itself as

tween the leading partisans of reaction and the revolutionary fac-
106

cuted patriots in inviting the affiliated clubs to denounce to the
109 Jacobins of the capital all their oppressors.

means of arriving at the prompt deportation of all aristocrats and 

counter-revolutionaries.

from the popular society of Marseilles which stressed that the pa-
1 OR triots of the South looked for guidance to the Jacobins of Paris.

tested at great length their innocence, the membership in short 

order voted their expulsion.

104 the prime mover behind Lecointre s denunciations.

urged that they remember that their first duty was "to excite public 
spirit to the height of the revolution,"^?
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spread of moderation. Presented on 19 Fructidor to both the Jacobin

club and the Convention, the address contained a number of terrorist

proposals ranging from the strict application of the law of suspects

and the repeal of the law of 23 Thermidor on the question of counter-

When heard by the deputies in the

Convention this program was unceremoniously disapproved and sent to

committee to be examined for error; but it was adopted with enthusi

astic support by the Jacobins when they voted that it be printed and

With this step, the Jacobins thus appeared again to be at

cross-purposes with the majority of the national representation.

The moderate leadership, closely watching these developments

In the Convention on 24 Fructidor, the reactionaryfrom them.

deputy Bentabole defended his friends Tallien and Frdron, stressing

that they had been expelled from the Jacobins only for expressing

opinions sanctioned by the deputies themselves. Conscious that the

Convention was jealous of its own authority, he asked if that body

would allow a popular society to control public opinion, and won

strong support from his assertion that the Jacobins had no right to

In a tone even more menacing toward thethe central authority.

Jacobins, Merlin of Thionville,
picted them as only

proponents of the Terror. In addition, Merlin more than insinuated

send the Dijon address to the armies before it had been ruled on by
114

within the Jacobin Club, was not slow in trying to gain an advantage
113

a refuge for the continuateurs de Robespierre, and

sent to the Paris sections, the affiliated societies, and the ar-
, 112mies.

revolutionary intent, to the reactivation of the revolutionary com
mittees and a restricted press.m

warned the deputies that they were being led toward a precipice by the

a recognized enemy of the club, de-
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that the attempted assassination of Tallien the previous evening had

been directed by the club, and he alleged that this act was only the

cretly preparing in order to overthrow the Convention and to silence
115the moderate deputies. These moves, when joined with that of Durand

Maillane who interjected that the deputies ought to consider the dangers

affiliation with the 44,000 other popular societies, made it appear

Yet the Convention hesi-

The moderates did not give up easily and in the next several

weeks continued their campaign to compromise the terrorists. On 28

the na

ture of which soon came to loom all the more menacing with the revela

tion of recent terrorist disturbances in Marseilles. Made public in
the Convention’s session of the fifth sans-culottide (September 21,

Consequently, Merlin of Thionville again

But the Convention, not yet
fully persuaded by the anti-Jacobin faction, as before passed over his

On September 19, 1794, the

derived from allowing the Jacobins to maintain their correspondence and
116

first of a number of diabolical measures which the terrorists were se-

1794), the troubles in Marseilles were effectively displayed as a

proposals, although the moderates did keep alive the conspiracy idea 
while awaiting a new opportunity.^^2

took the initiative urgently to demand protective action against that
1 71 the Jacobin Club.

for a moment that the reactionaries might gain the passage of restric
tive legislation against the Jacobin Club.^

tated to act, delaying any decision until a report on the interior
118 

situation of the republic had been completed.

well-laid plot directed by the Jacobins in Paris against the general
120 security of the republic.

"den of brigands,"

Fructidor the deputy Petit won approval for his lengthy and abusive
119 discourse outlining the scope of a new Jacobin conspiracy,
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government had already made what seems to have been a considerable

concession to the Right. Influenced by an unfounded report that Paris

sheltered a party of rascals and intriguers who had served the despot

ism of Robespierre, the representatives had voted to expel from the

city all who had not been in residence before 1 Messidor, Year II

This measure, according to Albert Mathiez, re

moved from Paris a number of provincial democrats and perhaps de

prived the Jacobins from this time

Not without effect in the struggle against the Jacobins was that

aspect of the reactionary program aimed at gaining control over public

opinion. To be sure, to make the Jacobins as unpopular in the public

eye as possible had become the object of many reactionary journalists

and of the authors of the countless number of pamphlets which now

Following the example of Mehde de la

Touche, almost everyone had begun to speak without end of the queue

de Robespierre, which they made completely synonymous with the member

ship of the Jacobin Club. One reactionary paper, the Messager du

to describe the Jacobins as "knights of the

and as cannibales or anthropophages who in the final

Another, in order to

the continuateurs de Robespierre,

adroitly reiterated the convincing argument that if one looked to the

This

on of a considerable source of sup-

soir, went so far as

focus attention on the Jacobins as

party which followed the ways of the head (i.e^., Robespierre) one would 
undoubtedly find there (i.e., in the Jacobin Club) the tail.122

(June 19, 1794).123

analysis wanted (he sarcastically added) to return France to the ’’very 
gentle regime of the cartloads a la Fouquier. ”^-26

appeared, according to one contemporary writer, like leaves falling
125 from the trees in autumn.

port.124

guillotine,”
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latter point was elaborated at length in a pamphlet entitled Defends

128ta Queue par 11 Auteur de la Queue de Robespierre. Taking advantage

of a credulous public, several writers even presented the alleged

assassination attempt against Tallien—real culprit unknown—as anal-

Some repeated the allegations that recent terrorist

disturbances in Marseilles were but a single plot concocted by the
130Paris Jacobins to raise the entire South to their support.

Next to the pamphlets of Meh6e de la Touche and his imitators,

number of writings signed "Baraly” made perhaps the greatest impacta

on the public and the Jacobins alike. Noted earlier for his partisan

de la liberte de la Presse, Baraly scored a major success on 29

sanctioned an unrestricted press. Entitled Les Jacobins D£mas-
this pamphlet went well beyond the question of freedom of

The author’s purpose,opinion.

Such a

sheet" in which truth will be laid bare and things called by their
true names; conveniently, Les Jacobins Demasques satisfied this end.
From designating the Jacobins as selfish usurpers of the people’s

sovereignty and as self-imposed censors of public opinion, the pam
phlet went on to accuse them, with the aid of their numerous "corrupt"
affiliated societies, of imposing their will on the National Conven
tion itself, thus becoming dangerous rivals to the latter. In

work entitled Le front de Robespierre et de sa Clique ou la Ndcessit6

131

Fructidor with the publication of a second tract which ostensibly
132

as stated, was "to prove that the

task, Baraly asserted, can most easily be accomplished with "one small

[uds, 133

ogous to a Jacobin attack on the Convention itself which required
129 vengeance.

tranquillity of the Republic depends on the dissolution of the Jaco
bins and of all the societies which are affiliated there."134
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conclusion, Baraly stressed that the Jacobins had not been defeated

by the results of 9 Thermidor; rather, so he alleged, they continued

to intrigue, their demand for the publication of the list of re

leased suspects being offered as proof that the spirit of Robespierre

remained in their midst.

a new

discourse entitled L'Agonie des Jacobins. In this work he asserted

that the Jacobins had tried to set up a bicameral legislature on the

British model with themselves

Thus, according to him, France had been the victim of an ambitious

group which, without being elected and without authority, had ele

vated itself between the people and the national representation,

there to act as a legislative body but only for its own benefit.

Acknowledging in conclusion that only the representatives in the

National Convention were duly elected and given the full sovereignty

of the people, he demanded that the Jacobin Club, which rivaled the

Convention and usurped its powers, be destroyed along with the affili-

It is interesting to note that when anated provincial societies.

irate Jacobin attempted to arrest one colporteur distributing Baraly's

pamphlets, the Committee of General Security refused to hear the

denunciation; instead the committee rendered "solemn homage to liberty

his lost time and holding the denunciator.

Meanwhile, on 24 Fructidor, the curiosity of the citizens of

About

of the press" in releasing and compensating the detained citizen for
136

A few days later Baraly continued his damaging assault in
135

Paris had been directed toward the prospectus of Tallien's own highly

as the upper and most powerful house.

partisan gazette, the Ami des Citoyens, issues of which began appear

ing regularly on 1 Brumaire, Year III (October 22, 1794).139
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which, when supplemented by the notably anti-democratic

expressions contained in still another reactionary paper, the Cour-

On

17 Fructidor (September 3, 1794), a few days earlier, there had ap

peared the first issue of Gracchus Babeuf's influential—albeit neo-

As an early victim of

the Terror, Babeuf, upon his release from prison after 9 Thermidor,

had not been reluctant to avenge himself on his former oppressors.

Until the middle of Vendemiaire he devoted considerable space in his

journal to striking out at the Jacobin Club, accusing it of changing

its character and its principles since 1793. In issue number six of

27 Fructidor, the editor depicts the Jacobins as being enemies of the

rights of the citizen, as well as assassins and supporters of the

person and the methods of the late tyrant Robespierre. As he saw it,

France after Thermidor had become divided into two very distinguish

able parties, one in favor of the maintenance of the government of

In order to eliminateexclusively on the eternal rights of man.

the former, Babeuf early in Venddmaire recommended the use of any

That the Jacobins did not readily succumb to the blows of the
anti—terrorist faction is attributable to a number of factors. Be
fore the middle of Venddmiaire the moderates had come neither to

the Terror, the other favoring the reestablishment of a regime based
141

this same time also Freron revived his journal, the Orateur du 
peuple^

rier republicain, proved severely damaging to the Jacobins.139

Hebertist—paper, the Journal de la liberte de la Presse, the title 
of which spelled out a program in itself .1^°

against the Jacobin Club, which, he said, despite its purges, had not 
been purified.1^2

means whatsoever suggesting, as a beginning, government intervention
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control entirely public opinion nor yet to win over to their side the

majority of the sections of Paris. Several Parisian papers, for ex

ample, remained less partisan in their reporting than those of Tal-

lien and Frdron. The Gazette historique et politique de la France

et 11Europe during this period not infrequently reminded its readers

of the noteworthy services rendered by the Jacobin Club to France and

Of special importance was the journal entitled

Appearing first

on 29 Fructidor (September 15, 1794), this paper advocated consis

tently the maintenance of the popular societies, especially the Jaco

bin Club, which it characterized on the fourth sans-culottide (Sep-

of liberty.” In addition, its editors frequently demanded a forceful

revolutionary government and insisted also that the designations con-

tinuateur de Robespierre and queue de Robespierre were declarations of
According to one re

cent critic, Lebois and Chasles developed the most advanced democratic
and equalitarian principles of the time, and thus functioned more so

It is not to be forgotten, moreover, that within the Convention
itself the Plain would only reluctantly lend itself to reaction. In

the inadequate provisioning of the city, and before the middle of

This state of

a celebrated society noted for being "the cradle

than Babeuf, as

tember 20, 1794), as

to the Republic.1^3

reminiscently Ami du peuple, edited by a long-time revolutionary fig
ure, Rene Lebois, and the deputy Michel Chasles.144

war and direct attacks against all patriots.143

Fructidor the police noted a growing discontent among the indigent 
citizens because of the bad quality of bread.14?

the primary spokesmen for the Parisian sans-culottes 
until the end of the year 1794.146

Paris particularly since late Thermidor grumbling had increased over
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affairs certainly caused the deputies concern, and they must at least

the provincial societies. Early in Fructidor the patriots of Aix

the departments, and on the twenty-fourth the deputies learned

from one of their committees that all the correspondence from the pro

vincial clubs protested moderation toward aristocrats and demanded that

the law of suspects be used as the basis for the revolutionary govern-

From succeeding accounts rendered in the Moniteur it can be
readily seen that until almost the middle of Venddmiaire, many such

addresses were received by the Convention, containing similar expres-

On 25 Fructidor Collot dfHerbois, to stress the point, offered the con

tents of these addresses as conclusive proof that the aristocracy still

was enthusiasti

cally received by the members who, shortly thereafter, gave a similar
deputation from the Jacobin Club in Paris; this

to protest strongly the freedom of action en
joyed by the moderates in their repression of the so-called patriots
and to request again the full execution of the law of suspects

When presented on 8 Fructidor, as we have seen,
these same demands had been turned by the reactionaries against the

had petitioned the Convention to turn its attention to the reaction in

149

the aristocracy by the more impoverished of the Paris sections and
148

warm welcome to a

latter group had come

sions of keen uneasiness over the trend toward moderation as well as

so as to

His discourse, described
154as the most energetic yet heard in the Convention,

ment.150

152No small effect was produced in the Convention as a result.

oppressed the patriots and urged the deputies to "take up again the
153 reins of government with a bold hand.

the audacity of the aristocrats

eliminate the abuse.

have paid some attention to the denunciations made regularly against
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club. Now, however, Bernard of Saintes,

replaced Merlin of Thionville as president of the Convention, accorded

Although it

is true that the Convention referred their proposals to a committee,

the Jacobins none the less derived the greatest encouragement from the

ure the warm reception given the Jacobin deputation. Next day,
moreover, evidently in order to convince the Left of their determina

tion not to give way to reaction, the deputies decided to put into

ized the interment of Marat’s remains in the Panthdon. This cere-

For their own part, meanwhile, the Jacobins had not remained in-

On the one hand, they had responded to the mass of slanderactive.

ous literature hurled their way in authorizing their printer, Gal-

demnation of the objectives of the counter-revolutionaries. As such
it must be viewed as
the sans-culottes of Paris, for its major themes are the aristocratic
oppression of the patriots, jl._e., sans-culottes, and the distinctions

In addition, its
author cautions the public to beware the increasing attacks against the

effect a Montagnard proposal of the previous November which author-
158

results and a police agent reported that the public viewed with pleas-
157

a Jacobin sympathizer who had

an appeal made by the Jacobins for the support of

Despite the sound of its title, this work constituted a
defense of the club’s role in the Revolution and was a satirical con-

to the deputation the honors of the session, and an approving assembly 

voted to send the address to the provincial societies

letti, to publish a work entitled Les Jacobins traitds comme ils le
160 meritent.

(September 21, 1794), took place in due course with the full Conven-
159 tion in attendance.

mony, designated now for the last complementary day of the Year II

in wealth and privilege between the one and the other.
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popular societies, remarking that ”if the popular societies are des

in destroying them.

From another side, in an effort obviously designed to maintain

the loyalty of the large number of sans-culottes, on 19 Fructidor the

Club reforms relating to the sale of national lands, which Fayau,

three days later, presented before the Convention. In essence, in

order to allow the poorer citizens to benefit from confiscated dmigr£

properties, the Jacobins advocated that the national domain no longer

be sold at auction; rather, it was to be broken up into small plots

and sold to proprietors with little or no land, the price of which

would be payable over a period of twenty years. In addition, prob

ably realizing the need for the good-will of the armies in maintain
ing the republican regime, Fayau asked for the promulgation of a de-

Barere—land to the soldiers in compensation for their sacrifices.

But Lozeau,
Bourdon (of the Oise) and Cambon, immediately reopened the debate and

ultimately convinced the assembly that to maintain the decree would be

to undermine confidence in the assignat and hence the very Republic

The rejection by the Convention of the Jacobin land proposals
was only a partial setback, for by no means did it end their efforts
to cultivate the support of the lower classes. To be sure, because of

contemporary (and this author believesone

Montagnard deputies Duquesnoy and Monestier proposed in the Jacobin

162

cree which authorized the granting of 600 million arpents of national

163

troyed, it is you brave and worthy people that they want to oppress
.,161

a moderate deputy, with the help of Louis

a valid) interpretation of

itself.165

and Tallien also—backed the project, which was decreed on the twenty

seventh.
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their task was becoming easier in the post-

Thermidorian period. No longer, it seems should the ideal sans-culotte

always be described primarily in terms of class or social affiliation;

For the later Jacobins, the sans-culotte is like the revo-

or economic entity. The Jacobins often used the word merely as a

synonym for patriot and republican, whether referring to the democrat

in the town or the mass of patriotic peasants among the rural popu

lation. And, "all those, fl insisted a moderate Jacobin group at the

end of 1794, ’’who for six years have proclaimed and defended the sov-

In a recent publication Richard Cobb also stresses that

the popular militants were patriotic before they were revolutionary,

becoming not merely patriots, not even super patriots, but—in their

Jacobinism after 1794 especially appealed to this feeling of

sans-culotte patriotism, and not without results. Because the Revo

lution had produced among the sans-culottes opposition to the pat
terns of social behavior practiced in the old regime—for example,

Just a few
days after the Convention’s hesitancy on the land question, the
Jacobins, taking advantage of

the defenders of the
supposed twenty-four million sans-culottes against their ambiguously
designated one million rich oppressors.

a most reactionary discourse of Dubois
Craned, were given the opportunity to pose as

lutionary aristocrat, more a state of mind than a social, political, 
167

those authors who have done so have recently been criticized because of 
this.165

own view—the only patriots.16^

they no longer accepted a subordinate position in society—post- 
Thermidorian Jacobinism here again stood to profit.

ereignty of the people, the republic and the common good, are pa-
, . . ifl68 tnots

"sans-culottism,"
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In a speech of the third sans-culottide (September 19, 1794), Dubois

Craned had come out strongly for the relaxing of terrorist methods

and of restrictions over the mercantile community, asserting that

while some merchants had been guilty of certain abuses, it was not

necessary to kill or imprison them all. In concluding, he alleged

that the fortunes of about one million rich citizens of France nour-

This assertion produced for several days lively discussions at the

Crassous in particular protested, avowing that ’’this maximJacobins.

is incontestably destructive of equality, for it is not possible that,

others. . It is blasphemy against the national sovereignty.

Garnier of Saintes was of similar opinion, observing that those who

attacked equality threatened the republic as well. He even charac

terized the moderate opposition as neo-Girondin. In his view, this

opposition desired a nation controlled by an aristocracy of talents,

riches, and ostentation, while in sharp contrast, the Jacobins ’’live

Besides iden—the frugal meal of free men, equal and virtuous.

tifying themselves in this manner with the sans-culottes, the Jaco

bins continued to seek popular support through the utilization of
In these, they stronglycirculars to the other popular societies.

denounced those who slandered the club, accusing their opponents of
being the real ’’accomplices and adherents of all the factions,” and

in a pure democracy, twenty-four million men can depend on a million
i,172

lives similar to the sans-culottes, sharing in their humble lodgings
„173

of being Orl^anists, Dantonists, £migr£s, and counter-revolution- 
arias.174

ished the energy of the other twenty-four million, and to destroy the 
resources of this million would be to aid the counter-revolution.^^^



only be conjectured, but for the next several weeks the Jacobins did

find considerable support outside the Convention. This is seen in

some of the Parisian sections to which, as the patriotic Journal des

hommes libres de tous les pays of 18 Fructidor points out, the aristo

crats had come back in force. Undoubtedly, the return to the section

assemblies of the former moderate leaders provoked the fear and in

dignation of the more ardent revolutionaries, and must in large part

account for their enthusiasm for the address of the Jacobins of Di-

Although information relating to procedures within these

assemblies remains largely incomplete, it can be determined that no

while

others echoed in discourses pronounced before the membership of the

club similar sentiments. Some of the assemblies were not content to

the Section

Fontain de Grenelle had the address printed and distributed to the

tremble. At least two sections, moreover, expressed their at-

the second Republican

*See above, p. 36.

aristocrats (i_.je., the anti-terrorists) "in order to make them 
„177

jon.*

acts which somewhat substantiate one

The Jacobin Club of course gained encouragement from such ex-

49
Just what effect these activities produced among the masses can

To be sure, as

leave the matter at that, but sent deputations to the remaining sec
tions to encourage them to support the Paris club;^^^

less than ten sections did give adherence to this address,^75

tachment to the Jacobins by publicly burning some pamphlets attack-
1 78 ing the popular societies,

government agent's observation that the writings against the Jacobins
179were regarded with disapproval by the public.

pressions of popular opinion, which, it said, "again proves favor
able toward the patriots."ISO
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year came to an end, the Jacobins had become so extremely optimistic

that one member ventured to remark: "Public opinion has for a moment

Attion, the Jacobins, and the sections of Paris are as one.

best, however, the accord between the Jacobins and the government

It remained to be seen whether thiswas more apparent than real.

supposed harmony would endure.

been vacillating; but it is at present stationary since the Conven-
..181
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FOOTNOTES

8

7 For administrative purposes, since the early days of the 
revolution Paris had been divided into forty-eight sections or 
districts.

Francois Victor Alphonse Aulard, editor, La Societe des 
_______  Recueil de documents pour I’histoire du Club des Jaco
bins de Paris (Paris, 1889-1897), VI, 290, note 1; 291, note 1; 
294. Hereafter cited as La Socidtd des Jacobins.

■^On July 11, 1794, as a result of his request, the Jacobins 
expelled from the club two of Robespierre’s opponents, Fouche 
and Dubois Craned.

2A number of works can be consulted for details regarding the 
events of 9-10 Thermidor. Richard Bienvenu, editor, The Ninth of 
Thermidor: The fall of Robespierre (New York, 1968), provides for 
the English reader translations of the numerous original sources 
relating to this matter. An excellent survey of events, also in 
English, is Robert R. Palmer, Twelve who ruled: the year of the 
Terror in the French Revolution (New York, 1965) . Much more de
tailed, older, but quite valuable, is Albert Mathiez, The fall of 
Robespierre and other essays, Reprints of economic classics (New 
York, 1968). Also useful are the following two periodical arti
cles. Albert Mathiez, "Les sdances des 4 et 5 Thermidor an II aux 
deux comites de Salut public et de SQretd gdndrale,” Annales his- 
torique de la Revolution franqaise, IV (1927), 193-222. Georges 
Michon, ”Les seances des 8 et 9 Thermidor au Club des Jacobins," 
ibid., I (1924), 491-506.

^Rdimpression de 1’Ancien Moniteur, seule histoire authen- 
tique et inaltdrde de la Revolution frangaise depuis la reunion 
des Etats generaux jusqu*au Consulat, mai 1789-novembre 1799, avec 
des notes explicatives (Paris, 1863-1870), XXI, 358. Hereafter 
cited as Moniteur, reimpression.

4Ibid. , 347.
^Michon, "Les seances des 8 et 9 Thermidor au Club des Jaco

bins," pp. 500-501.
6.

Jacobins.

l^Leo Gershoy, Bertrand Bar^re: A reluctant Terrorist( Prince
ton, New Jersey, 1962), p. 246.

aIbid., 292; Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 385.
9Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 297; Moniteur, reim

pression, XXI, 343.
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■^Moniteur, r^impression, XXI, 443.

l^Fran^ois Victor Alphonse Aulard, The French Revolution: A 
political history, 1789-1804, translated by Bernard Miall (New 
York, 1965), III, 244.

^Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 295-299.

20lbid., 295-300; Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 449.

2 ■'■Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 449.

-'-■'•At this time (Vendemiaire, Year III) Legendre says he has 
taken the role as petitioner to the Committees in behalf of the 
Jacobins because of his fear that they would "defenestrate" him if 
he did not produce the keys to their hall. See Moniteur, rdimpres- 
sion, XXII, 140.

22Ibid., 450.
22Camille Vergniol, "Jean d'Yzez: lettres d'un Conventionnel," 

La Revue de France, VI (November-December, 1926), 520. Regarding the 
activity in the Jacobins, d’Yzez writes: "Since Robespierre is no more, 
the Jacobins have taken back all those who were banished and pro
scribed. In these first days of shock, they are taking a new look at 
themselves." See also, Bienvenu, The Ninth of Thermidor, p. 334.

^Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 337.

14Ibid., 358.
l^Aulard, La Socidtg des Jacobins, VI, 323-325.

17Ibid., 358.

ISpran^ois Victor Alphonse Aulard, editor, Recueil des actes 
du Comite de salut public avec la correspondence officielle des 
Reprgsentants en mission et le registre du Conseil ex£cutif pro- 
visoire (Paris, 1889-1933), XV, 494. Hereafter cited as Recueil 
des acts du Comite de salut public.

Nevertheless, as a precautionary measure the Committees ordered 
that the papers of the club be impounded until they could be scruti
nized for information pertaining to the latest conspiracy, i.e_., 9-10 
Thermidor. It was not until their joint session of the fourteenth 
that the combined Committees authorized the release of these papers. 
See ibid., 577. Undoubtedly, it is this latter order which confuses 
Albert Mathiez regarding the date of the reopening of the Jacobins, 
which he establishes erroneously for 14 Thermidor. See Albert 
Mathiez, After Robespierre: the Thermidorian Reaction, translated by 
Catherine Alison Phillips (New York, 1965), 22-23.
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30Moniteur, rdimpr es sion, XXI, 402. The Convention on the 
eighteenth had decreed: (1) that anyone who had been detained on 
charges other than those laid down by the law of 17 September 1793 
would be set free; (2) the reasons for an arrest were to be communi
cated both to the detained and to his relatives; and (3) representa
tives on mission as well as the Committee of General Security were 
to state the reasons for any arrests that they might henceforth 
order.

^®Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 517.

2^As early as 13 Thermidor the club had sent a commission to 
petition the committees for the release of certain "oppressed but 
pure patriots," victims of the Robespierrist tyranny. See ibid., 
302-303.

For example, Dubois Craned, who was readmitted to the 
sessions of the Jacobins on the sixteenth, won loud acclaim for 
a speech in which he described Robespierre as a "cunning monster 
[who] has done more evil than all the factions combined," and as 
being "the most arrogant of men, and by consequence the most aristo
cratic." Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 478; Aulard, La Socidtd des 
Jacobins, VI, 318.

25Moniteur, rdlmpression, XXI, 438.
“^Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 338.
27On 18 Thermidor, the club had begun the selection of a com

mission of fifteen members—made up of the oldest Jacobins, at least 
one-third of whom were to be deputies—and it was their report adop
ted on the twenty-eighth which detailed the following recommenda
tions regarding the method of the purge: (1) admission to the Jaco
bin Club was to be based upon an examination of each individual's 
conduct on 9-10 Thermidor; (2) each prospective member must present 
to the secretariat of the club for verification a written voucher 
which gave proof that, during the night of 9-10 Thermidor, he was 
not in rebellion against the state; (3) all members of the club ex
amined since 9 Thermidor were to present themselves on 5 Fructidor 
to be reexamined in the presence of the full membership; and (4) 
new membership cards were to be given out at the session of 6 Fruc
tidor, from which time only those persons who had survived the purge 
would be admitted to the hall. See Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 510, 
for details.

The issue of 26 Thermidor, Year II, of the Journal de la Mon
tagne, a newspaper quite friendly to the Jacobins and one which might 
be looked upon as the official voice of the club, carried an adver
tisement to the effect that all prospective and former members were 
welcome to inscribe their names with the secretariat.
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^^Mathiez, After Robespierre,

^-^Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 387.

40Ibid., 448.

4Ibid., 447-448. One contemporary, the deputy Jean d’Yzez, 
relates as follows his impressions of the whole affair: "Tallien, 
opposed to the summit of the Mountain, adopted the axiom: I would 
prefer to save twenty aristocrats accidentally than to expose one 
patriot to unjust oppression. With this maxim you can see the turn 
things must take if it is maintained.” Letter of 27 Thermidor, 
Year II, to an unidentified correspondent, in Vergniol, "Lettres 
fl'un Conventionnel," pp. 522-523.

3?Rend Lebois, editor, the Ami du peuple, 10 Frimaire, Year III. 
The Ami du peuple became the Ami du peuple ou le Ddmocrate constitu- 
tionnel on 13 Germinal, Year III, and then changed its name again on 
2 Brumaire, Year IV, becoming the Ami du peuple ou le Ddfenseur des 
patriotes persecutes (131 numbers, 29 Fructidor, Year II-7 Ventose, 
Year IV). A second series of this paper appeared under the title, the 
Ami du peuple ou Journal de la libertd franqaise, in Germinal, Year IV, 
which ran until 26 Ventose, Year VI. The Bibliotheque nationale owns 
almost a complete run of this paper under the code Lc^ 826/827/828; 
this example was supplemented by a microfilm copy owned by the Univ
ersity of Alabama, which was obtained from Princeton University.

^Aulard, La Societd des Jacobins, VI, 563.

^Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 447-448.

I'Kare D. T^nneson, La defaite des sans-culottes. Mouvement 
populaire et reaction bourgeoise en 1 ’an III (Oslo and Paris, 1959), 
p. 34; Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 438-439; Jean Joseph Dussault, 
Fragment pour servir a 1’ histoire de la Convention nationale, depuis

p. 28.

le 10 Thermidor, jusqu1 a la ddnonciation de Lecointre, inclusevement 
(Paris, 29 Fructidor, Year II), p. 4. This latter work is to be found 
in the Bibliotheque nationale under the code Lb4^ 1231. Bibliotheque 
nationale hereafter abbreviated as B.N.

35Francois Victor Alphonse Aulard, editor, Paris pendant la 
Reaction thermidorienne et sous le Directoire. Recueil de documents 
pour I’histoire de 1*esprit public a Paris (Paris, 1898-1902), I, 23, 
27, and passim. Hereafter cited as L’Esprit public a Paris.

^Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 439.

34Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 325. These ideas were 
stated in an address to all the affiliated societies and dated 18 
Thermidor, Year II.
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512.

530.

546-547.

Vergniol, "Lettres d'un Conventionnel," p. 523.
50.

^^Monlteur, rgimpression, XXI, 531.

57Ibld., 562.

As 23 Thermidor is the anniversary of August 10 (in the Revo
lutionary calendar), the Jacobins had ended their session early in 
order to take part in the celebrations.

'The paper of the deputy Xavier Audouln, the Journal universel, 
includes in its issue of 28 Thermidor, Year II, the following state- 

"'Patriots are reduced to silence, for the aristocrats call them 
Quoted in Mathiez, After Robespierre, p. 30, note 9.

45Ibid.,

46Ibid.,

47Ibid.,
48,

5-*Kare D. T^nneson, "L'an III dans la formation du babouvisme,' 
Annales historiques de la Revolution fran;aise, XXXII (1960), 413.

54phe ideas contained in this paragraph regarding Robespierre 
and the question of liberty of opinions are taken from the following 
works: J. L. Talmon, The origins of Totalitarian Democracy (New York, 
1960), pp. 36, 104-107, 113-116, 127-129; Alfred Cobban, "The Funda
mental Ideas of Robespierre," Aspects of the French Revolution (New 
York, 1970), 145; Alfred Cobban, "The Political Ideas of Maximilien 
Robespierre during the period of the Convention," Aspects of the 
French Revolution, pp. 173-174.

^Georges Lefebvre, The Thermidorians and the Directory: two 
phases of the French Revolution, translated by Robert Baldick (New 
York, 1964), p. 20.

^Monlteur, rgimpression, XXI, 513.
56Ibid., 546.

'See the speeches of Dubois Craned of 29 Thermidor and of 
Leonard Leblols of 3 Fructidor, in ibid., 530-531, 560.

49

^Aulard, La Socletd des Jacobins, VI, 332.

44As early as 18 Thermidor, an unidentified member had proposed 
that the Jacobins hold a debate on freedom of opinions and of the 
press. Lequinio had supported this motion at that time, noting that 
where liberty of the press is absent one finds only brutes, tyrants, 
and slaves. See Moniteur, rgimpression, XXI, 489-490. Meanwhile, 
in the Convention, freedom of the press had first been demanded on 
the nineteenth. See ibid., 413.

went: 
Robespierres.'"
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210.

^^Moniteur, rgjmpression, XXI, 547, 577.

61Ibid., 587.
^Aulard, La Socigtg des Jacobins, VI, 377.

p. 36.

6^Moniteur, rgjmpression, XXI, 572, 575. In the Jacobin session 
of 6 Fructidor already Lequinio and Leonard Bourdon had supported the 
demand that the Committees speed up the release of those individuals 
who were not suspects according to the terms of the Convention's de
cree of 18 Thermidor, Year II, or who had been imprisoned arbitrarily. 
See Aulard, La Socigtg des Jacobins, VI, 364-365.

64Ibid. , 372-374.

65Ibid., 374-376.

^^Lefebvre, The Thermidorians and the Directory, p. 24.
^Mathiez, After Robespierre,

88Moniteur, rgjmpression, XXI, 431-434.

58Ibid., 559.

59B.N. Lb 41 1219 (Paris, 9 Fructidor, II).

Sydenham, The French Revolution, p.
^These two demands were, it is true, made by the Hdbertists 

in 1793 and early 1794.
^Because of the differences in the ultimate goals toward which 

they aspired, the neo-Hdbertists finally recognized this policy as a 
tragic error. This was not, however, until their combined attacks on 
the Revolutionary Government and the Jacobins had contributed sig
nificantly to the movement toward reaction in France.

69 j. Zacher, "Varlet pendant la Reaction thermidorienne," 
Annales historiques de la Revolution frangaise, XXXIII (1961), 21—23. 
The Electoral Hall, which became the meeting place of the neo-Hdbert- 
ists, is the former Eveche, or archbishop’s palace, and is situated 
conveniently in the lie de la Citd near Notre Dame and in the very 
heart of Paris. Since the fall of 1792 the Eveche had served as the 
center of almost all the radical groups which pressed for the domina
tion and control by the sections of Paris of the Revolutionary Govern
ment. The organization of the neo-Hebertists which met there in the 
fall of 1794 were thus called the Electoral Club or sometimes the 
Electoral Society.

70.Tonneson, La defaite des sans-culottes, pp. 64-66.
71.
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Report of 9 Fructidor,

Mehde de la Touche, La Queue de Robespierre,1219.

83Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 393. See also Buchez and 
Roux, Histoire parlementaire de la Revolution franqaise, XXXVI, 61.

iour servir a 1 'histoire de la Convention

98Vergniol, "Lettres d'un Conventionnel," p. 527. Letter of 13 
Fructidor, Year II, to Dubose, executive officer of the administration 
of the Department of the Landes. See also Moniteur, rgimpression, 
XXI, 642.

88Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 650.

82Ibid., 619.

83Ibid., 651. 

84Ibid.

78Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 380, 386.
79Dess ault, Fragment 

nationale, pp. 25-26.

^^Moniteur, riimpression, XXI, 617.

^Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 581-583.

?3Aulard, La Societi des Jacobins, VI, 385-386.

28Raisson identified these in the Jacobin session of the ninth 
as Lecointre and Bentabole.

88Aulard, L'Esprit public A Paris, I, 60. 
Year II.

89B.N. Lb 41 
pp. 4-5.

82Ihe three deputies named in the text were all former members 
of the Committee of Public Safety. With them were denounced Vadier, 
Amar, Voullard, and David (the painter), former members of the Com
mittee of General Security.

88Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 591. For the influence of the 
anti-Jacobin Merlin of Thionville relating to these events in the 
Convention, see Philip Joseph Benjamin Buchez and Prosper Charles 
Roux, editors, Histoire parlementaire de la Revolution franqaise; 
ou, Journal des assemblies nationales, depuis 1789 jusqu' en 1814 
(Paris, 1834-1838), XXXVI, 38-39.

83Moniteur, riimpression, XXI, 591.
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Report of 13 Fructi-

99lbid.

91Dussault, Fragment pour servir a 1'hlstoire de la Convention 
nationale, p. 27. In his Memoirs Barere says that Dussault was in 
the pay of Frdron, but at the same time exercized a great deal of 
influence over him. Barere also alleges that Lecointre distributed 
in Paris about 10,000 to 12,000 copies of the denunciations made 
against the three Montagnard deputies. See Bertrand Barere, Memoirs 
of Bertrand Barere, Chairman of the Committee of Public Safety during 
the Revolution, translated by De V. Payen-Payne (London, 1896), II, 
199, 203, 205.

-LOOlbid., 402. In Paris during Fructidor and the first half of 
Venddmiaire, some 3,615 releases had been ordered. See Lefebvre, The 
Thermidorians and the Directory, p. 28.

^Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 66. 
dor, Year II.

9^Moniteur, r^impression, XXI, 622, 641.

94The majority of the deputies were reluctant, however, to carry 
the matter as far as the Jacobins wanted. On 14 and 16 Fructidor the 
Jacobin representatives Bernard of Saintes, Fayau, Levasseur, and 
Duhem tried to have Lecointre removed as secretary of the Convention 
as well as eliminated from all its committees. Despite heated debate 
and strong arguments by the anti-reactionaries, the Convention never
theless passed easily to the order of the day on the proposal. Duhem 
and several others then loudly demanded a roll-call vote, which caused 
such a disturbance that Goupilleau of Fontenay requested that Lecointre 
voluntarily resign in order that calm might be reestablished. He thus 
complied on the sixteenth in stating: "In more than one circumstance 
I have shown myself capable of giving my head for the good of my 
country." See ibid., 645, 663-664.

95Ibid., 652-653.

9^In the night of 13-14 Fructidor there occurred the explosion 
of a powder magazine located on the Rue de Grenelle, in which, accord
ing to the deputy d'Yzez, two to three hundred persons perished. This 
incident caused a profound sensation among the citizens of Paris who, 
along with the Montagnard deputies, placed responsibility for the dis
aster on the aristocracy and the system of indiscriminate releasing of 
suspects. See Vergniol, "Lettres d'un Conventionnel," p. 673; Moni- 
teur, rdimpression, XXI, 646; and Buchez and Roux, Histoire parlemen- 
taire de la Revolution franqaise, XXXVI, 65-66.

9^Among these was Duquesnoy who remarked: "in revolution, it is 
never necessary to look back, but to crush without pity all those who 
show themselves the enemies of the public welfare!" See Aulard, La 
Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 402-403.

98Ibid., 400.
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725.
The security reports of 27 Fructidor, Year II, note that

101Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 403-404.

102Ibid., 408.

103Ibid., 409.

104Tallien is accused of preparing the ground for Lecointre's 
denunciation by a speech which he made before the Convention on 11 
Fructidor. Levasseur, who credits Freron with part of its drafting, 
characterized Tallien's discourse as filled with moderation and con
taining principles opposed to the revolutionary government.

lO^See Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 409-417, for the 
details of this important session. Lecointre, who was not present, 
had already written to the Club (15 Fructidor, Year II) that as a 
representative of the people he owed no explanations to it for an 
opinion expressed in the National Convention. Moniteur, rdimpression, 
XXI, 667. Ironically enough, Tallien had ended his defense in saying: 
"If the Society does not judge me worthy of sitting in its midst, I 
will retire into the Convention in order to fight there zealously the 
factions and the intriguers." Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 
415. Within a few months from the tribune of that assembly he would 
realize his revenge against his Montagnard opponents.

F. Shepard emphasizes this point in his work: Price Con
trol and the reign of Terror, France 1793-1795 (Berkely and Los 
Angeles, 1953), p. 44.

l-O^Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 430.
108 . . . _QIbid., 459.
1Q9Ibid., 430.

HOMoniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 705-706.

m<La Socidtd populaire r^gendrde de Dijon, & la Convention 
nationale (n.p. Fructidor, year III) University of Alabama rare 
pamphlet collection.

H^Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 697.
113In this dissertation the term reactionary will be used to 

refer to persons or groups holding extreme Rightist opinions. Counter
revolutionary and reactionary will be used interchangeably in the text. 
The term moderate has been adopted as a synonym for Conservative.

114Ibid.,

115Ibid. J __r  _ ,  
in the sections of Paris there is being spread the rumor that certain 
Jacobins are busy weaving plots against the liberty of the people. 
See Aulard, L1Esprit public h Paris, I, 96.
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the sessions of the National Convention for 2 and 4

(Paris, n.d.)1275.

(Paris, n.d.).

Merlin recommended nothing 
the papers of the club

Mathiez says that the 
See After Robespierre,

Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 728. 
clubs numbered no more than 2,500 to 3,000. 
p. 50, note 9.

l22See
Venddmiaire, in ibid., 58, 69.

123Ibid., XXI, 792; XXII, 8.

324After Robespierre, p. 53.

H7Merlin remarks at the end of his speech: "I have said enough, 
I think, to persuade the Convention, if not to close the Jacobins, at 
least to prohibit any of its members from going there." See Moniteur, 
reimpression, XXI, 725.

118Ibid., 728.

119Ibid., 756-759.

329Ibid., XXII, 33. The Messager du soir of 4 Vendemiaire, 
Year II, says that the revelation of the troubles in Marseilles had 
caused consternation among the "lieutenants of Robespierre" and that 
the leaders of the Jacobins no longer have the same assurance. 
Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 128.

^Moniteur, reimpression, XXII, 35. 
less than that the Convention place seals on 
and that it begin its own purge of the membership.

12Spssue of Courrier rdpublicain of 29 Fructidor, Year II, in 
Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 98.

72^Messager du soir, 2nd and 5th sans-culottides, Year II, in 
ibid., 104, 116.

127Courrier rdpublicain, 4 Vendemiaire, Year III, in ibid., 127.
128B.N. Lb41

129Archives nationales. ADI-112. Les Anneaux de la Queue, ou 
coup dToeil du moment, par Le Franc Republicain (n.p., n.d.).
Archives nationales hereafter abbreviated as A.N.

130Messager du soir, 1 Vendemiaire, Year III, in Aulard, L Esprit 
public h Paris, I, 119.

131B.N. Lb41 1278.
132Aulard,!1Esprit public h Paris, I, 99.
1 33Les Jacobins Dgmasquds; Suite au front de Robespierre et da 

sa Clique, ou la ndcessitd de la liberte de la Presse (Paris, n.d.). 
University of Kansas rare pamphlet collection.
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Year III.
136,

in

8, 29 Fructidor, Year II.

This story is repeated on 30 Fructidor in the pages of the 
Gazette frangaise and of the Courrier republicain, and is substanti
ated in the police report for the 1st sans-culottide. Year II, 
Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 99, 101.

137

1^2Ibid., no.

l^S'phe editor of the Gazette historique. . . . questions in one 
of his issues the sincerity of Frdron, asking if one can believe that, 
since he has been expelled from the Jacobins, he does not act with 
animosity in this affair; "a little malice," the editor says, "joined 
with some capability, gives force indeed to the address of the puniest 
barrister." See Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 123, and passim 
for excerpts from this journal.

1ZlZ*See footnote 36, above, for complete information regarding 
this newspaper.

l^Ami du peuple, 4 Venddmiaire, Year III, 7 Vendemiaire, 
Year III.

Ibid.. 93.
138Ibid., 89.

139Barere in his Memoirs (II, 202) styles the journals of 
Freron and Tallien as "the two torches of reaction." For an in
teresting account of how the reactionaries sought to undermine 
public confidence in the Jacobins and the regime of the Year II 
by misrepresenting the work being done at Meudon, the arms center, 
see Shepard, Price Control, pp. 45-51.

Journal de la liberte de la presse, becoming the Tribun du 
peuple ou le defenseur des droits de 11 honnne with issue number 23 
of 14 Vendemiaire, Year III. (43 numbers, 17 Fructidor, Year II-5 
Flordal, Year IV.) Microfilm copy located at the University of 
Alabama from the original, which is owned by Cornell University.

l^ljournal de la liberty de la presse, no. 13, 1 Vendemiaire, 
Year III.

134Ibid., p. 2.

•*~33L'Agonie des Jacobins; Suite aux Jacobins Demasques (Paris, 
n.d.). University of Kansas rare pamphlet collection. This pamphlet 
made a considerable impact on the Jacobins and its contentions were 
denounced as absurd by them in the club's session of 1 Vendemiaire, 

Moniteur, reimpression, XXII, 44.
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225, respectively.
Histoire parlementaire de la Revolution

Jean Maitron, director, Dictionnaire Biographique du Mouve- 
ment ouvrier Franqais: 1789-1864. De la Revolution franqaise a la 
fondation de la Premiere Internationale (Paris, 1965), II, 455.

l47Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 28, 62, 76, 86, 92, 95.

148See Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 709, for the address pre
sented to the National Convention by the Section Mutius-Scaevola de
nouncing moderation which, it asserted, appears to be the order of 
the day.

149Ibid., 694.

150Ibid., 722-724.

l^lgee especially the addresses of the popular society of 
Montagne-sur-Aisne of the 3rd sans-culottide; that of Aigle of 2 
Vendemiaire, Year III; and that of the Department of the Nord read 
to the Convention on 21 Vendemaire, Year III. These are to be found 
in ibid., XXII, 3, 54-55,

152j5uchez an<j Roux, 
franqaise, XXXVI, 70.

^•^Monlteur, rdimpression, XXI, 734.

l94Rend Levasseur thus characterizes Collet's speech in the 
Jacobin session of that night, in lb id■, 737.

155phe draft of this address was approved in the Jacobins on 
the twenty-fourth. See Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 445-447.

•LS^Moniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 739-740.

157Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 91. Levasseur in report- 
ing that night the day’s events in the Convention says that this ses
sion must have filled with terror the hearts of the aristocrats and 
all the rascals joined to them. "Let,” he concludes, "all those who 
now suffer from the blows of the latter take courage, since the hope 
of being avenged for all the ills that they have sustained is finally 
offered to them." See Moniteur, reimpression, XXI, 738.

It is perhaps interesting to note that two historians of the 
period, Georges Lefebvre and Albert Mathiez, minimize if they do not 
deny the significance of these events.

1 58The Jacobins on 23 Fructidor had voted to petition the Con
vention in this regard, but there is no evidence that such an appeal 
was ever made before the deputies. See ibid., 722.
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(Paris, n.d.).

This was authorized by

200.

in Ami du

189.

19.

tuted the nation: 
racy, p. 94.

In 1793, 
sans-culottes . . 
manuel workers and peasants.”

the popular society of Beaucaire said: "We are 
. poor and virtuous, we have formed a society of 

 1 r ’’ Albert Soboul, The Parisian sans
culottes and the French Revolution 1793-4, translated by Gwynne 
Lewis (Oxford, 1967), p. 21.

169Cobb, The police and the people, p.
170Soboul, The Parisian sans-culottes, p.
171Thus was first introduced these unfounded figures which were 

supposed to denote the disparity between the number of rich bourgeois 
citizens and the rest of the French population; and were so often re
ferred back to by the "patriots ’’ in this period of revolutionary 
history. See Moniteur, rgimpression, XXII, 6, for this controversial 
speech of Dubois Craned.

1 59Ibid., 744. Lebois, in the Ami du peuple of the 4th 
sans-culottide, warns his readers, the so-called patriots, not 
to place too much importance on this event in view of the state 
of public opinion.

160B.N. Lb41

-^•hfoniteur, rdimpression, XXI, 709. 
a decree of June 28, 1973.

An arpent is about one and one-half English acres.
164Ibid., 749. Barere also went so far as to advocate the es

tablishment of workshops and boutiques for the unemployed in the 
cities.

161Ibid., pp. 7-8.

162Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 418-419.

165Ibid., 748-751.

166gee Cobb, The police and the people, pp. 189, 120. Gwyn A. 
Williams, Artisans and sans-culottes: popular movements in France and 
Britain during the French Revolution (New York, 1969), p. 20, follows 
Albert Soboul’s interpretation of sans-culotterie and stresses that 
the hard core of the group remained the lower bourgeois artisans, 
tradesmen, etc. According to him, others could take the name only in 
an "honorary" fashion. This point of view is not substantiated by 
post-Thermidorian Jacobin writings, however.

167Cobb, The police and the people, p.

168"La Veritd du peuple, par des Partiotes de 89," 
peuple, 12 Frimaire, Year IV.

Robespierre declared that the popular masses alone consti- 
they were le peuple. Talmon, Totalitarian Democ-
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176,'Moniteur, rdimpression, XXII, 41-42.
l^Ibid.

Report of 8

1 72 Aulard, La Societe des Jacobins, VI, 491-492.
^^Moniteur, reimpression, XXII, 43.

I^b.n. Lb^ 790. Address de la Socidtd des amis de la Libertd 
et de Ifegalite, seante aux ci-devant Jacobins, a Paris, a toutes les 
societes populaire de la Republique (Paris, 3rd sans-culottide, Year 
II), pp. 3-5 .

Ttfnneson, La defaite des sans-culottes, pp. 68-74, for 
these events. T^nneson says, however, that only eight sections voted 
their adhesion to the address, but evidently he has overlooked or 
possibly discounts the affirmative statements made in this regard to 
the Jacobins by two other sections, viz., the Section de la Montagne 
and the Section de Chalier. Several other sections also expressed 
themselves in tones which indicate that they were totally sympathetic 
with the Jacobins at this time. See Moniteur, rdimpression, XXII, 
41-42. 

1 7ftOn 30 Fructidor, the Section de la Montagne had burned one 
anti-Jacobin pamphlet, whose example had been followed two weeks 
later by that of Bonne-Nouvelle which burned another. See ibid., 
41, 206.

179Aulard, L'Esprit public a Paris, I, 135. 
Venddmiaire, Year III.

180B.N. Lb4° 790. Address...a_ toutes les socidtes populaire 
de la Rdpublique, 3rd sans-culottide, Year II.

181Aulard, La Socidtd des Jacobins, VI, 479. The police report 
of 8 Venddmiaire, Year III, alleges moreover that republican prin
ciples are everywhere expressed loudly in Paris. See Aulard, LTEsprit 
public A Paris, I, 135.



CHAPTER II

.THE DEATH OF THE LION

By the end of Fructidor, Year II, a crucial moment had clearly

arrived for the Jacobin movement. Wishing to maintain an apparent

solidarity with the national representation, but accused of attempt

ing to erect a power in rivalry to it, the moderates in the club tried

to temper the actions and the words of their fellow members. In not

ing, for example, that the use of the designation Socidtd-m^re evoked

the idea of preeminence and of superiority, the membership on 27 Fruc-

A similar attitude of circumspection appeared even more openly in the

Jacobin session of the twenty-ninth, the very day of the appearance

of Baraly’s incriminating pamphlet, Les Jacobins Ddmasqu^s. Respond

ing to a few members who expressed alarm over the uninhibited activi

ties of the aristocracy and the lethargy of the former militants, Loys

at this time urged restraint and pressed the club to react as they had

in all difficult circumstances: that is, to remain calm and tranquil.

of the more uncompromising Jacobins, sub
scribed to the same view. When an unidentified member suggested that
the club demand application of the decrees against slanderers, Duhem

objected, advocating instead that they leave to the constituted author
ities the task of executing the laws.

65

Even Duhem, who had been one

tidor had been convinced to forbid the further use of this expression?-
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Then to reassure those who might doubt the wisdom of such a policy, he

quite naively concluded:

consideration of Duhem's remarks whichIn all probability it was

induced the Montagnard deputies

ber 20, 1794) not to oppose the reading of the committees' joint re

port on the state of the nation. Prepared and delivered by the repre

sentative Robert Lindet, himself a former member of the Committee of

Public Safety, this important state paper, while removed from either

political extreme, in substance repudiated and threatened the party of

the Jacobins. To be sure, Lindet promised that the government would

not abandon the former revolutionary leaders to personal resentment and
crimes would be delivered to the tribunals as would all those who did

not desire equality of rights or who proposed the equalization of
wealth. And in a tone definitely moderate, he urged the release from
prison of all "useful" persons, thus moderating the revolutionary re-

Moreover, disallowing all distinctionpression of nobles and priests.
of castes and social classes, he urged that Frenchmen ought to be judged

only as good or bad citizens. At his conclusion the Left, or rather

It is by our firm conduct, it is by our inviolable attachment 
to the National Convention [Duhem maintained] that we must 
respond to the slanderers; it is in proving that whatever 
Frdron, Tallien, Rougff [±.._e., Guffroy, a reactionary printer] 
and their consorts say regarding it, we are not the men of 
9 Thermidor, and that there is not in the Society any of those 
fools who dared revolt against the national authority.

the remnants of the old Mountain now sitting in the so-called "Crest,"

on the fourth intercalary day (Septem-

I believe that all the Jacobins of the Republic, similar to 
the French Hercules, will hold their club in the air with
out striking the reptiles which gather around them; let them 
croak, and soon we will see them fall at our feet. Our only 
response is in our conduct and in our actions.
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Ordered printed by the Convention, the joint report soon
4circulated widely in French, English, and Italian.

It is true that the Jacobin Club remained entirely silent re-

and that its sessions still echoed faith

in and loyalty to the National Convention. Yet, during Venddmiaire,

without compromising a tenuous position, the discussions in the club

became more aggressive, turning frequently to the alarm being ex

pressed over the activities of the moderates—the so-called aristo-

As this is the time that the Parisiancratic faction—in Paris.

sections were showing themselves very receptive to the revolutionary

principles contained in the address of the Jacobins of Dijon,* the

Paris club naturally wanted to channel this sentiment in a favorable

direction. Thus to the aristocrats, the Jacobins readily ascribed

full responsibility for the oppression of the left-wing elements and

the fabrication of all the slanderous accusations being hurled against

the club, which at great length they now undertook to refute. On the

address had been adopted

to be sent to the departmental clubs. It was hoped that this would

convince them of the purity of the Paris Jacobins and give assurance
of their unity with the Convention and the mass of revolutionaries

Then on 5 Venddmiaire these points were greatly ex
panded in a powerful statement drafted by the committee of corres-

Although it resisted responding to the libels writtenpondence.

against the Jacobin Club, the committee resolved to use the circular

*See above, Chapter I,

garding Lindet's address,$

third sans-culottide (September 19, 1794) an

p. 36.

in the capital.

remained unmoved and voted with the majority their approval of this 

discourse.
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to describe and contrast the conduct of the Jacobins with that of

their enemies. In addition, the report traces the deadly course of

the counter-revolution and makes a strong plea for the maintenance

of the revolutionary government and the revival of republican energy.

conclude the editors, "it is a false alarm, but the aristoc-

point out its flag. With much applause the Jacobins adopted this

address and decreed that it would be posted in the city, distributed

to the deputies, and sent to the popular societies, the armies, and

paper delivered by the patriot journalist Xavier Audouin. In effect,

Audouin, who was also a deputy, presented his own interpretation of

the present situation of the republic; he anticipated a great deal of
According towhat became Jacobin rhetoric in the next few months.

him, all the current discord in France stemmed from the intrigues

of an aristocratic faction which was backed by English money. The

to reestablish the monarchy.goal of this faction, he maintained, was

it could not corrupt the pa-First it attacked the Jacobins, for, as

But in the final analysis,triots, it was necessary to destroy them.
to destroy the Convention,

and then the republic after the Convention.
On the other hand, says Audouin, the Jacobin system is none

other than true democratic republicanism, and the patriots ask only

that revolutionary government be maintained until peace is achieved

Moreover, the Jacobins are portrayedand the constitution organized.

Then two days later the Jacobins heard an equally important
9

he stressed that its real objective was

"Perhaps,"

racy is still there, and as soon as it appears, it is necessary to
„7

- 8the Paris sections.
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again as defenders of the rights of the artisans and the workers

against the ambitions of the privileged few. Audouin notes in par

ticular that, whereas the Jacobins want no other distinction among

patriotism and honesty, it is the

aristocrats who abhor equality and who assert that "one million men

thus aspiring to exclude the sans-

But, insists the speaker, the French

people have not made a revolution in order to be tyrannized by the

aristocratic financier, or to play the role of slaves to the favored

one million. Concluding, he appeals to the people of Paris to sup

port the Republic founded by the Jacobins, by saying: "You can exist

only with the Republic, one, indivisible, and democratic; your honor
niland your interest equally obligate you to defend it.

This speech, according to the Journal des hommes libres of 11

Venddmiaire, was often interrupted by warm applause, following which

the affiliated societies and the armies, as well as distributed in the

As it happened, this move brought the club dangersections of Paris.

ously close to a clash with the Convention, for the governing committees

had ordered the reading of Lindet's address in the section assemblies
12 Meanwhile, the Jacobin Boissel, whoscheduled to meet on the tenth.

feared an acceleration of hostile intrigue in these meetings, had urged

On the tenth, therefore,sections so as to counter-balance the Right.

in not a few section assemblies several Jacobins abandoned the prudence
that the Montagnards in the Convention and the majority in the club had
lately observed. number of the sessions, they succeededDisrupting a

culottes from public affairs.10
maintain twenty-four million,"

on 9 Venddmiaire that the patriots go next day into their respective

an excited Jacobin assembly decreed that it too be printed and sent to

citizens except that founded on
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in setting aside the report of Lindet and insisted that the speech

varied. In some it was welcomed, and deputations from several of the

sections came to the Jacobin hall on the eleventh to recount the fa

vorable results of their last meetings. These delegations generally

followed the example of the Section Piques which asked for fraterniza

tion with the club, expressed approval for the Jacobin circular to

In others, on the other hand, there is evidence that the

moderates stood up to the extremists. Although in the Sections Lepel-

Certain deputies

immediately avowed, however, that the arrest of a few terrorist

This prompted Thuriot to recommend that theagents did not suffice.

Revolutionary Tribunal bring up to date its dossiers on all of Robes

pierre's partisans. This procedure, he remarked, would aid in the

rapid incarceration of all who opposed the Convention, or who in-

With the Convention obviously beginning to move in a manner

hostile to the Jacobins, Legendre that same day attempted to renew

the accusations of Lecointre made a month earlier against Billaud

Varenne, Collot d'Herbois, and Barere. According to the deputy

Charles Duval, editor of the Journal des hommes libres, this action

tarily, they gained their revenge by denouncing to the Convention on

letier and Mont-Blanc, the moderates were forced to capitulate momen-

Reaction in the assemblies to such Jacobin maneuvers of course

the affiliated societies, and denounced the progress of the reac
tion.1^

suited the people by calling themselves the patriots par excel- 
lence.1*’

of Audouin or other Jacobin statements be heard instead.11

the twelfth several Jacobin agitators and in securing the arrest of 
three militants of "the army of Robespierre.1,11
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immediately brought expressions of joy to the faces of the counter-

Again, however, the anti-terrorists failed to carry the

The accused, relates Duval, armed with truth alone andissue.

through a simple exposd of the facts, reduced to silence the de

Matters between the pro-Jacobin forces and the opposition were

shortly to come to a head. Quite possibly the apparent popular en

thusiasm for Jacobinism in early Venddmiaire, combined with other agi

tation in Paris, had caused the committees of the government and the

Convention some disquiet. They perhaps even feared an insurrection

As regards the Convention itself, significant and

outspoken criticism in Paris was frequently heard. Gracchus Babeuf,

In addition,

approach of winter the people of Paris were showing an increasing

observation of the fourteenth records that within the capital the

The charge that the deputies were

feathering their own nest while the people starved was not without

significance; it contributed to the growing alienation of the masses

It is highly
probable, therefore, that these several factors produced the spirit

a police report of 9 Venddmiaire notes that with the

concern over the scarcity of provisions, while a police agent’s

revolutionaries and involuntary smiles to the lips of the aristo
crats.^^

19 by the sections.

from the Convention and was continually reiterated in the months lead-
22 ing to the Germinal uprising in the spring of 1795.

nunciators, after which the Convention a second time passed to the

18 order of the day regarding the accusations.

public had become disgruntled because the representatives appeared to
21 be acting in their own behalf.

until recently a friend of the moderates, had begun to castigate the
20 central government for its immobility since Robespierre s death.
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of rebellion recognized in a number of the sections toward the middle
of Vendemiaire.23 Certainly, from the Jacobin side, Audouin's ad

dress failed to allay any apprehension felt by the authorities, for

he openly reminded the sans-culottes of Paris that tyrants had always

Moreover, on 11 Vendemiaire the

president of the Jacobins had spoken even more threateningly when he

informed a deputation from the Section Republique that "the factions

which pursue

they will be vanquished. The people need only one day in which to
i.25act, and one day in order to triumph.

Two days later Bourdon of Oise, reacting to the agitation in

Paris, proposed in the Convention—though without specifying particu

lars—the enactment of legislation sufficient to repress crime, in-

The deputy Pelet was of similar accord,

Backed by Thirion andbut would strike directly at the Jacobins.

Dubois Craned, he attempted to paralyze the leadership of the club

with a proposal to bar deputies from being members of any popular

Pelet even avowed that such membership created divisionsociety.

within the Convention, while Dubois Craned asserted that the Jacobin

Club in particular contained still an inestimable number of scoun-
Crassous, a Jacobin deputy, ablydrels and agents of Robespierre.

opposed this measure, stressing that the existence of the popular so-
By arguing that the rightcieties was guaranteed by the Constitution.

None the less, the reactionaries scored a partial victory that

decree which ordered the committees ofday in obtaining passage of a

trigue, and brigandage.26

us are no stronger than the armies of Pitt and Coburg;

feared their immense population.

of peaceful assembly could not be altered, he succeeded in blocking 
the legislation.22
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In all probability, for a majority of

the deputies, interest in this measure stemmed largely from the de

mands being made by the neo-Hdbertist Electoral Society which called

for the suppression of the revolutionary system of government and

On the other hand,

among others such as Tallien, it can not be doubted that personal ani

mosities toward the Jacobins influenced their actions in this affair.

On 10 Venddmiaire the Convention had already expressed its disdain

for Hdbertist principles by sending to the Committee of General Security
30 and on 13 and 18 Vendemiairea petition of the Electoral Society,

successively, several members rose in the assembly to denounce again

those who asked for the reestablishment of the detestable Commune of
31 TallienParis and the destruction of the revolutionary government.

insisted, however, that all the intriguers were not in the Electoral

Society, and moved that the Convention provide an exemplary punish

ment for all associations which sought to rival the central authority.

Although he did not at this time refer to the Jacobin Club by name,

doubt the latter was his objective when he demanded that the nano

The Jacobins in their own sessions protested the allegations

made by their adversaries that the club had not really been purged

and continually traced back to the aristo-

For the most part, however, inaction was the order of the
day, and they remained lethargic,

crats responsibility for the assaults being made on

as if undecided as to which way to

of "thieves and brigands,"

cieties useful to the state.

. 33cieties
the popular so-

tional representation supervise its
32 as a means of making them useful.

ultimately the abolition of the Convention itself.

own purge of the popular societies

government to meet and propose the means of rendering the popular so-
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On

17 Vendemiaire they drew back from joining with the Electoral Society—

menaced also by the reaction—when its deputation appealed to them for

unity so that together they might destroy the intriguers and factions.

the tenth had rejected one petition

of the neo-Hdbertists; therefore, the Jacobins, in order not to ap

pear as a judge between the two rival organizations, raised its

35session without acting on the Electoral Society's request. The very

Surprisingly enough, the Jacobin Club received this address

and voted on the twenty-third to thank the Con-

Obviously, by this action, the Jacobins showed

themselves truly intimidated by the assertion of the counter

revolutionaries that their existence threatened the sovereignty of the

Consequently, on 19 Venddmiaire when one member procentral authority.
mildly worded circular to the affiliaited societies—

one concerned only with "principles" and not the slanders hurled

against the club—to complement that of the deputies, the Jacobins

soundly rejected the idea so as not to appear as a rival power to

Then, quite unrealistically, the club adopted in—the Convention.

stead Fayau’s alternative suggestion that they merely remain firm
and calm, assuring by their adherence to principles alone, the de-

Among the mass of patriots be
wilderment must have resulted from the loss of the Jacobin initiative.

As noted above, the Convention on

next day, however, the Convention voted an address to the French na-

posed sending a

tion denoting as the Republic's most dangerous enemies equally the sue-

as "full

turn, stressing only their inviolable attachment to principles.

struction of all their enemies.

vention for it. 39

07 with approval, characterizing it, in the words of Raisson, 
38 of good principles,"

cessors of Robespierre [jt.e^, the Jacobins] and the neo-H6bertist fac- 
36 tions.
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If the counter-revolutionary pamphleteers can be believed, by

if the Jacobins still existed "as they cause little sensation among

Under these circumstances, the discussions regarding the re

organization of the popular societies continued with the moderates

consistently gaining ground. The so-called patriots understandably

made small impression with their arguments that the political clubs

propagate social virtues and hatred of tyranny. From all sides

meanwhile the opposition to these popular institutions raised hostile

voices. One of the most widely read and important of the opposition

diatribes, a pamphlet entitled Pendant que la bete est dans la pibge

il faut 1 *assomer (While the beast is in the trap it is necessary

appeared on 20 Vend^miaire. This work, signed by

Peran, quite adroitly summarized the reactionary position regarding

Through their correspondence and affiliations,the popular societies.

public which must be one and indivisible; they establish a govern-
Peran be-ment within a government,

lieved, moreover, that because of their exclusive nature, the popu

lar societies maintained among the people the spirit of party and
Primarily,

however, his pamphlet emphasizes that "by the right that they have of

passing decrees and of drawing up petitions as a body, they are given

authorities."

had served the Republic well and that they ought to be maintained to

42

a political existence, they become a rival power to the constituted

its author argues, "they form a kind of federative league in a re-

Vendemiaire the question was even being asked sarcastically in public

the people of whom they declare themselves the defenders,"^1

an empire within an empire."

to strike it) ,

that they sowed "germs of dissolution in the social body."
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In all probability, Peran’s ideas greatly aided preparation

of the attack made against the popular societies by a host of mod

erates who, in the Convention

to the charge. In order to win over the majority of the deputies,

Merlin of Thionville, Bentabole, Reubell, and Bourdon of Oise stressed

in particular that the popular societies had set themselves up as

rivals to the legitimate government, and that for over a year it was

not the Convention, but rather the clubs, which had governed and

become all powerful. On the Jacobins, moreover, Merlin placed

complices succeeded in dominating France, while Bourdon depicted

at the Jacobins”—which existed illegitimately along side the rep-

By alleging that the destruction of theresentative government.

clubs would reestablish among all citizens equality, the reaction

aries that day finally persuaded the majority to vote a decree which

forbade all affiliations and all correspondence between political

societies, and which declared subversive any petition or address made

The above measure constituted in effect a "decree of death"
In removing from them the conditions

essential for their existence, the conservatives had placed on the

organization and the activities of the clubs the curbs desired since
This fact notwithstanding, reaction to the decree varied1791.

of the opinion that no harm had been done. Consequently,

of the twenty-fifth, Maure asserted that the intriguers could not

on the twenty-fifth, returned strongly

on the night

for the popular societies.

collectively.

Crassous, Maure, and several other members were

the popular societies as

full responsibility for the ease in which Robespierre and his ac-

among the Jacobins.

a sovereign power—"whose throne is here
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a view supported by

Crassous also,

persed the spectre created by the aristocracy to make the people be

lieve that the popular societies wanted to be an intermediary power
..47between it [the people] and the Convention.

Somewhat less reassured, however, was the Jacobin deputy Le-

jeune, who had that morning in the Convention stringently opposed the

decree, and who now spoke critically of the "cowardice in this dis-

Asserting that silence was a crime when the rights of the

people were threatened, he directed himself toward Billaud Varenne and

Collot d’Herbois, stating his amazement regarding their reserve during

the last two months. The two reprimanded deputies sought refuge in

the excuse that their silence was not weakness on their part, but

rather due to the circumstance of a hostile and slanderous opposition,

after which the deputy Goujon made the important and telling observa
tion that even if the decree was not entirely objectionable, its

Perhaps a recognition on the part of the Convention that pub

beginning to turn against the Jacobins was not unre-
Already, as we have seen, inlated to its decree of the twenty-fifth.

its new address to the French people of 18 Vend&niaire, the deputies

had announced that France’s most dangerous enemies were not the foreign
powers, but rather the heirs to the crimes of Robespierre. * Concern
ing this, public opinion had raised no objections, and at least

thirty-six of the forty-eight sections of Paris congratulated the

*See above, p. 74.

lie opinion was

better have served the cause of the Jacobins,^

passage clearly proved that in large part public trust and interest 
had been alienated from the club.^8

cussion."

as both conjectured that by it the deputies had "dis-
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Convention for its action; moreover, before the end of Venddmiaire,

Largely through an extremely noisy anti-terrorist

propaganda, the reactionaries had successfully found the means of

identifying the mass of the Jacobins and the radical terrorists
50equally with all the excesses of the past. The public, of course,

could not escape its effects and, as the reaction progressed, tended

less and less to make a distinction between the moderate Jacobin

patriots on the one hand and the extreme terrorists on the other.

Lebois, in his journal, the Ami du peuple, was decrying this fact

when he wrote on 14 Brumaire that because of the pamphleteers the

This circumstance produced an important result, forRobespierre.
the Jacobins had been accepted in general as a band of ’’drinkersonce

the Convention with popular approval could proceed toward

Such indeed had become the common revulsiontheir destruction.

against the Paris Club that Thomas Rousseau, editor of the Journal de

la Montagne, semi-official organ of the Jacobin Club, would write on

15 Venddmiaire that he neither had talent nor "audacity enough" to

Of no small importance in the alienation of public opinion was

the effect produced by the famous trials of the "federalists" of Nantes
and then of their accusers, the members of the revolutionary committee

The facts relating to these trials are quiteof that provincial city*

In the fall of 1793, the representativeclear.
tiste Carrier, using the registers of the municipality, had drawn up a

list of 132 suspects to be sent by the revolutionary committee to the

people were being misled into seeing in the patriots "so much of
.,51

on mission, Jean Bap-

about twenty sections had explicitly expressed themselves against
49 the Jacobins.

52 continue to report the club s sessions.

of blood,"
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Tribunal in Paris. En route, as a result of an extremely hard journey

which lasted forty days, thirty-five of the prisoners died and three

more expired immediately after their arrival in the capital. The
authorities in Paris were urged to dispatch them at once, but this

request had been ignored and the trial of the remaining ninety-four

"federalists" did not begin until 22 Fructidor, at which time the

reaction to the Terror was well advanced. The resulting process pro

duced an interesting outcome. After a week of stormy debate, the jury

did acknowledge that the accused were authors of or accomplices in a

conspiracy against the unity and the safety of the French people;

nevertheless (perhaps to satisfy public opinion), all ninety-four

revolutionary intent, and were released.

Meanwhile, in order to answer charges for their own excesses,

the members of the Nantes revolutionary committee had been sent to

Paris also. Brought before the Tribunal to serve as witnesses for

the prosecution during the last trial, their own part in the mass

executions in the South was brought to light by the Nantes "federal-
so that the accused, by their direct interpellations, came to

To exonerate itself, the revolu-play the role almost of accusers.

upon receiving orders from Carrier, a leading Jacobin terrorist.

Carrier, of course, denied the allegation, but the reactionaries
stepped up their skillful and devastating campaign of pamphlets and

were acquitted of having acted maliciously or with counter-
53

against him and the Nantes committee.55

ists"

articles in the press until public opinion was turned violently

tionary committee fell back on the device that it had acted only
54
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Then, on 22 Vendemiaire, Merlin of Thionville denounced to the

Convention certain atrocities committed in the South by one General

Lefevre, who had had ’’the inhuman ferocity to drown in cold blood some

Merlin demanded Lefevre’s appearance

before the Revolutionary Tribunal, to which request a horrified
Convention quickly complied.

Nothing more was needed to win the approval of the deputies for

the immediate trial of the terrorists of Nantes, and, without debate,

they voted also that the revolutionary committee of Nantes should ap-

Needless to say, the real objec

tive of the anti-terrorists was to attack Carrier and his supporters.

As Andr£ Dumont asserted on 22 Vendemiaire, the trial of the Nantes

committee would place all the guilty equally before the law, and would

not above violating all the basic judicial procedures. On 25 Vend^mi-

against the fourteen terrorists of Nantes mysteriously came to be
posted in the streets of Paris. This circumstance provoked even the
editor of the pro-Rightest Courrier r^publicain to remark, "it appears
that some want to give the greatest publicity to the facts of which they

»i60are accused, and to bring this hideous affair into broad daylight.
All the crimes that could be committed by the Nantes terrorists in

*The Italics are in the original.

aire, the date for the opening of the trial, the act of accusation
59

Once this process opened, it seemed that the anti-terrorists were

pear before the dreaded Tribunal.

’’monsters,” and "drinkers of blood," who had ordered such crimes com-
58 mitted throughout the republic.

allow the government to pursue, without exception, all the "assassins,"

women and some nursing children"*; in all, some forty-one persons had 
been ruthlessly executed.^6
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complicity with a representative on mission were meanwhile made

public, and the government prosecutor asserted while addressing the

jury that ”in the most ancient records, in all the pages of history,

which can approximate the horrors committed by the accused.

But there was one individual depicted as more guilty in this

affair than all the accused: that was Joseph Carrier, representative

on mission, whose authority exceeded that even of the Nantes revolu

tionary committee. Because the Nantes committee again defended its

own conduct with the excuse that Carrier had issued all the orders,

The effect on public opinion was as expected. On 28

and 29 Venddmiaire the police reported that the main topic of con-

Within a few

days these same agents observe that public opinion had turned wholly

the people were demanding his arrest and trial. To quote the

Journal de Perlet: "Never perhaps has one man been overwhelmed by an
His name seems to be identified with crimeabhorrence so universal.

All the while the Jacobin Club retained its sluggish inac

tivity, for certainly it did not wish openly to link itself with so

compromising an.affair. Responding to
leadership consequently urged only the passive defense of strict
observances of the laws and the making known of their principles
through journals and addresses reflecting "a faithful echo of the

even of the most barbarous centuries, one will scarcely find deeds
i.61

a difficult situation, its

against this representative, and that with a great deal of urgency
64

he became the principal author of all the crimes for which they had
ft 9 to answer.

versation everywhere was the trial of the Nantais, and that "the

6 3 reflections on Carrier are not to his advantage."

itself."65
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Thus despite the storm of

abuse which steadily mounted about them, until the first of Bru-

maire such an attitude prevailed in the Jacobins. The deputy Le-

jeune, who on 25 Vendemiaire had castigated Billaud and Collot for

their recent passivity, finally turned the attention of the club to

the trials currently underway when he noted that some were using them

to move the people to sympathy for the counter-revolutionaries while

at the same time concealing their crimes. The discussion which fol

lowed was not without results. Although the membership acknowledged

that premeditated offenses must not go unpunished, there was now laid

down a position of defense for the men of the Year II: namely, that

unhappy events are inseparable from great revolutions, so that it is

never necessary to look to the side or behind, but only toward the

simply stated, the Jacobins were merely asserting that revo

lutionary ends always justify the means.
Meanwhile, other factors were at play which placed the Jaco-

First, since early Vendemiaire, several moves inbins on guard.
favor of the sixty-seven Girondin deputies, imprisoned after the

events of 31 May 1793, had been manifest in the Convention. The

Jacobins correctly interpreted these maneuvers as bringing into

Perhaps even more detrimental to the leadership of the Left, how—

Andr£ Dumont that it should provide for the suspension of parlia

mentary immunity in cases involving accused representatives. On
7 Brumaire, debate over this far-reaching question was taken up in

goal;67

ever, was the proposal made to the Convention (29 Venddmiaire) by

Society’s sentiments and discussions.”^

question the popular intervention of that day, or, as Lejeune in-
68 sisted, putting on trial all the patriots who had approved of it.
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the Jacobin Club, to which since the twenty-fifth of Venddmiaire the

Montagnard deputies had come back more assiduously than ever. Just

the day before the objections of these deputies had been turned aside

in the Convention by Clauzel's popular retort that the representatives

The Jacobin deputies Albitte and Duhem had

nevertheless insisted on legal protection from false accusation and,

with Lejeune the next night at the Jacobins, they warned that without

such a safeguard unfounded denunciations could "conduct the purest

Leonard Bourdon, a noted Jacobin, thus

undoubtedly spoke for the majority in the club when he urged the Jaco—

Montagnard pro

tests against the removal of parliamentary immunity without guarantees

On 8 Brumaire the depu—against slanderers availed nothing, however.

resentatives was to be left in the hands of the Convention. That

very day, moreover, the terms of the decree were used against Carrier,

whose appearance before the Revolutionary Tribunal as witness in the
of the Nantes Committee had been solicited since 1 Brumaire; acase

named in order to examine the complaints brought against him.was
Realizing too late the error of their strategy of the past month,

Making a completethe Jacobins now tried to regain the initiative.
9 Brumaire welcomed finally the

resolution that they respond categorically to the slanders made against

ties voted that henceforth the question of immunity for accused rep-
72

provided for by the new law,
73

about face, the membership on

commission of twenty-one deputies, as

patriots to the scaffold,"

bin deputies to accelerate their activity and zeal "until this eternal
71 

principle of justice and reason has been decreed."

of the "minority party" alone had need to fear the lack of protection 

from denunciation.69

and eventually bring about the dissolution

of the Convention itself.
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Not surprisingly, they loudly complained

of the biased comments in Fr^ron’s Orateur du peuple and repudiated

the contents of the sometimes partisan Moniteur, which Duhem now styled
n75the ’’friend of Tallien.

Meanwhile, two of the Jacobin papers, the Journal de la Montagne

and the Journal des hommes libres, recommended to their readers the

issues of Ren£ Lebois’s Ami du peuple; both moreover certainly aided

issues the program outlined by Lebois in the first number of his

In Brumaire Lebois was described by the Jacobins as be-
77longing only to the faction devoted to republican principles,

its official printer. To be sure, despite the defection ofas

Thomas Rousseau, the Journal de la Montagne represented still the

official opinions of the Jacobin Club; but because this paper had
never been popular with the sans-culottes and because its influence

on the Paris masses remained negligible, more and more the Jacobins

Recogniz

ing this popularity, in several of their sessions of early Brumaire

recent issues of the Ami du peuple, and the club even moved that a
collection be made to aid in defraying the expense of printing them

Until the date of its

closure, moreover, the Jacobin Club continued to applaud Lebois’s

*See above, Chapter I, pp. 43-44.

in enlarging his volume of subscribers by reprinting in their own

came to endorse the issues of the journal of Lebois, whose popu-

though the club did not, as the opposition press alleged, adopt him
78

for distribution among their supporters.

paper.

74 the club by its critics.

larity among the lower classes has already been noted.*

the Jacobins adopted as their own the principles expressed in the
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paper, which strongly pled their cause and often reiterated the

Even the conservative Courrier rdpublicain, noting

7 Brumaire unconsciously admitted its importancethis journal, on

by describing the issues of the Ami du peuple more

seditious than the pamphlets of Babeuf.

Rend Lebois appealed directly to the sans-culottes, or in Jaco

bin terminology, to "the people," warning them not to be misled into

believing that the aristocratic oppression of the patriots was not

in reality a preliminary step toward dominating them also. The Jaco

bins, believing that the strength of their opponents lay entirely in
their own weakness, thus adopted LeboisTs example, and early in Bru

maire began to acknowledge that the club must express itself so that

the sans-culottes would know that the patriots of 1789 still ex

isted; they placed also considerable emphasis on the need for popu
lar action.82 On 9 Brumaire, the Jacobin deputy Goujon consequently

just as two days later an unidentified member would urgeforce,

it is the end of liberty, and we fall with it.
While others meanwhile reproached the democrats for their weak

ness of spirit, the Jacobin deputy Duhem moved deliberately to criti

cize the terms of the preliminary treaties being negotiated with the
According to him, the faction pres-Holy Roman Emperor, Francis II.

ently putting the revolution

null the victories of the armies by forcing on France a dishonorable
By stressing

..81

the people to assert itself, noting that "if your sleep is prolonged,
..84

stressed that "it is time for public opinion to express itself with
..83

peace which would limit her to her former boundaries.

on trial was attempting also to render

as being "perhaps

Montagnard defense that some excesses are inseparable from violent 

revolution.
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as a patriotic demand the need for a natural frontier—the Rhine

River—to replace the artificial and unstable boundaries of the old

monarchy, Duhem identified the Jacobins as creators of the military

achievements of 1793-1974; perhaps he was hopeful of stimulating the

Such forceful activity seems

to have produced results, especially in increasing the club’s member

ship . The records of the Jacobin sessions show that until its end

to adopting several lists of prospective candidates. On 15 Brumaire,

the Jacobin Massieu estimated that the club contained no less than 800

Inadvertently, the affair of Carrier soon made a conflict with

the moderates in the Convention inevitable. Although remaining si

lent regarding him and the terrorists of Nantes, the Montagnard depu-

actionary leaders of the opposition, with Tallien and Fr£ron espe-

Then on 12 Brumaire thecially bearing the brunt of the vituperation.

manner of Carrier’s arrest, which was marked by a very rough treatment

The Jacobins violently responded to these events in their

Crassous at that time undoubtedly joltedsession of the thirteenth.
them by his revelation that ’’aristocratic intrigue” must be held

Following him, Bouin realisticallyresponsible for this outrage.

drove home the primary point that it was not any longer simply a
question of defending Carrier, but of supporting all the Left activ
ists of 1793—1794. Maintaining that

the club frequently introduced into its midst new members in addition
86

"the great trial which is

ties had for some time none the less been inveighing against the re

received by him at the hands of the gendarmes, brought matters to a
, , 88head.

, 87members.

patriotism of the sans-culottes and also the soldiers, thus gaining
OC 

for the Jacobins additional backing.
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proceeding at the Revolutionary Tribunal applies to all revolution-

he thereupon strongly urged the club to take up the defense

Motivated by the tone of the preceding speakers,

relates one observer, Billaud Varenne also approached the tribune of

the club to denounce the progress of the counter-revolution, thereby

ending his long period of silence. In threatening language, he turned

against the reactionaries, warning them of an impending patriotic up

surge sustained by the mass of the sans-culottes.

Then concluding his speech, he dramatically implored the club that

Billaud Varenne's aggressive and intemperate words provided the

opposition with the only excuse it needed to strike out again against

In the Convention on the fifteenth his "atrocious speech"the club.
was denounced, the usual antagonists of the Jacobins—Clauzel, Benta-

bole, Tallien, Bourdon of Oise, Louis Legendre—directing the attack.

Within a short time Tallien had shown that the Jacobins preached open

revolt against the Convention itself, concerning which Clauzel offered
absolute proof that this policy had been dictated to the club by
mittee of dmigrds located in Switzerland. Tallien, moreover, depict
ing the entire incident as the plot of a few men to save Carrier, whom

stand against the "system of blood." Of no avail was Billaud's defense

a com-

they knew to be guilty, stressed that the Convention must now take a

The lion is not dead when it dozes [he said], and on its 
awakening it exterminates all its enemies. The trench is 
open; the patriots are going to bestir themselves again and 
urge the people to awaken.

ary men,"

of any citizen accused of extremism whose actions were necessary to 
on save the country.

if the scaffold awaits us still, let us look upon it as the 
scaffold which has covered with glory the immortal Sidney. 
Let us have the honor of overturning the villains who attack 
the friends of the people, or perish defending [the people].
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of himself or of the club, for Bourdon gained considerable applause

for his proposal that the Committee of General Security do justice to

the Jacobin Club as it had to another counter-revolutionary organiza-

For reasons unexplained, the deputies for the time being

passed over such proposals. On the outside of the Convention, however,

paign, soon provoking a crisis.

Finding themselves on the defensive following the 15 Brumaire

session of the Convention, the Jacobins maintained their precarious
position for only Yet as their adversaries closed

sively awaited its own dispersal. Defending until the end their past

conduct in a variety of conciliatory discourses, the revolutionaries

continued to express an almost religious trust in their representa-

As it had done for several months, thetives and in the Convention.

Jacobin faction reiterated just as naively as ever that the legisla

ture had only to be enlightened regarding the scope of aristocratic

All the

while, however, the anti-terrorist journals increased their noisy and

accusatorial campaign. There often appeared either imaginary accounts

preaching revolt. It was urged that they be promptly repressed. Toward
the middle of Brumaire, the collaborators of Tallien and Frdron—the
muscadins and jeunessee dorde—also terrorized the sans-culottes in

as bloody criminals always

a few days longer.

the moderates and reactionaries stepped up their anti-Jacobin cam-

or diatribes depicting the Jacobins

the streets and public places of Paris; they frequently gathered at

about them, the Jacobin Club, perhaps with no other alternative, pas-

Q O maneuvers and the patriots would cease to be oppressed. J

of the club’s sessions designed to make them seem ridiculous or odi-
94 ous,

tion, the Electoral Club, which it had regarded as the vanguard of the 
. Q?terrorists.
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the Cafe de Chartres to harangue their listeners to advance on the
club and drive out its members with sticks.95

The results of this activity are well-known. Briefly stated,

ceeded finally in directing an attack on the Paris Jacobin Club, lead-

bers and the occupants of the galleries. Although the authorities
were aware of these events, no effort seems to have been made to pro

tect the hall or its members.

the deputies in the assembly nevertheless applauded Reubell,

who placed all blame for the disturbance on the Jacobins themselves,

and reported in the name of the Committee of General Security its
96recommendation that the club’s sessions be indefinitely suspended.

In the Convention on the following day a similar attitude of

hostility was exhibited when a shouting and clapping assembly pre

vented the Montagnard deputies from speaking to defend a deputation

from the Section Amis de la Patrie which had come to deplore the

progress of the reaction and especially the attack made against the
Jacobin Club. In like manner, an unfavorable response was accorded a

deputation from the Jacobin Club itself which had come to protest the

accusation that the club corresponded with dmigrds and to demand the

The agitation which resulted from the confrontation of the twoproofs.

parties, relates the Moniteur, continued for some time, being com
pounded when the deputy Baudin suddenly announced that the commission
investigating the charges against Carrier had completed its work. When
allowed to speak, Carrier could only avow his innocence, and in this

on 19 Brumaire the counter-revolutionaries at the Palais Royal suc-

Next day when several Montagnards came

ment,”
to the Convention to protest the toleration of this ’’aristocratic move-

ing a large crowd which broke its windows and brutally beat its mem-
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session of the twenty-first the Right gained a major victory. Amidst

the greatest excitement and much applause, the commission of twenty-
97one recommended the indictment of the former terrorist.

news of Carrier’s impending impeachment circu-

circumstances to provoke the gathering of another large crowd before

the Jacobin hall. With the mob milling about outside, the Jacobins

turned their meeting over to the singing of republican songs and the

reading of the Declaration of the Rights of Man, repeating several

times those articles of the 1793 Constitution dealing with the popu-
98lar societies and the penalties for those who would disturb them.

Then, after denying once more that the club had ever been a consti

tuted authority in rivalry with the National Convention, the presi

dent, for the sake of public tranquillity, recommended that the ses-

In conclusion, he made the credulous observationsion be adjourned.

that ’’today the quarrel of the Jacobins against the royalists is re

ferred to the committees of government; we await with confidence their

the one of the nineteenth, but, according to the Courrier rgpublicain,

the scene remained much the same: "The devotes of Robespierre were

mittees that same night; they believed it was necessary for public
liberty to suppress a "seat of discord, of factions, and of dissen-

This latter action had been ordered by the governing com-

Meanwhile, as

Outside, however, the crowd had grown more numerous thandecision."99

whipped, the Jacobins were booed, [and] mocked. . . . All ended in the

sion."101

closure of the hall, the key to which was confiscated by the representa- 

tives."100

lated in Paris, the anti-terrorists were able to take advantage of
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CHAPTER III

JACOBINS AND SANS-CULOTTES ON THE DEFENSIVE

Among certain individuals the closure of the Jacobin Club on

21 Brumaire must have signified the destruction of the revolutionary

democratic and republican movement. "It is, It declared the Messager
1du soir on 26 Brumaire, "a volcano whose crater is extinct.” This

observation contained a grain of truth. Now a large segment of the

population viewed the Jacobins and the Terror government with re-

Yet the Revolutionary Government of the Year

II had been based on much more than terror, the guillotine, and re

Dur ing this year a revolutionary mentality or temperapression.

ment had spontaneously developed, embodying primarily the traits of

So manifest indeed had become this persuasion that the Swiss counter

revolutionary Mallet du Pan, in surveying the political situation of

of the French population remained convinced republicans.

specific loyalty to the
Nothing this circumstance, an English spy on the Continent,republic.

O'Connel by name, somewhat discouragingly questioned in September of

98

France at the end of 1794, believed still that no less than one-fourth
4

maintained throughout this turbulent period a

proach, and the vigorous popular movement of prior years long since
2 had spent its force.

an undeniable political and physical courage, strongly held convic-
3 tions, and especially the cultivation of civisme or public spirit.

Among French soldiers particularly there had developed and was
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1794 the value even of executing all the terrorist leaders so long as

the armies remained republican in spirit and independent of the civilian

Speaking of the armed forces in late Frimaire, Year III,

the Conventionnel d'Yzez also remarked: "In them resides true patriotism;

their spectacular exploits are a firm guarantee of the purity, the im-

Accordingly, to such

republican strongholds as the Army of Italy many ardent revolutionaries

would flee for refuge after Thermidor, while others—such as Gracchus

Babeuf—would attempt in their own interest to cultivate the spirit of

Doubtless, too, the enthusiasm for the revolution remained alive

in other quarters as well. Even though in the next few years the

numerous attempts to regroup the old terrorist cadres would be made by
only a handful of political activists, is it not likely that the in

discriminate Thermidorian proscription of all who had wielded power in

the Year II would contribute substantially to a reaction in support of
To be sure, the writings of the Jaco-the revolutionary temperament?

bins and of the former terrorists in 1795 indicate that they believed

the Right Thermidorians to have achieved only a temporary political

ascendancy and that they soon would be back in power. One critic,

describing the clamors of the Jacobins in the spring of the Year III,
8notes that they had become almost suicidal in their outspokenness.

It is, of course, well-known that because of the fidelity with which
they later defended the political and moral standards which they had

zealously supported in their brief period of power, under theso

op-
In truth, Jacobinism was not simply a timely phenomenon

authorities.

patriotism among the soldiers.?

portance, the sincerity of their sentiments."®

Directory government the better-known republicans often suffered
9 pression.
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tied up with the revolutionary government and a national crisis, but

in government, and a commitment to the idea of a political equality

based on civic virtue and social utility. When viewed in this light,

therefore, it can easily be seen why Jacobinism—though it had to

change its means—after 1794 remained a viable political persuasion.

By 1794, it should also be noted, sans-culottism as a separate

and an autonomous movement was simultaneously disappearing. Indeed,

as time progressed, any distinctions that had existed between the

sans-culottes and the Jacobins were becoming extremely blurred.

Traditionally, the Jacobins had held in high esteem the sans-culotte

as manual laborer and personifier of public virtue; he was, according

Once

before, in the spring of 1793, the Jacobins had appealed to the popu

lar forces. By forming an alliance with the disparate elements of

the Paris population, and by allowing the sans-culotte to feel that

the battle was his they realized the means which made possibleown,

Thus out of a national crisis, in a shortand a controlled economy.
while this combination produced a victory for the government.

Since Thermidor, as we haveMatters were not different now.
certain revolutionary leaders had again come to welcome and courtseen,

the sans-culottes, the proposals for the distribution of national prop-

As noted also, the

journalist Ren£ Lebois, who kept up the Jacobin propaganda, for a long
time had been associating the fate of "the people" with that of the

erties being but one example of this tendency.*

a movement characterized by republican spirit, popular participation

to Richard Cobb, the elite of the revolutionary movement.^

the installation of the revolutionary government, the levde en masse,
11

* See above, Chapter I, p. 46.
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avowed republicans or the so-called patriots and encouraging the

sans-culottes to sustain them. On the day following the closing of

the Jacobin Hall, Lebois denounced once more the "famous new faction, n

royalism.12 jn contrasting the two

groups, the Ami du peuple reminded its readers that while the aristoc

racy worked to subjugate the sans-culottes, the patriots strove for

As his dossier in the Archives natio-

nales reveals, Lebois’s influence was not limited to Paris alone, but

extended to a wide geographical range of readers. His subscribers

often wrote requesting multiple copies when his issues denounced the
or,

Republicans can have no better guide than Lebois*s journal. Among
popular journalists, moreover, he was not unique in pleading the cause
of the republicans. True, the Journal de la Montagne had expired

15shortly after the expulsion of the Jacobins, but Charles Duval’s
Journal des hommes libres remained vigorous, as did the Tribun du

peuple of Gracchus Babeuf, resumed on 28 Frimaire, whose vocifera-
16tions were not unlike those of Lebois.

Significant too regarding this renewed Jacobin association with
the sans-culottes was the developing controversy over the application

Many democrats had long acknowledged thatof the Constitution of 1793.
this constitution was yet impractical and imperfect. Nevertheless,
most of its partisans, Jacobins included, accepted the idea that it

Government had prepared the atmosphere necessary for the real and
complete exercise of popular sovereignty. Although discussions of

as a correspondent from Autun asserted, "true
,.14

designating it definitely as

their triumph and happiness.

would be implemented when peace was achieved and the Revolutionary

"rascal faction,"
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the Jacobin constitution were not uncommon, on 24 Brumaire Xavier

Audouin raised a storm in the Convention when he asked for its early

promulgation "in order that there be no interval between the destrue-

quest, and though both called also for the enactment of some unspeci

fied "organic laws" to amend that constitution, the reactionaries

vigorously opposed any discussion of the matter. In the resulting

fray, the conservative deputy Pelet accused the two Montagnards of

maintaining connections of

so-called English party, while Tallien revealed to his ready listen

ers the information that the executed Hebert had earlier proposed

this same measure.-^

With Lebois, the question of the Constitution of 1793 demanded

immediate consideration. In his view, until the laws establishing

democracy were enforced, the republic would remain only a word "de-
..19the government a "phantom republic. Influenced

in all probability by the scene which occurred in the Convention on

the twenty-fourth, he consequently identified the entire revolutionary

over, Lebois even dared avow that all the republicans believed that
the safety and prosperity of France could be realized only with the
establishment of a "pure democracy. These declarations might have
appeared too radical at this time for some Jacobins. Shortly, however,

by Lebois,

..20

a circumstance which perhaps made easier a rapprochement

a counter-revolutionary nature with the

the Jacobin press in general was expressing ideas similar to those held

faction as unqualified advocates of this Jacobin constitution; more-

Barere strongly sustained Audouin in his re

void of sense,"

tion of the revolutionary government and the establishment of repub

lican government."I?
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with Babeuf and some other of the formerly hostile neo-Hdbertist

groups in Paris.

Before the end of 1794 the neo-Hebertists had reversed them

selves completely concerning the principles which they had heretofore
maintained. Undoubtedly, with the moderates agitating an already un

friendly public opinion, by the date of the closure of the Jacobin

assembly on 21 Brumaire, most spokesmen for the sans-culottes had

realized with Lebois and Chasles that the reaction was aimed not

simply against the terrorists, but against the entire popular move
ment as well. In the face of a bourgeois reaction directed against

both, the neo-Hdbertists accordingly had allowed their anti-Jacobin

and anti-terrorist feelings to disappear. Because the neo-H£bertists

knew that the reaction was retarding the progress of the revolution,

began to alter their opinions regard
ing the maintenance of the revolutionary government, which they had

earlier opposed. Most thus gradually had come to accept the idea that
a truly revolutionary regime was a necessary prerequisite to the

21establishment of the Constitution of 1793.
On the other hand, among the Jacobins, who also had modified

their earlier position, it was no longer a case of defending the old
revolutionary system, since the machinery of this government and its
system of economic controls had already been dismantled. Ideologi

cally, therefore, there was not
from the popular forces which they could not keep repressed in the
background.
like sans-culottes than Jacobins. Consequently, with the closure of

And, what is more,

their club on 21 Brumaire some of the Jacobin leaders eagerly had

for some time they had talked more

the sans-culotte leadership now

a great deal separating the Jacobins
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joined their former H£bertist adversaries in the popular society of

the Section Quinze-Vingts or in what remained of that of the Cor-

22deliers, but more especially in the Electoral Club. The Messager

du soir of 30 Brumaire, Year III, said: ’’the two societies [Jacobin

and Electoral], sharing the same fate, same principles, same regrets

The association of the members of the two more prominent popu

lar societies in Paris endured but briefly. The counter-revolutionary
press unhesitatingly stirred up public opinion against the reconsti

tuted Electoral Club, disclaiming against its membership and accusing

ance to the authorities. According to the Vedette, ou Gazette du

jour of 25 Brumaire, Year III, ’’they have reunited, armed with pistols,

minating all those who dare to insult them. Two days later this
same journal declared that the Jacobins themselves had attempted an
insurrection in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine, failing however to rouse

The advice of its editor was that ”it would be muchits inhabitants.
Nor was the government inactive

Evidence found in the Moniteur reveals that almostin this affair.
immediately the Committee of General Security had begun to order the

arrest of several noted Jacobin leaders.

It is confirmed elsewhere that theof the Jacobin Society. authori-

Possibly this was done in
order to persuade public opinion of the menacing danger of continual
Jacobin plotting.

it of hostility toward the Convention and of preparing overt resist-
24

Xavier Audouin, the deputy-journalist, and Raisson, last president
27

daggers, and sticks: it is nothing less than the question of exter-
„25

Included in this number were

have naturally united.”^

7 6 wiser for them to remain peaceful.”

ties late in Brumaire also adopted, perhaps unnecessarily, extensive
28 measures of security for the capital.
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Watched by the government and loudly denounced by the hostile

journalists, the Electoral Society early in Frimaire lost the use of

its official facilities in the Section Museum and ceased to meet

Though banned from there, the neo-H^bertists
managed to regroup and to survive for some time. Moreover, several

other radical popular clubs and societies convened periodically in the

sections of Lombards and Gravilliers, and in the Faubourgs Saint-

Meanwhile, from the sections of Paris as well as from all the

departments of France, an interminable number of congratulatory ad

dresses flooded into the Convention commending it for the closure of

the Jacobin Club. With amazing credulity, these addresses expressed

unquestioning acceptance of the government's explanation of recent
the Jacobins had attempted to rival and dominate the Conven-events:

tion, to usurp the sovereignty of the people, and to promote disorder
Simultaneously, many petitions urged

the deputies to seek out the remaining Robespierrist conspirators so
An address of the citizens of Thionville

Not without basis,
therefore, the president of the Convention responded to the many
deputations in saying that all the anti-Jacobin measures had been

Underlying this hostility to the Jacobins was the general en
mity displayed by the public for Carrier, whose impeachment in the

Convention proceeded toward its certain conclusion. Overawed by the

partisan attitude of the assembly's president, Louis Legendre, and by

described the recently closed club as

Antoine and Saint-Marceau.3^

supported by public opinion.34

"the refuge of crime, the den
33 of discord, and the last asylum of the terror."

shortly thereafter.

as to "enchain the lion."32

31 and anarchy in the nation.
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the mass of "moral proofs" relating to his supposed guilt, the depu

ties during the night of 3-4 Frimaire voted to send Carrier before
the Revolutionary Tribunal. The Montagnards, in self-defense, went

along with their opponents, for they did not wish to make themselves

conspicuous by opposing the will of the majority in the Convention.

But in abandoning Carrier they did not remain entirely silent. Duhem

in particular behaved quite rashly. He voted for the impeachment,

but not before he had insisted that all true Frenchmen must see in

this matter the work of the "faction of foreigners" and its infamous

system of slanders and crimes. Duhem then openly denounced Tallien and

Fr£ron to the Convention, accusing both of being the primary leaders

Billaud Varenne and Collot d'Herbois spoke somewhatof that faction.

more cautiously. Probably expecting that their turn would be next, in

voting against Carrier they urgently asked that the deputies fix their
attention on the motives which lay behind the denunciations made against

Good prophets that they were, the former terrorists could not
On 7 Frimaire, the Gazettestem the tide of reaction against them.

while

in the Convention the denunciations continued. Here Louis Legendre

turned to the charge, demanding that all additional proofs relating

Then, on 13 Frimaire, Andrg Dumont

again led the way, questioning on the fifth why three notorious con-

any representative of the people.35

frangaise remarked that public opinion continued to agitate against 

those accused of having followed the same career as Carrier,

to the Jacobin leadership be sent to the Committee of General Security 
oo in preparation for their trial.

Several days later he re
spirators, intimate friends of Robespierre (i_-e.» Bar^re, Collot, and

37 Billaud), remained free to do more harm.
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joined in the attack. Stressing that the Jacobins continued to agi

tate in the popular societies, he recommended with the assembly’s

approval some "vigorous measures" (the execution of all the so-called

Next day the moderates increased their denunciations in the Con

vention to incriminate several former representatives on mission. They
concluded by casting ultimate responsibility for the activities of

40these deputies on the old Committee of Public Safety itself. Almost

Toward the end of Frimaire, the
numerous moderate journals related that, because of the violent writings

against them which were being hawked in the streets, Collot, Barere,

So abhorred indeed had become these men that the police be

lieved that the public would be satisfied only with the impeachment
and trial of these former members of the terrorist Committee of Pub-

43lie Safety.

After two weeks duration, the trial of Carrier came to a close.
The former terrorist and representative on mission paid with his life
(26 Frimaire, Year III) for crimes for which he, perhaps, was not

44 Reporting on public opinion in Paris, thewholly responsible.

But the sacrifice of just one more terrorist was not
For the next several days, a repeti-enough to satisfy the reaction.

tion of charges against the "men of terror" was heard in the Conven
tion along with threats of assassination and of more arrests. This
agitation culminated on 7 Nivose when the deputies finally voted

and Billaud Varenne would scarcely dare walk in some sections of 
Paris.42

accomplices of Robespierre) in order to restore public calm.39

police agents note that the majority applauded the decision against 
Carrier.45

daily, moreover, new evidence of Jacobin intrigue in Paris continued 
to be unveiled for the deputies.
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for the selection of a committee of twenty-one to investigate the

Less precise than the above procedures were the allegations and

insinuations made in the Convention regarding new and diverse Jacobin

intrigues. Remarkably enough, the anti-terrorists adopted a device

which they would frequently use in combatting the democrats: to ac

cuse all who would offer resistance to them—even recognized Jaco

bins—of wishing to reestablish the monarchy. On 11 Niv6se, one

naive deputy announced that those who had shown the greatest enthusi-

and two days

later the Section Unitd appeared before the Convention to declare that

One hostile deputy, Andrd Dumont, had styled the

remarking that they were not

Not dissimilar were the new

charges that the Jacobins excited the population regarding the scar

city of provisions—Section Mutius-Scaevola going so far as to blame

the Jacobins for interfering with the food supplies to create scar

plot to destroy the National Convention.

means to defeat the Jacobin menace,
administrative organs in the state; "without that," the deputy Pd-

Outside the Convention the demand for such a purge was fre
quently voiced. Encouraged by the impunity of their attacks on the

that they recruited provincial supporters to aid in a final
51

a systematic purge of all the

so far removed from royalism since both terrorists and royalists as-

charges against Billaud, Collot, Barere and Vadier.^^

Some saw, as the surest

asm for the "regime of blood" were royalists in 1789,^7

49 pired to dominate and to oppress.

the conspirators of 9 Thermidor had for their goal the reestablishment 

of the throne.

nieres stated on 5 Nivose, "the revolution of 9 Thermidor will remain
52 unfinished, and power will remain in the hands of the rascals.”

Jacobins "the noblesse of patriotism,"

city-50—or
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tions. They were able to bring under their control shortly after 21

Brumaire all those who had adopted a pro-Jacobin attitude in the

previous months. Before the end of Frimaire no less than thirty-one

of the section assemblies had voted their congratulations to the

deputies for the closure of the Jacobin Club, and within these

assemblies a reaction formed which was directed against the former

administrative personnel of the sections. In at least thirty-seven

of the sections, and possibly in all,

tions were created to investigate the activities of the old section

to uncover evidence against them. In a few sections

In this activity, the government did not remain neutral. Its

role was to disarm those accused by the sections and to condemn them

to the tribunals. Sometimes the authorities allowed the accusations
of the sectional committees to be posted openly in the different

"Because of this state of affairs," comments

one police agent, "it is sufficient to have a Jacobin style to be

The counter-revolutionary

Cafe de Chartres in the galleries of the Palais Royal (Palais

£galit£) served as a recognized center of this anti-Jacobin agi-
So marked had become the reaction that William Wickham,

an English agent in Switzerland, wrote to his superiors that "the

Jacobins are everywhere persecuted with a degree of violence which
the people, except in the first moments of enthusiasm at the very

•»57beginning of the Revolution, never showed against the aristocrats.

Jacobins, the moderates in Paris had returned in force into the sec

leaders so as

sections of Paris.

attacked, insulted and even beaten."

tation.56

the records were either purged or were rewritten toward this same 
end.53

some extraordinary institu-
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Rene Lebois in the Ami du peuple on 5 Frimaire deplored this cir

and became so distraught by the end of the month that

he discouragingly exclaimed: ’’men of 14 July 1789, men of 20 June,

of 10 August, of 31 May! Patriots of the departments. . . Where

The hunting-down of the Jacobins and of their supporters con
tinued throughout the Spring of 1795, and the name Jacobin lost its

association with the membership of

instead to designate the entire group of anti-reactinnaries. In the

Convention, the extremists of the Right repeatedly exposed for the

unwary and easily misled majority the pretended intrigues of ’’the

faction which hopes to destroy the National Convention and the gov-

They declared now that the closing of

the ”den of the Jacobins’’ had been only a half-measure, and urged

additional reprisals against those ’’still armed with daggers," even

proposing that the citizens of Paris declare war to the death against

Such encouragement was however not needed; for some time

In early

1795 the Caf£ de Chartres served as their rallying point, the habitues

of this caf£ organizing there
Concentrating their activities in

the public places, these youths tried to restrict gatherings of left
ists by persuading various proprietors to prohibit the admittance of
supposed Jacobins into their caf£s, and often themselves forcibly

a particular society and was used

Freron’s jeunesse dor£e—"thugs on

a club which functioned under the new

cumstance,58

name of the Caf£ des Cannonniers.^3

the Jacobins and their supporters. Gl

are you! . . . or do you no longer exist?"39

ernment in order to bring us back to anarchy, to the frightful days 
of pillage and murders."60

the loose"—had been terrorizing
6 9 and beating up Jacobins and other well-known patriots.
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And to make the former militants even

more abhorred, they contrived for the anniversary of the guillotining

of Louis XVI a bizarre ceremony held in the courtyard of the closed

Jacobin hall which centered around a mock auto da f£ and the burning
of an effigy with a double face: side represented a Jacobin, theone
other a royal figure. This mannequin, as described by the Narrateur

impartial, wore a black wig and a crown, and was dressed in a red

The incident, which was viewed and applauded by a crowd

estimated at several thousand, ended finally when the spectators

From the caf£s in the Palais Royal also were directed the many

attacks against the busts of Marat which resulted not only in their

removal from places of honor, but also in the exhumation of the first

"friend of the people" from his resting place in the Pantheon (20
67 Such had become the public’s repudiation ofPluviose, Year III).

the memory of Marat in Pluvidse that, if the counter-revolutionary
editor of the Courrier rdpublicain can be trusted, even parading

children were often seen throwing small figures of that revolutionary
martyr into the sewers of Montmartre, saying "here is your Panthdon.’’^^

Not infrequently the "gilded youth" used the gardens of the Palais

Royal publicly to abuse and to demonstrate against the writings of
popular revolutionary journalists.
couraged by the jeunesse dor£e,

persons purchased issues of Lebois’s Ami du peuple, Audouin’s Jour
nal univers el, and Charles Duval’s Journal des homines lib res;, which

an excited crowd estimated at 1200

chimise, carrying in one hand a dagger, in the other a glassful of 
blood.65

placed the ashes of the burned effigy in a chamber pot and threw 
them into the gutter.66

64 chasing out the terrorists.

On 24 Nivose, for example, en-
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they unceremoniously consigned to the flames while shouting vive la

Convention! Several days later Babeuf’s paper also was condemned

By the middle of

Pluvi6se, according to the police records, motions against the ter

rorists and "drinkers of blood" had become the order of the day in
this cafd. Some agitators in Paris were even suggesting that the

better recognized.

Meanwhile, possibly in order to remove their influence from the

capital, about 23 Nivose the Committee of General Security ordered

the transferring from house arrest in Paris to actual detention in

the fortress of Ham a number of the party of the Jacobins. Included

were Cldmence, Marchand, and Chretien, arrested in Venddmiaire for

as well as Pache, ex-mayor of Paris,
and Raisson and Xavier Audouin.?^Bouchotte, an ex-minister of war,

Rene Lebois simultaneously found himself in trouble with the authori-
74ties. His arrest in late Frimaire

violent attack which he had made in the Ami du peuple against Frdron:
the latter was described here

75whose writings had set back the revolution more than fifty years.

Though he was released shortly without punishment, the tone of Le-

bois’s paper must still have caused the authorities much concern.

On 17 Niv6se he brazenly stressed his association and that of "the

people" with the Robespierrists, asserting that they would never

"our tail is a little too long." Until the end of the monthwrote,
Lebois kept up this rhetoric, castigating the men of Thermidor for

Jacobins be forced to wear iron collars in order that they could be
71

as the "snarling critic of the time"

was perhaps not unrelated to a

agitating in the sections,

in the Cafd des Canonniers for its contents.

succumb to the oppression of the reactionaries: "No messieurs," he
,76
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desiring always ”to enrich yourselves, to place your lackies in

government positions, to change the nature of the government, to

transform liberty into licence and into bourgeois terrorism.

From his pen also came allegations of royalist connections among

the reactionaries, accusing them of selfish indifference toward the

28 Nivose he went so far

necessary to reenact 10 Thermidor, we will not draw back. This

statement could not escape the notice of the authorities; in early

Pluviose the committee of surveillance of the Section Gravilliers

that it procure copies of his journal and carefully watch for any

Also under the close scrutiny of the government early in 1795

was another sans-culotte spokesman, Gracchus Babeuf. Having recently

suffered imprisonment at the hands of the Right Thermidorians, he

now considered them to be the principal enemies of the cause of the

Consequently, most of his issues were given over to violentpeople.

On 19 NivOse he described the political conflict in France

class struggle between those who wanted
cratic” republic and those who wanted it to be "bourgeois and aristo-

Babeuf*s influence in Nivose and Pluviose, Year III,sans-culottes.

considerable, and his journal in great demand, especially amongwas
the members of the popular societies in the Faubourgs Saint-Antoine

..77

h79

a "popular and demons a

as to warn the moderates that "if it is

Obviously disgusted with the faction in control, on

80 requested of the committee serving Lebois s own arrondissement

81ill effects produced by it on the public.

choice of sovereigns so long as they retained a portion of their 
authority.78

denunciations hurled against Tallien, Frdron, and the jeunesse 
, . 82doree.

cratic," between the one million rich and the twenty-four million
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and Saint-Marceau which seem to have been revived as a result of the
83anti-Maratist movement currently manifest in Paris. Because of his

activities here and in certain assemblies of the sections still domi

nated by former members of the Electoral Club, Babeuf, who had been

denounced to the Convention by Tallien on 10 Pluviose, was arrested

At the same time, the Committee of General Security proceeded

against numerous partisans of Babeuf and ordered the closure of such

popular societies as the Clubs Lazouski and Quinze-Vingts in the

above mentioned Faubourgs: the reason given for this action was that

tional committees for a revolt already in preparation.

Lebois1s turn was next. Throughout Pluviose he had noted the

stressing in his journal that the re-

As a result of such opin

ions and his criticism of the proposed amnesty for the Vendean rebels,

on 7 Ventose he was arrested and the issues of his journal ordered

Several days later the Section des Marches joined Fr£ron

whereas just a month before (on 9 Pluviose) Lebois had

been described to the deputies as "the orator of the terrorists,"

21 Ventose he was officially charged before the Committee of Gen-on
eral Security with having printed and distributed false assignats,

trying to transform them into direc-
85

the leadership of the clubs was

in denouncing the Ami du peuple and its former editor, the deputy 
Chasles,88

actionaries were only disguised Robespierrists and that since Thermi-
86 dor the terror had only changed sides.

The accusations made against Lebois now were much graver, for

seized.8''

and simultaneously he had been accused by Reubell of advocating des—

89 truction of the National Convention.

oppression of the "patriots,"

toward the end of the month for preaching civil war and insurrec-
. . 84tion.
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Although several individuals wrote

testimonials to the purity of his patriotism, and despite emotional

protests from his wife to the authorities, Lebois would remain in

carcerated for some time in a prison located on the Rue des Orties—

joining there Babeuf and other republican leaders—before being moved
91first to the La Force prison and then to the Chateau of Ham.

suspended by the authorities after 24 Ventose, Year III.

Even though the traditional sans-culotte leadership had been

driven into prison or paralyzed, the arrest of Babeuf, Lebois, and

other anti-reactionaries corresponded with a reactivation of the
popular movement in Paris early in 1795. This renewed agitation

culminated, of course, in the violent disorders of the jounces of

12 Germinal and 1-4 Prairial of the Year III (1 April and 20-23 May

1795) . That hunger, occasioned by worsening economic conditions and

From January of 1795 the police spies fre

quently reported incidents and disturbances before the food shops in

Paris, and they often overheard hostile utterances directed against

the National Convention for its failure to reduce the price of bread.

threatened with invasion. The factor
of scarcity actually gave the movement coherence and continuity. Then
in late Ventose and early Germinal the demonstrations for bread both
inside and outside the Convention became so pronounced that they
assumed an insurrectionary character. Consequently, on 12 Germinal the
deputies were beseiged by large crowds of men and women who demanded that

where the deputies sat, was

which was a capital offense.

On more than one occasion before 12 Germinal, the Tuileries Palace,
94

bois’s paper continued to appear briefly, but its publication was
92

the depreciation of the assignats was the driving motive underlying
93 these events is clear.
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adequate supply of bread for the capital,

Demands by the insurgents for the immediate promulgation of

joined with those for bread, gave the journde of 12 Germinal the

aspect of a political insurrection. Advocacy of this constitution

had long been an essential feature of neo-Hdbertism, and on the eve

of the Germinal uprising many among the Parisian populace viewed its

prompt implementation as an immediate means to alleviate their un-

Because it appeared that the Constitution

of 1793 was going to be revised in an anti-democratic sense by the

addition of proposed organic laws, the Jacobins and Montagnards now

became its unqualified defenders, opposing any modification of its

Controversy concerning its amendment had reachedoriginal structure.
a boiling point in the Convention early in Germinal and showed defi

nitely a cleavage between the Thermidorian majority and the small
On 1 Germinal, for ex-Montagnard party referred to as the Crest.

ample, Tallien had been sharply rebuked by Chasles and Goujon—both

Thibaudeau, a reac

tionary, had supported Tallien, joining him in opposing the Consti

tution of 1793 in its original form.

truly democratic, Thibaudeau warned that the results of its too hasty

Paris but, within three months, the Jacobins as well. Among the
majority the words of Tallien and Thibaudeau had been warmly applauded.

application would be not only the reestablishment of the Commune at
98

steps be taken to ensure an

the Constitution of 1793 and the release of imprisoned "patriots,"

fortunate condition.96

Montagnard deputies—for favoring its promulgation only after the
97 restrictive organic laws had been drawn up.

while simultaneously disturbances took place in various other parts
95of the city.

Alleging that it was not now
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The deputies of the Crest, however, continued to insist on the Con

stitution’s promulgation without modification, and their activity,

The capable republican press meanwhile had contributed to the

formation of a body of opinion favorable to the unaltered Constitu
tion of 1793.

Lebois’s Ami

val’s Journal des hommes libres, a recognized Jacobin organ. Like the

Ami du peuple, the outlook of the Jacobin papers during the spring of

1795 was anti-royalist, anti-aristocrat, pro-equality, and pro

republican. Although the editors of these papers never seem to have had

any specific ideas or details regarding the kind of republic which they

favored, confining themselves to generalities like ’’democratic repub-
as early as 11 Nivose, Year III, Duval had strongly denounced the

attempts of the wealthy ’’royalists’’ to reestablish by means of the re

vision of the 1793 Constitution the marc d’argent and the classes of
Noting that "it is the sans-culottesactive and passive citizens.

that they want to banish from the assemblies of the people," he re

marked in characteristic Jacobin rhetoric:

and

No, messieurs, you will not succeed; the sans-culottes, 
propertied or not, will never accept your golden yoke; 
we will have a democratic republic, where all citizens 
will enjoy equally the same rights, where talent alone, 
virtue, services, and not riches will gain preferences, 
consideration, recognition.

was daily imitated

du peuple temporarily continued to appear, and Jacobin opinion was re
flected in Audouin’s Journal universel^®^ as well as in Charles Du-

A1though Babeuf’s incarceration had interrupted publi

cation of the Tribun du peuple for almost ten months,

Several days later this paper proclaimed anew its program of propa-
1 02 gating "the principles of equality and of pure democracy,"

lie,"

which did not go unnoticed in some of the sections, 

there.
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during Ventose both the Journal des hommes libres and the Ami du

peuple frequently stressed that the proclamation of the ’’democratic

In the eyes of the authorities, the use of such language easily

similar to those of the militant sans-culottes. The insurrection of

12 Germinal, however, was neither a movement organized by the Jaco

bins and Montagnards nor one whose goal was to aid the old colleagues

of Robespierre; rather it was a spontaneous action motivated by the

misery of the people. Consequently, lacking leadership and a real

political purpose, the factor of hunger alone was not sufficient to

achieve results. The Thermidorian leaders nevertheless pretended

to see in the insurrection the hand of the Jacobins and of the

There exists in the police
reports from Frimaire to Germinal evidence that a number of ’’in
triguers” conspired in secret assemblies and that former members

But suspicion and accusation alone

carry no proofs, and although some writers intimate that during

it is clear that the sections did

Throughout the dura
tion of this particular popular uprising, the deputies of the Left
maintained very limited goals, and they made no attempt to seize

constitution of 1793" alone would bring back prosperity and public
1 03happiness

of the revolutionary committees were frequently seen meeting in the 

cafes or in private homes.

Robespierrists, already suspected and accused of having stirred up 

discontent resulting from scarcity.

the disturbances the Montagnards did act in agreement with their 
supporters in the sections,
not organize the Germinal uprising; on the contrary, the journ^e of 
12 Germinal seems to have been spontaneous.

led to the interpretation that the objectives of the Jacobins were
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power or to expel or arrest the members of the Conventionel majority#

For them to have done so would have been somewhat out of character,

It has also been asserted that even during the height

of the Terror, the Jacobins and the Montagnards always showed a respect

for the written law, a desire for order and discipline, and, for the
most part,

The republican and popular journals for the spring of 1795 sub

stantiate these contentions, for they contain frequent expressions of

goodwill toward the legislative body. These journals always main
tained a cautious attitude regarding the idea of insurrection. It
is true that in the thirty-first number of his Tribun du peuple (9

Pluviose, Year III) Babeuf had stressed the right of insurrection,

but what he proposed was a non-violent, uprising which would be a

vast manifestation of the popular will represented in addresses to

the Convention from all the communes and sections. In this way, the

populace could place pressure on the National Convention and prompt

the deputies, as in 1793, to enact the legislation demanded by it.

According to Babeuf, this insurrection could and should be achieved

bodies" which accompany such demonstrations.

Among other popular journalists, this same sentiment prevailed.

Charles Duval, for example, would appeal to his readers on the eve

would soon remove its system of proscription and persecution.
bois at this time remained deeply influenced by the ideas of Gracchus

a horror of demagoguery and insurrection.109

for one of the most damaging traits of the Thermidorian Jacobins was

their continued and complete faith in the justness of the National 
Convention.108

of Germinal to remain "tranquil," intimating that the Convention
111

"pacifically" and without the usual "torrents of blood and piles of

110
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Babeuf, with whom he recently had shared a prison cell, and whose

”a

Several days

after Babeuf had published his views on popular insurrection, Lebois

had also directed himself to the topic of an uprising by the people.

Although he insisted upon the right to advocate resistance to op

pression, he plainly stated that under present circumstances the

masses must not revolt. To rebel now, when the reaction was so far

progressed, he warned, would allow the conservatives to link the

sans-culottes with the terrorists. And, argued Lebois, since the

"aristocrats” were proclaiming already that the revolution of the

people was over, they would not hesitate to use the threat of popu

lar demonstration to repress further the people in order to establish

once more the authority of the monarchy and of the Catholic clergy.

He believed it suicidal to talk of an insurrection which could bene-

In all probability, George

Rudd in his work, The crowd in the French Revolution, has misinter
preted the nature and the effect of the Jacobin propaganda printed

It is true that Lebois often

criticized the ruling regime, but rather than being a catalyst for
revolt as Rudd seems to suggest, neither Lebois*s nor Babeuf1s jour-

What Rudd failed to realizeof the Germinal and Prairial uprisings.
is that the government had already moved to silence a number of its

Some time before* it had ordered the arrest of both Babeufcritics.

*See above, p. 114, for the dates and circumstances of the 
arrests of Babeuf and Lebois.

nals had any immediate influence on the Paris populace on the eve

arrest and incarceration he had characterized on 22 Pluviose as

thrust of the dagger into the bowels of liberty.

fit only the counter-revolutionaries

in the Ami du peuple of Lebois.
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and Lebois and had forbidden the publication of their papers.

Because the Jacobins and the Montagnards were suspect already

and because they would have been the beneficiaries of a successful

popular insurrection, the anti-terrorists naturally used the excuse

of the Germinal uprising to proceed against the leaders of the Left.
Thibaudeau had led the way on 24 Ventose, protesting then that the

agitation over the various shortages was only a pretext. The real

reason for the movement, he avowed,

"chief culprits" (that is, Collot d’Herbois, Billaud Varenne, Barere,

Next the reac-ers was carried in the Convention by acclamation.

tionaries moved to arrest the leading Montagnard deputies who had

defended the four. Among those consequently ordered conducted under
guard to the fortress of Ham were Duhem, described as "the guardian

of the sans-culotterie," Leonard Bourdon, Amar, Ruamps (all noted

Fearing fur
ther trouble, the Convention voted a decree placing Paris under a

In addition, it ordered posted a proclamation whichstate of seige.
depicted the organizers of the recent disturbances as a coalition of

royalists and terrorists, whose goal was the opening both of the

Temple and the Jacobin hall.

Reprisals against the Montagnard leadership extended beyond

12 Germinal.

ing which a decree of deportation against the former terrorist lead-
116

was to prevent the trial of the

Gradually, over the next few days, the details of a

Copies of the affiche were ordered
118 printed and sent into the departments and to the armies.

Jacobins), and Chasles, one-time editor of the Ami du peuple; in all, 
eight Montagnard deputies were arrested that night.

and Vadier) and to reestablish the bloody reign of the Jacobins
These allegations were repeated on the twelfth of Germinal, follow-
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supposed Jacobin plot began to unfold before the National Convention.

Several reactionary deputies early pointed out that the insurrection—

commonly being asserted that the

linked to numerous royalist movements in the departments. Pemartin

spokesman for the Committee of General Security, even described thea

episode of 12 Germinal as part of a larger plot to assassinate seven

teen conservative representatives; the responsibility for carrying out

Rennes and led by deputies of the Crest. Tallien also related that

he knew those guilty of organizing the insurrection. According to

him, it was the "criminal faction," those who had striven to reestab

lish the deadly regime of the terror and the scaffold, those Jacobins

Responding to Andre Dumont’s exhor

tation that they not lose their "energy" of 12 Germinal, on the six-

Simultaneously, the persecution against former terrorists and
the section leadership of the Year II became very pronounced. On 21

request made by Andrd Dumont and by a large

number of the sections, the Convention authorized the Committee of

General Security to take "all the measures necessary to disarm, with

out delay, the men known in their sections to have participated in

In an affiche which appeared in Paris that day, the

these murders was to fall to a revolutionary army being gathered at

121

and by 16 Germinal it was

Germinal, following a

rebellion of the twelfth was not limited to Paris alone, but was
110

who had preached revolt against the Convention and who had tried to

122 prevent the trial of Carrier.

teenth the Thermidorian majority voted the arrest of nine additional
123Montagnard deputies.

ists had rallied to the cries of vive la Montagne and vivent les Jaco-
, . 119bins,

. . . the [alleged Robespierrist] tyranny which has preceded 8 Ther- 
mi dor.1,124
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terrorists were again linked with the "partisans of royalty" and their

disarmament justified as "necessary to consolidate 12 Germinal" and

When put into effect,

the repressive measures of the government brought about either the

disarmament or the detention without trial of those citizens denounced

by their sections as participants in the recent insurrection. Both

disarmament and arrest proceeded without regular judicial procedures,

however.. The government made no real attempts to link directly the

men of the Year II with the events of Germinal. In all, perhaps as

many as 1600 former revolutionary committeemen and sans-culotte

leaders were arrested and disarmed, which meant the loss of civic

rights also. Those so classified could not attend meetings of the

or secure a

As a weapon of personal vengeance the order for disarmament

achieved its goal, but as a measure taken to prevent a new demon-

Kare Tjinneson correctly notesstration it was a signal failure.

that "the check of Germinal did not destroy the popular movement in

The putting-down of the insurrection and the accentuation ofParis .

sequently maintained after Germinal, with the Jacobins constantly

On 19 Germinal one

police agent reported that most of the citizens in the cafes were

and the Girondin paper, the Annales patriotiques et lit-
tdraires, alleged on the twenty-second that the terrorists had

being accused of organizing new conspiracies.

The threat of a popular uprising was con-

"to complete the revolution of 9 Thermidor."125

concerned that the Jacobins conspired still to gain the upper
, a 128 hand,

assemblies of the sections, perform a public function,
126passport.

the persecution of the terrorists irritated rather than paralyzed in
surrectional spirit.”127
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129immediate plans for an insurrection in the Faubourgs. Trouve,

one of the editors of the Moniteur, was of a similar persuasion,

for he reminded his readers (27 Germinal) that, although the ’’eter

nal conspirators” appeared confused since 12 Germinal, they still

planned new crimes and were nothing else except ’’the army of the

1.130royalists and the stipendies of the coalition.

an attack on the prisons to free the detained patriots. Such a

plot was perhaps real, although it was not necessarily a continua

tion of the plans of the men of Germinal. Several reactionary depu-

In the Convention, Rovere

asserted that Thuriot and Cambon—two Montagnards already under ar

rest—were the leaders of this plot which, besides opening the pris

ons, included according to his understanding the pillage of prop

erties, the assassination or deportation of the reactionary and

Girondin representatives along with the Jeunesse doree, plus an in

handful of suspects on 29 Germinal. Altogether

about seventy or eighty persons might have been involved. Many,

therefore, remained free perhaps to become active in the Prairial

uprising, and possibly formed beforehand an insurrectional committee

But all the accusations and prison conspiracies
notwithstanding, the real scope of Jacobin activity and responsi-

Warned in time, the government
134acted to arrest a

surrection in the departments .133

ties nevertheless made that allegation. 132

Two days later rumor circulated in Paris that there would be
131

made up of the detained patriot and sans-culotte leadership in the
135 Plessis prison.

bility, if any, for the journges of Prairial may never be known with 

certainty.
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The scarcity of food continued to be of primary importance in

maintaining the insurrectional spirit in Paris. Despite its recent

promises, the Convention could do little, except periodically to sup

plement the bread ration with some rice, to alleviate the shortage

of foodstuffs. Each day the food problem was more sharply felt as

prices climbed rapidly in the free market. The calm which followed
the journee of Germinal, therefore, endured but briefly as witness

the next month by the police.

more to be taking shape. As on the eve of Germinal, there appeared

Alarmed

by this circumstance, the counter-revolutionary Messager du soir on

the twenty-seventh warned that "an uprising would be turned com-

Nevertheless,

and they re

lated the rumor that, if the distribution of bread did not increase

That very evening,

an anonymous pamphlet'

Accusing the national representation of
starving the people and of being tyrannical, this pamphlet urged that

Toward the end of Flordal a more organized movement seemed once

on 30 Flor£al government agents reported that the people

pletely to the advantage of the terrorists, and far from procuring 

bread, would create new obstacles to the arrival of supplies.

and bore the title: Insurrection du peuple pour obtenir du pain et 
reconqu^rir ses droits

the incidents of popular agitation reported to the authorities during
137

substantially, the Faubourg Saint-Antoine would next day revolt and 
urge the rest of Paris to follow its example.12*1

was widely distributed throughout the city

now regarded as illusory the Committee of General Security's promise 
of the early arrival of an abundance of foodstuffs,1

incendiary pamphlets and posters, some appealing to the soldiers pres-
1 38 ently in Paris to join the people against the government.
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all Parisians go en masse to the Convention to demand bread, the

mediate promulgation of the democratic Constitution of 1793. In

The resulting popular demonstrations of 1-4 Prairial were more
146violent and more threatening than those of 12 Germinal. On 1

Prairial armed crowds, among whom the battalions of the Faubourgs

Saint-Antoine and Saint-Marceau and a considerable number of women

were much in evidence, invaded the Convention, reduced to silence

the majority, and inspired the Jacobin minority to voice their
principal demands—the release of political prisoners, the Consti

tution of 1793, and an adequate supply of food. The National Con

vention agreed, temporarily, to these demands. The representative

Feraud, who had opposed the entrance of the demonstrators, was mean

while struck down and decapitated; but the insurgents, who lacked

able leaders, were soon chased from the Tuileries. On the next day

the Faubourg Saint-Antoine was again in open revolt, but though per
haps as many as 20,000 demonstrators beseiged the National Convention

on 2 Prairial, lulled by vain hopes of additional promises from the
deputies, at nightfall they retired to their various sections. The

In addition toConvention now found enough energy to end the matter.

calling out units of the regular army, by the fourth day it had over-

By mobilizing

fully the loyal battalions of the western districts of Paris, on 4
Prairial these battalions achieved the military occupation and the

abolition of revolutionary government, and the proclamation and im-
144

come the resistance of most of the Insurgent sections.

149 disarming of the Faubourg Saint-Antoine.

essence, the Insurrection du peuple, which sanctioned also the right
145of revolt, was the call to arms.
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The repression which followed the Prairial uprising struck the

Montagnard deputies, the supposed and actual terrorists, and the sans

culotte leadership with a ferocity more pronounced than that which had

followed the journee of 12 Germinal. In fact, no sooner had the first

demonstrators been removed on 1 Prairial from the assembly hall of the

Convention than the reaction began. The deputy Lehardy, who made the

A number of the Montagnard

deputies had supported the demands of the demonstrators, but it is en

tirely likely that they did so in order to appease the unruly crowds

which were milling about in the Convention. Nevertheless, their ac

tions sufficiently compromised them in the eyes of the conservative

majority, and once order had been restored in the assembly, two hours

tions and arrests multiplied in the Convention, although the re-
Some insisted on the severestactionaries were still unsatisfied.

punishment for the considerable number of deputies arrested since

), while others, like Henri Lariviere, described all the

"so many cancers who will des-

Then, upon the

demand for the punishment of all the former members of the governing

In like manner, on the thirteenth

terrorist officials of the Year II as

Germinal (including those already condemned by decree to deporta- 
tion151:

Over the next several days, the accusa-

committees, the Thermidorian majority voted (9 Prairial) to proscribe 
nine more of their colleagues

an assertion repeated in the Convention^ proclama-
149 tion that day to the people of Paris.

1 troy the body politic." On 8 Prairial, the Convention ordered
153 the arrest of seven additional Jacobin deputies.

of denunciations led to the arrest of thirteen representatives—all 

well-known Montagnards.

initial move, alleged then that "the movement of today was all Jacobin,
ii j ijl48all montagnard,
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A few

days earlier, the authorities had proceeded against a number of Jaco

bin agitators arrested months before but since held incarcerated in

the Chateau of Ham.* Detained without trial all this time, finally
on

criminal tribunal of the Department of Eure-et-Loir.

Simultaneously, on 1 Prairial Andrd Dumont had set the stage for

a general repressive movement in demanding before the Convention the

blood. Two days later the Committee of General Security, not

wishing to limit the proscriptions to individuals directly mixed-up

in the events of Prairial, joined him and ordered the committees of

surveillance in the twelve arrondissements of Paris to draw up lists
ii meaning the men of the Year II

Then, on 4 Prairial, the deputies accepted

Andr£ Dumont’s recommendation, authorizing for the next day an extra

ordinary meeting of the forty-eight section assemblies

Realizing immediately that one day’swhich preceded 9 Thermidor.

meeting would not suffice,

of Public Safety—’’considering that it is important for the mainte

nance of public safety that this matter be promptly terminated”—
placarded the city with an order commanding all sections to continue
meeting for the next several days (from 12:00 noon to 7:00 in the

*See above, p. 112.

5 Prairial they had been ordered conducted for judgment before the

156

arrest and disarmament of "all the terrorists, all the drinkers of 
„157

so that they

could proceed to the disarmament of all "the agents of the tyranny
„159

designating the "agents of anarchy, 
v • . 158who merited arrest.

nine former representatives on mission were accused of having been 
abusive in the official exercise of the Convention’s power.155

on the evening of the fifth the Committee
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) and forbidding them to engage in other

As late as 11 Prairial the Convention was

still urging the continuation of the sectional denunciations and

a task which was not officially completed until

Even this did not end the matter. Throughout

Prairial the sections assembled every ten days for their regular

meetings, and the Courrler franqais notes that on the thirtieth the

sections were still dealing with the question of the punishment of

the former terrorists, denouncing those under their respective juris

dictions to the National Convention and to the committees of the

Aiding the sections in their task were the extraordinary methods
used in the repression. As in 1793-1794, citizens came to be pro

scribed by category. The tendency once more was to arrest or disarm

all those who had belonged to certain revolutionary institutions

without bothering to prove that they had been active participants in

the uprising of Prairial. According to the general assembly of the

Section Mont-Blanc, if one had held the title of commissaire rdvo-

Thus merely having belonged to such popular institu-

revolutionary committee of a section, thetions of the Year II

armdes rdvolutlonnaires,
matic arrest, disarmament, and often a long detention. Without regard

for other considerations, individuals who had been members of the

as a

evening if necessary'*'^®

government. 164

acts or discussions until the disarmament of the mauvais citoyens 
had been achieved.161

Jacobin Club after 9 Thermidor frequently found themselves persecuted 
in the early summer of 1795.166

the dis armaments,162

the thirteenth.1

lutionnaire, that in itself was more than enough to justify his dis

armament. 165

or a company of gunners, would assure an auto—
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It was noted by the police that the "good citizens" (that is,

the Jacobins and militant sans-culottes. Some, on the other hand,

wanted the government to go further. On 2 Prairial the bourgeois-

dominated Section Lepelletier sent a deputation to the National Con

vention to petition that body not to follow customary procedures when

trying the insurgents; to do so, the section advised, would be ex-

The deputies were somewhat of the same opinion

for two days later they authorized, in order to support the activity

of the section assemblies, the creation of a military tribunal

The use of military tribunals was not uncommon, but here

tofore they had been used only in military zones and for offenses

connected with the armies. Now civilians were to be tried by the

military, and the commission created to judge the accused of Prairial

Not suppressed

until 16 Thermidor, Year III, it passed judgment on 149 persons, the

most spectacular trial being that of eight Montagnard deputies ar—

rumors which spread over France alleging new conspiratorialnumerous
On 8activities on the part of the Jacobins and their supporters.

Prairial news reached Paris of an insurrection of the workers of

Before being repressed, the disturbances inToulon and Marseilles.
these southern cities achieved the release of political prisoners

Attempts were also made unsuccessfullydetained since Thermidor.

to win over the army and the navy. With these episodes in the

followed in most cases the most extra-legal forms.

tremely dangerous.168

the moderates) applauded the measures taken by the Convention against

167

rested on the night of 1 Prairial.

charged with the judging of individuals accused of insurrectionary 

actions.

Interest in the repression undoubtedly was kept alive by the
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background, reports soon spread across the South that the Jacobins

This circumstance perhaps accounts for the intensity of

the anti-Jacobin reaction in the departments at this time.

In Paris, meanwhile, the police spies had similarly informed the

great coup for the end of the
month.

the reports of the following two days# Then, on the nineteenth, the

police announced the discovery in the capital of a "swarm" of foreign

agents working for the English minister William Pitt. The activities

of the agents were naturally linked with the former terrorists, who

were accused of distributing British money to excite a disturbance.

According to one police observer, the "anarchist faction" was even

civil war and the total disorganization of France.

trial and execution of six Montagnard deputies (26-29 Prairial),

The Jacobin press busily denounced those moderates who attempted

to apply to "frank and loyal democrats" the ambiguous denomination of

On 23 Prairial Charles Duval pointed out that this was theterrorist.

method of the demagogue who, wishing to discredit a man in whom he
applied to him the name of a sect or of a

His appeals fell on deaf ears, however, and within the short
period of two weeks the post-Prairial repression had attained propor
tions probably equal to any of the counter-revolutionary movements.

Following the
174

could find no other faults, 
176 party.

According to one contemporary observer, there took place almost

First made public on 15 Prairial, this charge was repeated in
172

the police reported evidence that the partisans of the condemned 

deputies would rally and seek revenge.

were everywhere striving to return to power and to active terror-
. . 171izmg.

government that the Jacobins planned a

supplying the English with state secrets and was seeking to create
173
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This figure is no doubt exaggerated, but re

cent research has substantiated that in the course of about ten days

Outside of Paris, meanwhile, a White Terror had already begun

which was as much directed against former Jacobins as against sans

culotte militants. In every town in France, according to one histo

rian of the popular movement, the repression became very marked dur

ing the summer of 1795, perhaps as many as 80,000 or 90,000 indi-

ac-

Of these, more than half were to spend as much as sixtivities.

months in prison without a trial. Most of them were not released

until the time of the amnesty of Brumaire, Year IV. Perhaps no more

revealing estimation of the effects of this reactionary program sur

vives than that of Jacques Corda,

in the consolidation of liberty will never be contrived.

But what is even more important to realize is that such tech

niques of repression became models to be used by the authorities to

stifle future expressions of popular discontent. Because between

4,000 and 5,000 persons had been arrested since Vendemaire, Year III,
the police had
sequently, simply by referring back to their lists of suspects, the

government could strike first the leaders and, having separated them

who have made the Revolution from henceforth taking an active role
..181

the time: "A more efficient system of repression to discourage those

an ex-police official, who said at

come to know the leaders among the sans-culottes. Con—

viduals being arrested or disarmed because of alleged terrorist
180

during the next few weeks, as many as 1,000
1 79more may have suffered the same fate.

(5-15 Prairial) from 3,000 to 4,000 persons were disarmed and ar-
1 78 rested in Paris alone;^

overnight arrests by the sections of no less than 8,000 to 10,000 
alleged terrorists.?"??
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Although the Jacobin philosophy was far from being eradicated, during

the remainder of the Revolutionary era there would be no more sans

culotte uprisings after Prairial.

ment which followed Prairial were the militant sans-culotte leaders

of early 1795 and the sectional personnel of 1793-1794. These groups

had been the potential allies of the Jacobins in 1795, and their de

feat could not help but be detrimental to the future of the Jacobin

movement itself. As for the Jacobins, for almost a year both their

leaders and the rank and file had been given over to public scorn and

ridicule, and the principal agencies of their activities, the politi

cal clubs, had been proscribed and closed. Now, following the dis

astrous turn of recent events, with the Jacobin supporters immobilized

and the leadership dispersed or in prison, it would take all the

strength and conviction of its partisans to maintain the revolutionary

and republic movements represented by Jacobinism.

The two principal groups most affected by the repressive move-

1 R? from the masses, intimidate the latter with threats of new arrests.
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popularie de la Revolution a Paris: Les journees de Germinal et de 
Prairial an III," Revue historique, CCXIV (1955), 276-277, note 6. 
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CHAPTER IV

TOWARD 13 VENDEMIAIRE

Until the end of the revolutionary Year II (September 21, 1795),

the conservative Thennidorian reaction continued to show some force.

The journees of 12-14 Vendemiaire (October 4-6, 1795), in reality a

d'etat by the Right against the National Convention, marked itsCOU]

final demise. But due to the alarming revival of royalist activities

within and outside of France during the summer of 1795, interest in

the post-Prairial repression had begun to wane a long time before the

events of Vendemiaire. With the condemnation and execution on 29

Prairial, Year III (June 17, 1795), of six Jacobin deputies accused

of organizing and directing the insurrection of 1 Prairial, there fol

lowed a substantial relaxation of the judicial repression and a de

cline of public interest in the incarceration and disarming of former

The government as well had begun to have second thoughts

about a destructive repression of the Left.

Behind the government's new attitude lay the fear of counter-

During the summer of 1795 a royalist movement known asrevolution.
the

agement for counter-revolution had come as a result of the passage by

the Convention of some reactionary legislation. Two acts, one ac

cepted in NivSse, Year III (January 1795), the other in the follow

ing Germinal, had authorized the return to France of various

146

"White Terror" had gained considerable momentum.

militants.1

In part, encour-
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categories of emigres, while a law of 3 Ventose had provided for the

reopening of the churches and the return of priests. Then on 5 Ven

tose, the deputies had voted to place under surveillance in the numer

ous townships of France all functionaries dismissed from official po

sitions since 10 Thermidor. Those men who had been removed now quali

fied as terrorists, becoming vulnerable to the reprisals of freed

counter-revolutionary suspects. Moreover, with a law of 21 Germinal,

which authorized the disarming of all accused of terrorism, the revo-

The White Terror was accentuated following the sans-culotte up-

From this event, therising in Paris at the beginning of Prairial.

Terror assumed a very atrocious character, marked by the single goal

Led by organized bands of young royalists orof private vengeance.

individuals seeking a private revenge, the so-called (by republicans)

Compagnie de Jesus and the compagnies du Soleil hunted down and mas

sacred real and supposed terrorists alike; former members of revolu

tionary committees or of the armee revolutionnaire frequently were

just as there were numerous attacks on prisons now

filled with the militant revolutionaries of the Year II.

The White Terror, limited as it was to a relatively small area

of southern France, was not in itself a movement of great political

Its primary importance lies in the optimism it prosignificance .

duced among the royalists and the dmigrds who, particularly because

At Paris, plans were being

the victims,

of the measures taken against the terrorists, believed the political 
situation had evolved favorably for them.^

lutionaries found themselves both at the mercy of the emigres and other
pcounter-revolutionaries and incapable of defense.
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constitutional monarchy perhaps centering around the person of the
5duke of Orleans, the future King Louis Philippe. And, in Brittany,

another movement, totally separate from that at Paris, had for its

goal the restoration of an absolute monarchy under Louis XVIII, former

The pattern and scope of this royalist activity in the summer of

1795 remains a subject of extreme complexity, for it is closely tied

up with England’s policy toward revolutionary France. By April of

1795, Great Britain had declared her willingness to take part in pro

moting among the French a violent counter-revolution. Already, since

November of 1795, the British had installed on the Continent an agent,

William Wickham, who proposed to form within France a coalition of

all French opponents of the republic. More specifically, he aimed to

unite the various royalist factions into a tightly-knit organization

constitutional monarchy more friendly toward the British.

Elaborate preparations went into the enterprise. With money sup

plied by England, Wickham soon had set up a system of spies to supply

him with vital information and to link his own efforts (which centered

at Lyons) with those of the royalists in Paris. He is known also to

have encouraged the clergy to stir up dissatisfaction among the popu-

Nor was that all. Before the end of May, England had decided to
equip a force of French £migr£s which, supported by English troops,

If successful, the undertaking was

so as to overthrow the Convention and to replace it with a moderate,
6

count of Provence.

made for the overthrow of the republican regime, replacing it by a

were to be landed in Brittany.

lace, and he promoted the defection of the republic’s top military 
personnel.?
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to be followed by the landing of the count of Artois, younger brother

of Louis XVIII, in the area. In order to create a diversion and to

provide aid to the dmigrds, Wickham meanwhile formulated the plan of

precipitating a series of insurrections among the Chouans in the

South, linking them with the activities of the invading forces. There

finally, some hope that Austria would sponsor an invasion ofwas,

patch a force from Italy into southern France.

This "grand design," which culminated in the unhappy royalist

disaster at Quiberon Bay, was to be put into effect before the end of

June 1795. But as early as May 22, the capture in France of secret

royalist papers had acquainted the Committee of Public Safety with what

was afoot. Immediately, the government had ordered the arrest of some

of the leaders implicated in the captured documents, and it had Gen

eral Hoche, commander of the republic's troops, advance in force

toward the south coast of Brittany. To complete its preparations,

the Convention also ordered three representatives to be stationed

near the scenes of action, and it created a military commission with

The royalist crisis, which would last until late in the fall of

By the twenty-seventh, a small force, sup

ported by about 15,000 Chouans, had landed near the coast of the
Quiberon peninsula. From the beginning, however, matters went bad
for the royalist invaders. Plagued by a disputed command, they also
failed to foment the revolt expected among the Chouans and in the

Franche Comtd with the prince of Conde at its head, as well as dis-
8

powers to pronounce the death sentence on any rebel captured bearing
9arms.

1795, was precipitated June 25, when the English fleet first appeared 

off the French coast.
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Vendee: only a few surprise attacks were achieved, while the major

part of the population did not rise. Meanwhile, Hoche’s strategy of

sealing off the peninsula with an entrenchment proved effective, and

in a short while all the efforts of the royalists to break out of the

Quiberon Bay area had collapsed. When the republic’s forces attacked

late in July, the dmigrds were easily driven into the sea or captured,

and their supplies seized.

All was not over yet, however. Before the news of the disaster

at Quiberon had been learned in England, the British had prepared and

launched an additional force against the French coast. This English

fleet carried, besides troops and dmigr^s, the count of Artois and

was directed south of Quiberon into the Vendde region. Disembarkation

was carried out successfully on September 30, and the invaders were

established on the island of Yeu. But although Artois was once rein

forced, problems of supply and of bad weather necessitated evacuation

of Yeu before the end of October. The entire episode was over with-

11out any attempt being made to reach the mainland.

While these dmigrd adventures represent costly failures, the

royalist factions in France by no means lost all hope. Public opinion

had been deeply moved by recent events, and the anti-republicans lost
Several factors aided and

encouraged the royalists in this endeavor, among which were the problem
of continued scarcity, the fear caused by repeated allegations of new

Jacobin intrigue, and especially the question of a new constitution

for France. Established on 29 Germinal, Year III, a constitutional

commission consisting of eleven deputies and headed by Boissy d’Anglas

no opportunity of exciting it still further.
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12had been working throughout the summer of 1795. This commission,

which presented its report to the National Convention on 5 and 6

Messidor, produced a document the contents of which could not help

but create a division among Frenchmen.

The possibility of the adoption of a deliberately anti

democratic constitution had long before raised the ire of those Jaco

bins and other revolutionaries who called themselves "sincere repub-

For some time they had been op

posed to any modification of the popular Constitution of 1793. A

substantial part of Boissy's report on 5 Messidor, however, was de

signed to discredit and to refute that document. Speaking in the name

of the commission, he had said: "We unanimously declare to you that

this [1793] constitution is nothing else except the organization of

anarchy"; it was, in his words, an instrument "conceived by the am

bitious, drafted by intriguers, dictated by tyranny, and accepted

through terror." Warning the deputies that to maintain the Jacobin

constitution would certainly invite more journdes like those of Ger

minal and Prairial,

From here, Boissy proceeded to set down the principles on which
In sum, they were: "A countrythe new regime was to be established.

governed by property owners is in the social order; that in which the

non-propertied classes rule is in
Absolute equality

Historians for some time have been remarking on the passive manner

a state of nature"; and, "Civil

licans" and "friends of equality."

equality ... is all a reasonable man can demand.
. L _■ If 1^is a chimera.

on 5 Messidor he urged them to "cast into eternal

13 oblivion the work of our oppressors."
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cepted Boissy's report. According to F. A. Aulard, only the little-

known Montagnard deputy Julien Souhait openly maintained a position

strongly opposed to the establishment of a bourgeois republic. Sou

hait even drew up an Opinion in which he declared himself clearly in

favor of universal suffrage. This treatise does not appear ever to

have been read before the deputies, although they did order that it

For their own part, most of the democratic members of
the Convention merely recommended a lower monetary qualification for

At all costsTheir conduct in this affair demands an explanation.

the deputies of the Mountain had to avoid bringing down on themselves

either the incriminating charge of factinn or that of opposing the

Both accusations had been convincinglymajority in the Convention.

used against them over the last few months. Moreover, in all prob

ability, the scenes of the recent denunciations and the proscribing of

their Montagnard colleagues remained vividly before their eyes; the

possibility of additional proscriptions undoubtedly tempered the con

duct of the surviving Jacobins.

Aulard correctly recognized the ineffective Montagnard opposition

in the Convention, but he was entirely wrong in believing that the

strong protest against the removal of uni-

To be sure, it was to be expected that the Jaco

bin press would loudly object to Boissy's assertion that the Conven

tion must "guarantee" the property of the rich, and that France must

democratic press made no

in which the thoroughly intimidated Left in the Convention had ac-

be printed.

versa! suffrage.-*-7

the right to vote, then went along with the majority without ever 

insisting upon the principle of universal suffrage.
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be governed only by the "best” among her citizens. Of necessity,

Jacobin responses to the new constitutional order would be limited,

for the Thermidorians had already proscribed the greater number of

the popular journalists; such democrats as Rend Lebois and Gracchus

Babeuf remained silenced in prison. Nevertheless, Charles Duval’s

Journal des hommes libres continued to appear daily and to be the most

outspoken of the republican papers. Regarding the matter of the pro

posed restricted suffrage, as early as 23 Prairial, Year III, its

editor had appealed to the Parisian populace not to label as a dema

gogue "a man who does not think the new constitution democratic

Several days later, as rumor circulated concerning

the contents of Boissy’s report, Duval became even more precise. On

4 Messidor, he announced his disagreement with the supposition that

He remarked that in

1793 it had been usual to regard the ownership of large estates as

outrages against the Rights of Man, but that today some desired "to

exclude from citizenship [because of non-ownership of property] 99

"Do not say that the land owners alone are

sovereign, alone have the rights of a citizen," he wrote on the fifth,

"any useful man who .

is an incontestable principle.

Beginning on 18 Messidor and for several days following, Duval

strengthened his own arguments by including in the daily issue of

the Journal copious extracts from Thomas Paine’s Dissertation sur

Paine’s ideas had been broughtles premiers principes de gouvernement.

. . does not disrupt society is a citizen: this 

h20

Frenchmen out of 100."-^^

"landed wealth is a prerequisite for citizenship."

enough, or a man who thinks that there is only one sovereignty, that 

of the people.
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forward to repudiate Boissy's schemes for the establishment of two

classes of citizenship, for they denied that property should be the

Duval's publisher and printer, Rend Vatar, meanwhile comple

mented his editor's efforts by producing in French translations

editions of Thomas Paine's The Rights of Man and of his Common

Sense. Vatar also made use of the Journal des hommes libres to

advertise the writings of other concerned democrats. Among the

latter was the work of P. A. Antonelle entitled Observations sur le

droit de citd et sur quelques parties du travail de la commission
des onze. This treatise, which was strongly endorsed by adherents

dealt with the much debated question of the

such natural rights as free public edu-

Regarding these latter, the

proposed constitution remained totally silent.

Jacobin opponents to the Thermidorian constitution were correct

in pointing out that it violated two very basic concepts contained

rights and that the law is the expression of the general will.

Nevertheless, the proponents of the constitutional project remained

The voting on each of its parts began on 26the stronger faction.

Thermidor, and the full draft of the new constitution was approved by

26 For the next several days, discussionsthe deputies on 1 Fructldor.
relating to its ratification occupied the attention of the Convention.
By 5 Fructldor, the decrees organizing the primary assemblies and

providing for the mandatory selection of 500 of the future deputies

in the Declaration of Rights, that all men are born free and equal in
25

rights of property versus

basis for the granting of civil rights.lo

cation and the right to subsistence.

of the extreme Left,23
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in the new legislature all deputies who had been impeached or who

presently were under arrest. This number would include almost all
28those formerly composing the Mountain.

Meanwhile , as early as 2 Fructidor, the Committee of Public

Safety had ordered that deputies on mission with the armies submit

the constitution to the troops for approval as quickly as possible.

It was thus hoped that the announcement of the constitution’s favor

able reception by the armed forces could be made prior to the meeting

Because the constitution was to be sub

mitted to popular ratification also, the Thermidorians saw the neces

sity of trying to rally all shades of opinion behind it; for this

On 7 Fructidor, for example, inpurpose they utilized the press.

his Journal des patriotes de ’ 89, Rdal, one of their unofficial spokes

men, made the following appeal: ’’Patriots of *89, Constitutional

Monarchists, Jacobins; moderates, exagdrds, democrats, Republicans; all

of you, in fact, who have made the Revolution or allowed it to be made,

The

conservatives and the bourgeois moderates who saw that their interests

and wealth had been protected naturally went along; without enthusiasm,
so did most of the democrats.

over by the measures of reparation and protection now being passed in

their favor, as well as through the expectation of better things to come.

It should not be forgotten that discussion of the new constitu

tion occurred simultaneously with the counter-revolutionary crisis of

from among members of the Convention had been accepted. 27

measure, the Thermidorians on 13 Fructidor excluded from membership

of the primary assemblies.

open your eyes: nothing remains for you but liberty or death,”30

The democrats were gradually being won
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the summer of 1795. Just as the accompanying events had reawakened

revolutionary spirit, they had also alarmed the deputies to the fear

of a royalist restoration and of the return of the dmigrds. The Ther-

midorians were thrown into a profound dilemma. Faced with a threat

from the Right but forever mistrusting the extreme Left, they attempted

during this crisis to repair some of the bridges between themselves

and the mass of moderate revolutionaries. In other words, it appears

that a majority within the Convention now sought to follow a middle

of the road policy and to cultivate the support of those removed from

either political extreme. Such a policy is discernible in the Con

vention from early Messidor, Year III, although at times the deputies

vascillated or even became contradictory.

On the seventh of that month, departing from its earlier position,

the Convention requested its committees to draw up a joint report con

cerning those who, under the label of terrorist, had recently been

Here the government’s purpose is clear enough: it advo

cated the reopening of the cases of persons detained since Germinal

in order that those who had been falsely accused might be released.

as one deputy suggested, that the Convention realized a needWas it,

Even Louis Legendre, whose former hostility toward the men of

the Year II is well known, gave the project his wholehearted support.
In seconding the demand that the joint report be quickly drawn up,

Legendre cautioned his colleagues to beware those who almost overnight
had become "patriots,” and who now denounced others who had had the

arrested.31

to distinguish the "true terrorists” from the "true patriots" and the 
"good republicans"?32
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Then on 26 Messidor, which was

the anniversary of the journee of 14 July, he came forward again in

the Convention "to say a word in favor of the patriots. If His address

followed closely after the playing by members of the National Institute

of Music of the hyme des Marseillais■ According to one eyewitness,

",the 'unexpected strains" of this revolutionary tune had profoundly

moved the assembly; perhaps, as a result, it was made more respon

sive to his speech which traced the repression of the past few months.

Legendre emphasized especially that individual animosities had led

to many arrests and that some persons, "under pretext of exercising

had acted only for personal revenge. Con

cluding, he recommended that the sections soon meet to reconsider all

the arrests ordered by their assemblies, and that they petition the

or disarmed without justification.

Such appeals in favor of the imprisoned "patriots" soon bore
fruit. Beginning in Thermidor, the committees of the government began

few of the terrorists in confinement. On the third,

it was proposed in the Convention that all of the detainedmoreover,

be brought before their indictment juries; this proposal failed when

Bentabole, formerly a hostile anti-terrorist, persuaded the Convention

Instead, agreement was reached on the

sixth that the prisoners of Prairial would appear before a special com

mission which, if it found no cause for their arrest, would set them

the question of the prisoners wasshortly got this decree annulled,

Although the Right, supported by a number of the sections,

37

Committee of General Security for the release of persons imprisoned

34

releasing daily a

vengeance for the republic,"

"energy" to be patriotic earlier.33

free.36

that the tribunals were filled only with royalists who should not be 

allowed to review the cases.33
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settled on 12 Fructidor. At that time, the Convention voted that only

those recognized as guilty of offenses against the ordinary law would

be conducted before the tribunals. On the other hand, all suspects

not arrested by authority of the police agents were to have their

reviewed by the security officer of the arrondissement in whichcases

there was no basis for a charge.

This scheme, of course, did not meet the approval of everyone.

In public, the counter-revolutionaries accused the Convention of con

triving by this means to save the terrorists and even of desiring the

reestablishment of the In like manner, the jeunesse

dorde along with deputations sent from the largely bourgeois sections

attempted to place pressures

the government could not be moved. Instead,of alleged terrorists,

in a proclamation to the French people dated 1 Thermidor, the Conven

tion revealed the existence of a "new terror" being raised by dmigrds
40 Simultaneously, some deputiesin the pay of the foreign powers.

urged that the names of the leaders of the Compagnie de Jdsus be made

public and that its activities be curtailed, while others pressed for

On 3 Thermidor, the Moniteur too sided with the govem-the gmigrds■
ment, its editor, Trouvd, complaining of the defiance of the jeunesse

Assessing the situation quitedorde and of the Compagnie de J6sus.

substitute a cafg for the den of the Jacobins, their assemblies for

their detention had been ordered, and they were to be released if
38

But despite the pressure against the releasing and possible rearming
39

and succeeded in gaining the passage of restrictive legislation toward
41

on the deputies to reverse themselves.

"Red Terror."

well, Trouvd perceptively asked: "Do they [the jeunesse dorde] want to
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cieties?

By mid-July, Trouve had come to realize like many others that

political matters in Paris were reaching a critical stage. For some

time royalist sympathizers had been agitating the section assemblies,

provoking them into protesting the releasing of alleged terrorists.

By the summer of 1795 sectional pressures on the Convention had reached

such proportions that even the more conservative deputies began re

acting to safeguard their freedom of action. On July 31, even Dubois

Crance rose to question the presence of deputations from several of

the sections who appeared before the Convention to demand vigorous

measures against the terrorists. His advice at the time was that the

sections should mind their own interests, because the deputies knew

The sections remained

undaunted, however, and continued to try to force their views upon

the Convention. As a result the deputies began to show obvious signs

Thus on August 4 (17 Thermidor,of resentment at outside interference.

Year III) additional complaints by the conservatives concerning the

releasing of prisoners produced a considerable uproar in the Convention.

Again it was Dubois Craned who most strongly protested the conduct of

So real, in fact, had become the resentment against the

demands of the sections that a decision to suppress their assemblies

By failing to act,

the deputies only abetted the unrest. With the passage a few days

sans-culotte gatherings and their affiliations for the Popular So- 
,.42

best what to do in regard to the prisoners.

was delayed on 25 Thermidor only because the new constitution,which 

regulated their functions, was about ready.

the sections, and he was warmly applauded by the deputies sitting on 

the Left.
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later of the infamous "decree of the two-thirds," the furious roy

alists only stepped up their sectional intrigue.

The government, having inaugurated a policy favorable to the

suspects, continued to authorize the freeing of former militants and

to restore them to their civil rights. Not all in the Convention

desired to effect a complete rapprochement with the remaining ele

ments of the old Mountain, however. Most deputies maintained an at

titude of watchful caution, while extreme reactionaries added hatred

and suspicion. And too, because the new constitution was being sub

mitted for popular ratification, the representatives did not wish to

that they were in truth wholly reconciled to the Left. Conse

quently, in the Convention more denunciations of the Montagnards

the deputies prepared to release the prisoners of

On 21 Thermidor four Jacobin deputies wereGerminal and Prairial.

attacked for their conduct while on mission for the Convention,

An indication ofJacobin deputies arrested in three days to ten.

the temper of the Convention is provided when one member, protesting

the procedure,

the assembly is yet far from being complete.
On the outside, former Jacobin militants did very little to

With their re

lease in large numbers from the prisons by the terms of the law of

12 Fructidor, many Jacobins had returned to their sections to renew

whereas subsequent motions for impeachment brought the total of
47

was silenced by Lecomte's retort that "the purging of
,.48

followed, even as

incur, among bourgeois moderates and conservatives, the suspicion
46

allay any suspicions, for the police reports take notice of rumors
49 in Paris pertaining to the revival of Jacobinism.
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their old activities. Two such individuals were Raisson and Cld-

mence, both recently released from the prison of Ham. On 17 September

1795, these "accomplices of Robespierre" were denounced before the

Convention by the Committees of Public Safety and General Security.

C16mence, it was reported, had disrupted the primary assembly in his

old section, while Raisson, "scarcely arrived in Paris, has already

been the object of troubles in the Jardin Egalite."50 These details

greatly excited the representatives, who voted immediately to restrict

the application of the law of 12 Fructidor. Moreover, such news also

provided the opportunity for Fr^ron, Tallien, and Boissy d'Anglas to

gain a decree authorizing the immediate trial of all the remaining

incarcerated leaders of the Terror.

The actions of the militant Jacobins played into the hands of

the royalists, who linked their opponent's activities with the un

rest stemming from the scarcity of provisions which was current in

For some time now government agents had been alerting theParis.

Committee of General Security about the volume of talk which com

pared the present regime with life under Robespierre, and they had

informed the authorities that many individuals publicly spoke of

be permanently set up. With royalist encouragement, it was easy for

the government to place all the blame for the discontent and unrest
"The partisans of anarchy and of pillage . .on the Jacobin radicals.

the spirit of revolt" consequently ran the Committee of Generalsow

Security's proclamation to the French people on 21 Messidor, Year III.

regretting the time of the Terror and desired that the guillotine
52

"If we do not take care," 

sisted Boissy, "they will be released one of these days."^
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Next day, the moderate Journal des hommes libres repudiated the

facts of the charge. According to Charles Duval, the royalists, and

not the democrats, were responsible for the agitation, and he insisted

that, regarding an insurrection, the misery of the people must be only

The real motive behind an uprising, the Jacobinan apparent cause.

spokesman asserted, was the royalist desire to massacre the repub

licans in Paris, to dissolve the state, and to bring the monarchists

Responsibility for still another insurrection, also ru

mored imminent, was several days later placed by Duval on the royal

ists . The goal of this new intrigue, he wrote on 29 Messidor, was

to create civil war so as to put Frenchmen at each other's throats.

Duval thereupon strongly urged that the government repress any

mouvement whatsoever, and that it hasten to annihilate "this Machia

vellian faction" which attempted to put into practice the old axiom:

Not that it was necessary for the royalists to foster division

in order to gain the upper hand.

major weakness of the democratic faction was that it lacked unity

and cohesion. On the one hand,

accept the bourgeois dictated Constitution of

Many of these men remained in the prisons around Paris. Des-1795.

pite their detention, they nevertheless endeavored to discredit the

new constitutional project, and the imprisoned democrats not in

Radical republicans, on the other hand, characterized the

of timid character or indifferentmoderate Jacobins as "persons

licans"55 would never

a large body of "inflexible Repub

divide and conquer.

For all practical purposes, a

to power.53

frequently transmitted from their cells to the primary assemblies 

strong protests against it.^
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..57principles. According to them, the moderates, because they were

willing to accept the new constitution, had sold out to the aristo-

It seems, however, that the moderate democrats had formulatedcrats.

perhaps the most logical position with regard to the Thermidorians

and toward the new constitution. Being powerless witnesses to its

drafting, they felt a hostility for its restricted franchise and its

conservative form, but they also saw the constitution as the only ef

fective means to check the royalists and hence to cement the republic.

Therefore, they were willing to compromise with their Thermidorian

adversaries and to accept the new regime. Moreover, by stressing

that the royalists were irreconcilable to the republic, and by at

tempting to turn (as did Duval) the government's attention from the

active militants toward the designs of the royalists, they hoped that

in the new political order the moderate democrats might be placed in
58

This faction's mouthpiece was the Journal des hommes libres,

which, as the Thermidorian year came to

Duval, the editor, on 1 Venddmiaire, Year IV,of the moderates. even

A terrorist, he now insisted,began glorifying the name terrorist.

nothing less than "an ardent defender of liberty, a pure citizen,was

Duval's paper also

began repeating the conciliatory rhetoric that so often issued from
On 25 Fructidor, Year III, hethe Jacobin press in the fall of 1794.

cautioned the "patriots" to beware of royalists who sought to provoke

them into an insurrection, and he also recommended that they be wise,

a close, ably defended the position

true and courageous, a sincere friend of the people, of the republican
u59 government, and of the national representation."

a more favorable light by comparison.
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"It is in the arms of the national represents-prudent, and calm.

tion that you will find refuge, II the journalist again stressed, "it
i»60will not abandon you.

In essence, what the moderate republicans expected in return

suspects into a full amnesty for the men of the Year II. This

"good and praiseworthy idea" had been offered before the Convention

by one of its members early in Fructidor. Immediately the Journal

des hommes libres had seconded the proposal, its leading editorial

on 4 Fructidor, saying: "Let the National Convention surrender to the

indictment juries all those on whom weigh some precise* accusations

of assassinations and robbery. . . . But let the Convention pro

tect with an impenetrable and sacred shield all those whose only
itcrime is having executed its orders. Because the Convention had

said then "obey or die," Duval considered it "a strange and revolt

ing contradiction" that it now sought to prosecute those who simply

had followed instructions. In his opinion, if the government sanc

tioned the legal execution of its former agents or continued to

turn its back on their mistreatment at the hands of the counter

revolutionaries, it would prepare its own destruction. An amnesty

on the other hand, said the democratic press, could change all that.

With it, the deputies could stop the dangerous reaction and save the

republic. And what is more, it was remarked that there was no better

end its long and troubled

*Italics in the original.

career.61

from the government was the extension of the policy of releasing

way by which the National Convention could "gloriously" bring to an
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Despite these entreaties, the Convention resisted the demand for

a full amnesty until it had been thoroughly frightened by the poten

tially disastrous events of 13 Vend&niaire, Year IV. Instead, its

spokesmen continued to defend the Thermidorian policies, and they

constitution. This document, they said, would reestablish the common

good and end all division. For some time longer, therefore, the

effects of the Jacobin regime, depicted always as having been dis

astrous for France, were constantly described for the deputies. More

over, even when intrigues associated with the royalists were brought

to light, the Jacobins were linked with the counter-revolutionaries.

"There is another faction no less odious," insisted Boissy d'Anglas

on 6 Fructidor, "that which regrets and which wants to reestablish the

deadly regime of Robespierre. It unites with royalism in order to

Just a few minutes before, in an important re

port to the deputies, the committp.es of the government had also de-

the successors to those overthrown on July 14." In this maimer, by

linking the Jacobins with the royalists, and by stressing the role of

the popular societies in sustaining the so-called Jacobin tyranny, the

which dissolved and closed all the remaining political clubs.

for all their willingness to be reconciled with the Thermi-Thus,

dorlans, the moderate republicans would have scarcely been encouraged.
At best, the deputies had made only token concessions to the Left, al
though on 15 Fructidor, the right to vote in the primary assemblies had

reactionaries succeeded that day (6 Fructidor) in obtaining a decree
64

seem to have been entirely confident that all would rally to the new

achieve the same goal: that is, the reestablishment of a tyranny in any
A 3 manner whatsoever."aJ

dared that "the men dethroned as a result of 9 Thermidor were only
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been conceded to the former terrorists. But even here they had acted

somewhat from a special motive. Undoubtedly, the Thermidorians hoped

That the participation of the terrorists was necessary in order

to guarantee the prolongation of Conventionel rule was becoming more

and more obvious to the Thermidorians. By this date, the Quiberon

Bay incident had passed and with it had faded the sentiment for the

need of union behind the Convention. Although public opinion of the

Convention would remain sharply divided up to and during the Vende-

miaire crisis, the problem of scarcity still plagued the authorities

Meanwhile, the decrees of 5 and 13 Fructidor, providing

that two-thirds of the members of the new Assembly must be selected

from among the existing deputies, gave the opposition a great new

impetus and helped strengthen among some an already intense dislike

As pronounced opposition to thisfor the old governing personnel.

law became visible in Paris, the royalists determined to turn public

In the primary assemblies, whichdisapproval to their advantage.

scheduled to meet between 20 Fructidor and 10 Venddmiaire, laywere

their hopes of success.

The primary assemblies had been convened to approve or to reject

the new constitution and to appoint the electors who were to select

In Paris, the primary assem-the deputies for the new legislature.

blies corresponded to the general assemblies of the sections. In

these, because of the succession of purges which had driven the Jaco

bins and other elements considered undesirable away, the royalists

that the presence of the terrorists in the assemblies would help re

dress therein the balance of opinion in the government's favor.

and this produced numerous signs of general public opprobrium of the 

deputies.
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Shrewdly, they did not allow the question of the monarchy versus the

republic to come to the surface. Instead, they turned public atten

tion to the operation of one of the earliest revolutionary prin

ciples, namely, popular sovereignty (or direct democracy), and in

sisted that the sections ought to determine the destinies of the

The scheme of the monarchists was to advocate the fullcountry.

adoption of the constitution, but to work in the sections for the

It was expected that after

designed to perpetuate the Con-

ventionels, the extreme conservatives would control the selection of

the electors and hence the outcome of the elections of the Year IV.

In this manner, the chambers could be filled with deputies sym-

As the primary assemblies prepared to convene, the Journal des

On 24 Fructidor, its editorhommes libres still urged conciliation.

advised that "if each citizen, upon entering his section, leaves at

. . we would soon see the happy days of ourthe door all old hatreds .

Only by laying aside all animosities, Duval em-

This appeal notwithstanding, the con-the republic firmly secured.

voking of the primary assemblies on the twentieth produced serious

troubles in Paris and in a certain number of the adjoining depart-

Regarding those qualified to vote on the consti

tution and the two-thirds law, the conservatives were determined to

the rejection of this law which was

phasized, would the love and enthusiasm for liberty be awakened, and
69

revolution return."

defeat of the "law of the two-thirds."

pathetic to royalism, thereby bringing back France, in a totally
68legal manner, to a constitutional monarchy.

ments as well.

easily organized an effective opposition to the Convention.
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have their way. They thus ignored the decree of the Convention of

Fructidor which had ordered them to admit the terrorists into the

assemblies. In some cases, the Jacobins stood up to the counter

revolutionaries, producing a struggle with them for control of the

proceedings. But generally, despite protests on behalf of the re-

The Parisian sections went further. Led by the Section Lepel-

letier, they attempted to establish a committee representing all

Although this project failed to materialize, Lepelletier did gain

The Convention

In fact, more than one

government agent noted that it was being said publicly that if the

reborn in their midst"; moreover, it had become quite usual for the

The sections would not be intimidated by

the Convention, and the records of the police reveal that late in

Fructidor the orators of the primary assemblies professed always "the

same principles of supremacy." By the end of the month, they were

The Convention of course looked with disfavor upon these ac-
seditious a decreetivities, and on 21 Fructidor it condemned as

forty-eight sections to organize the opposition to the Convention.7^

making the far-reaching demand that Paris itself ought to be allowed 
to nominate the legislature and the executive.7*’

the support of at least thirty of the sections for the sending of an
7 address to all the primary assemblies of France.'0

leased suspects, the Convention did not intervene and in the primary 
assemblies the anti-terrorists usually did as they pleased.7!

jeunesse dorde in the cafds to stress that the deputies had lost the 
confidence of the people.7^

500 Conventionels were reelected "a new Robespierre would soon be

came to be treated with scorn, its members being designated as mon
sters, assassins, and as terrorists.7^
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of the Section Lepelletier which urged all citizens to say their mind

77regarding the new constitution and the decree of the two-thirds.

The Moniteur, too, joined in the attack on the independence of the
sections. On the thirtieth, its editor warned the populace of Paris

to beware the schemes of the royalist intriguers, and he noted that

the sovereignty of the nation was not based on the wishes of a few
sections alone. Endorsing the decree of the two-thirds, Trouv£ as-

At the same time, even with scarcity disquieting the

ties of the royalists and to declare for the Convention. And Van-

nier, a government agent, on 25 Fructidor believed "that public opinion

favors the republic; one appears to sense the necessity of the election

tain irregularities in the voting procedure, the authorities re-

sufficiently advanced to proclaim on 1 Ven-

demiaire the results before the final count. That day the Convention

was informed that a great majority of the primary assemblies had con-

Within a

after which the electoral assemblies were author
ized to sit (from 20 to 29 Venddmiaire) for the purpose of appointing

Although there were cer-
82

garded the plebiscite as

lower classes, the workers joined in groups to repudiate the activi-

79

onof the two-thirds, not as a duty, but in the interest of the state. u

Before the end of Fructidor, the results of the primary assem-
81 blies began pouring into the Convention.

curred in accepting the constitution and the two-thirds decree.
83 Promptly they were declared to be the law of the republic.

the deputies to the new legislature scheduled to meet on 15 Brumaire, 
Year IV.85

few days, the primary assemblies had been ordered to finish their work 
by 10 Vendemiaire,84

serted that by adopting it the republic and the constitution could be
78 guaranteed.
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A new phase in the Convention vs. section conflict had mean

while become evident. The Paris sections had been practically unani

mous in their rejection of the decree of the two-thirds, and a ma-

The formidable success achieved in

the primary assemblies encouraged several of the Parisian sections to

demand a recount and to attempt to resist the order to disband. On
26 Fructidor, one police agent had informed his superiors that Paris

appeared ready to struggle against the majority if the assemblies saw

the need, while another noted "the extensive rivalry which exists be-
If And, according to a policetween the Convention and the sections.

report drawn up on the fourth complementary day (September 20, 1795),

certain individuals had been heard proclaiming loudly that "if the

will meet with the same fate as the Swiss on 10 August 1792. The

police inspector reported that in the Jardin Egalitg thecity:
locking arms, had sung the counter-revolutionary Reveilyoung men,

Opposition in Paris to the decree of the two-thirds, according

editor of the Censeur des journaux, followed a royalistto Gallais,
Its object, he said, was to destroy theplan drawn up in London.

Several days later Gallais appealed broadly to the "pa

triots of 1789" to rally behind the constitution; such action, he

present representatives persist on remaining at their post, they
u87

sovereignty of the people and to force the recall of the count of 

Artois.90

jority of the assemblies in nineteen of the departments had simi- 

larly voted their disapproval.

du peuple and had shouted, A bas les deux-tiers et vivent les sec- 

tions!89

jeunesse doree, meanwhile, tried to incite disturbances within the
88 a
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believed, would bring peace and an end to the revolution. Gallais

also urged that the bourgeoisie repress not only the faction of the

royalists, but that of the Jacobins as well; both groups remained

equally reprehensible to him. The Jacobins, he stressed, were not

disputes . . . they are ready, as the deadly tiger, to pounce on

Concluding, Gallais insisted that France must not fall

the enemy of the bourgeoisie and the partisans of tyranny.

For its own part, the Jacobin press had been attempting to

dispel any such anti-terrorist apprehensions that the authorities

Maintaining its conciliatory attitude, themight have felt.

Journal des hommes libres included in its issue of 1 Vend&niaire,

Year IV, an interesting and important article entitled "Dialogue

entre un governant et un terrorist." In essence, this work consti

tuted a plea for the government to unite with the democrats against

the counter-revolutionaries, and was an attempt to convince the gov-
Regarding

the hesitancy of the government to call the former terrorists to its

defense, Duval had the governant say:

either to the royalists or to the Jacobins, for both factions were
91

One doubt remains which prevents the deputies from readily 
joining with the patriots. We fear that the latter re
member too well the oppression they have suffered; we fear 
a new reaction of vengeance and of terror. We humor the 
royalists a little because we dare not entrust ourselves 
entirely to the republicans. On the one hand, we believe 
them [the royalists] too exasperated, too unwilling to be 
reconciled with us; on the other, we do not want to return 
to this regime of blood that no doubt has been slandered, 
no doubt exceeded by the other side, but which neverthe
less was marked by numerous abuses and a long career of 
crimes. We are between Charybdis and Scylla; we seek to 
manoeuver between the one and the other.

ernment that it had nothing to fear from the "patriots."

their prey."

dead, only lurking and in hiding; "they calculate the effect of our
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In responding, the terrorist remarked that a government vascillating

between two parties could not long maintain itself. "Choose then and

he strongly urged. "Do you fear that the

republicans remember only their misfortunes? . . . Ah, I promise you

in their name, save the country, and they will have forgotten all the

Continuing, Duval's fictitious terrorist spokesman pled with the

authorities not to be misled by the anti-Jacobin insinuations of the

royalists, and he set down what might be considered the program of

moderate Jacobinism. Denying that they sought to reestablish a pre-

Thermidorian tyranny, the "Dialogue" thus asserted:

We want to

92

treme conservatives accused the deputies of releasing wholesale the

93 A most striking example of the Con-terrorists or buveurs de sang.

vention's weakness was the manner in which the leaders of the Right

continuously able to control the assembly's proceedings. It iswere

apparent that in early Venddmiaire the committees of the government

make your position clear,"

No: we do not want decemvirs, a dictator, or a pro-consul. 
We do not wish for a reaction of terror or of vengeance . . 
but we want liberty to prevail, that there not be a privi
leged caste of oppressers and a plebian class of the un
fortunate and the oppressed. We desire that patriotism 
no longer be proscribed, that the national representation 
no longer be debased, that liberty of the press not be 
the exclusive patrimony of the infamous royalists . . . 
that justice no longer be a vain word. . . 
have unity, peace, and independence.

Such are our views. Would you still hesitate to unite 
with the patriots, to surround yourself with those who are 
in irons, or would you be insane enough to persist in so 
perilous a neutrality, or indeed to join with the royalists 
who would use you only in order to destroy you. They al
ready call you our accomplices, and include you in the 
proscription in which they have enveloped all republicans.

Still the general amnesty was not offered, even though the ex

harm done to them."
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Nevertheless, each of their proposals met the oppositionpolicy■

of such noted reactionaries as Tallien, Andre Dumont, and Thibaudeau.

The Committee of Public Safety, for instance,

onunended the drawing up of a list on which would be inscribed the

names of the agitators of the Palais Egalite; it was hoped thereby to

identify the troublemakers as deserters from the military front. Tal

lien and Thibaudeau opposed.

they easily succeeded in getting the Convention to reject it.

In other matters as well, the conservatives dominated opinions

Daily, horrified deputies came to the assembly'swithin the Convention.

tribune to express their concern over the circulation of numerous roy

alist tracts which openly called upon the people of Paris to rise up

and kill the representatives. Yet when the Convention appeared ready

to vote for the punishment of the authors of such treatises (3 Ven-

demiaire), Tallien and Chdnier intervened, urging that freedom of the

Their point of view again prepress and of opinions be observed.
95 Some of the exvailed, and the deputies passed to another issue.

treme conservatives went even further, keeping up their attacks

On 3 Venddmiaire, Andre Dumont de—against the former terrorists.

manded that a report on the measures being taken against Pache and

Bouchotte be submitted to the Convention; he also called at that time

for an investigation of the organizers of the Prairial uprising. This

timely request afforded Chdnier the opportunity to interject that with

such a report he could easily prove that the royalist leaders of the

Although this prosections acted then in accord with the terrorists.

vided a new twist to the description of the events of Prairial, ChSnier

a stronger anti-royalist

on 4 Vendemiaire rec-

were trying to direct the deputies into

Characterizing the measure as "useless,"
94
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did not hesitate to allege that he had the material proofs that

terrorist and aristocrat had then cooperated for the reestablish-

No doubt, it was the spectre of the Red Terror which made the

Center group of deputies susceptible to the influences of the Right.

Consequently, regarding the matter of the releasing of the suspects

the Convention. On 3 Vendemiaire, the Commitees of Public Safety

and General Security had sought to alert the deputies to the cir

cumstance that the government's opponents indiscriminately applied

Next day, Louis Legendre repeated the warning, and

And, several days before, the

deputy Villers, who was no friend of the Left, had cautioned that
tlempty bugbear" utilized by thethe word "terrorism" was only an

These entreaties notwithstanding,

on 11 Vendemiaire, when Legendre proposed "wise and vigorous meas-

against the royalists, and asserted that the country had never

been in so great a danger as now, Barras reassured the uneasy depu

ties with his statement that the danger from the royalists was not

In this way, the extreme Right successfully blockedreally so great.

Legendre's motion that the Convention open the prisons filled with

artisans and sans-culottes and that it call upon the "good citizens"

Rather than dis-The sectional agitation meanwhile continued.

band as ordered by the Convention, a majority of the sections went

to sustain the government.100

ment of a "royalist tyranny."96

royalists to gain their goal.99

he advised the deputies not to confuse, as did their enemies, the 

"patriots" with the terrorists.9®

ures"

of Prairial, the conservatives used this issue to remain supreme in

the names "terrorist," "Jacobin," and buveurs de sang to all its

97supporters. '
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In several, violent recriminations

against the deputies were heard, while some advocated disobedience to

By the ninth of Vendemiaire, the pri

mary assemblies had accepted a number of decrees adopted first by the

sections Grenelle and Arsenal; these described the National Convention

as being "purely an administrative body which does not have the right

to make laws." Ironically enough, these primary assemblies agreed to

place the Convention under their protection provided "it knows how to

Next day, the sections Lepelletier and

Theatre Fran^ais invited the electors of the other primary assemblies

Only fifteen sections responded,to unite with them for joint action.

but on the eleventh the resulting assembly of electors adopted a de-

The day of 12 Venddmiaire saw revolt finally flare up in the city.

For some time most of the sections had been demanding that the govern

ment disarm those terrorists that it had recently restored to their

Because the authorities refused, some agitators in thecivil rights.
section assemblies excused the imminent insurrection by declaring that

it was the right of the citizens to arm themselves—the primary assem-

"the sovereign people"—because "the committeesblies, it was said, are
of the government have today armed all the buveurs de sang, the ter-

..105 In this way, the Thermidorian periodrorists, and the intriguers.
"There isculminated in the journdes of 12-14 Venddmiaire, Year IV.

no need to conceal it," wrote Gallais in the Censeur des journaux,

are giving way to the fury of battle.

"civil war is organized in our unhappy city; impassioned discussions

..106

the law of the two-thirds.

respect their rights."103

into permanent session.

cree which also declared that the Convention n'est plus rien, and that 
its authority remained simply administrative.104
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CHAPTER V

THE JACOBINS AND THE DIRECTORY

The insurrection in Paris of Vendemiaire, Year IV, which ap-

The Convention had immediately met the danger by creating a special

commission of five members (one of whom

fense, and by declaring its sessions to be permanent until the crisis

had passed (12 Venddmiaire) . Fortunately, the government could count

On

the eve of the insurrection, Charles Duval in the Journal des hommes

libres had again reminded the authorities that great numbers of "revo-

remained filled with "energetic men." Avowing as

in Fructidor that these "victims of their love for liberty" were the

true friends of the Convention—men who sought now to become its most

For

the moment, however, the deputies ignored both of these entreaties. But

had nevertheless

turned for support to the Parisian sans-culottes and to the self-styled

On 11 Venddmiaire, the Convention enrolled as volunteersrepublicans.

182

was Barras) to direct its de-

lutionary bastilles"

peared abortive from the very beginning, lasted not full three days.'*’

Moreover, the inmates of the Quatre-Nation Prison even wrote 
o 

to protest their patriotism and their devotion to the Convention.

zealous defenders—, he appealed to the government for their prompt re-
2 lease.

the government, in stressing that the rebellion constituted a plot com

bining "the chouans, Royalists, Emigres, and English,

on the continued support of the sans-culottes and the Jacobins.
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into three battalions almost 1,500 men, the so-called Patriotes de

51789, who included known former terrorists as well. Following this,

to assure their support, on the twelfth, the deputies revoked a law

6of 21 Germinal, Year III,

revolutionaries accused by their sections of terrorism. That same

day the members also had voted to repeal legislation of 5 Ventose,

from official positions held during the reign of Terror.

Since the authorities questioned the loyalty of General Menou,

one of the senior officers, on 13 Vendemiaire they asked Barras per

sonally to assume command of the government's troops. Aiding Barras

were half a dozen generals, including Napoleon Bonaparte, who as yet

These men were capable ofremained largely unknown to the public.

Although their military force was small in size

5000 regular troops), the army soon gained the de-

Under orders from Napoleon,cisive advantage of possessing cannon.

Murat brought back from Les Sablons the artillery formerly held by

the Paris sections, but which had been placed there following the

events of Prairial.

On the other hand, while the number of insurgents might have

reached 25,000 men, their leadership was inadequate and the royalist

After the sections hadgroups remained divided and uncooperative.

done during the night of 12-13 Venddmiaire),

they failed the next day to persuade the defenders of the Convention

13 Venddmiaire, when the govern-to pass over to their side.

ment ordered an offensive, it easily drove the rebels from their po-

By mid-morning of the fourteenth, followingsitions near the Tuileries.

Year III, which placed under surveillance citizens recently dismissed

8

taken up arms (this was

considerable energy.

(perhaps not even

Thus, on

which had decreed the disarming of all

7
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the loss by the insurgents of their stronghold of the church of Saint-

Moving swiftly, the deputies ordered

the disbanding of all the primary assemblies, disarmed the Parisian Na

sions to try those arrested More

over, with the suppression of the insurrection, a grateful Convention

on 14 Venddmiaire voted that "the republicans who have vanquished the

.>10royalist rebels . . . have not ceased to merit well of the country.

position of primacy. Rightest influence could be seen in the policy

of the authorities to treat with far greater leniency the rebels of

Venddmiaire than those of Prairial.

Moreover, most of those accused of

instigating the revolt had been allowed to escape easily from Paris,

of Venddmiaire, the majority had to be tried in absentia, with as

certain journalists

had also urged the government toward a policy of restraint regarding

At the same time,

the police agents had resumed reporting the fears of certain citizens

plaints had been made in the Convention against the committees for re-

so that when the military commissions convened to judge the accused

Roch, the insurrection was over.

As early as 14 Venddmiaire, com-

the rebels, asserting that extreme severity would only cause France
1 3 to fall once again into "the mire of terrorism."

tional Guard, and decreed the establishment of three military commis—
9

quittals or light punishments meted out to those present for their
12 trials; capital sentences were extremely few.

leasing so many individuals suspected of hostile activities related to 

the events of the previous day.^-

of Paris of a murderous vengeance from the released and rearmed vic

tims of the Prairial repression."^

vatives were striving to discredit the Left and to maintain their own

Meanwhile, within and without the Convention alarmed conser-

or accused of leading the revolt.
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To assuage this fear, after 14 Vend&niaire, was a deliberate

objective of the editor of the Journal des homines libres. Having

on 17 Venddmiaire Duval chastised it

for questioning the motives of its recent defenders. "We have no idea

he wrote that day in the
Journal. According to Duval's familiar refrain, the patriots were

incapable of seeking personal revenge.

Duval alerted the government to the circumstance that the royalists

had not been fully checked, and assured the Convention that it could

yet depend on the republicans for support. Asking once more that the

prisons be opened and that the "patriots" be released, Duval went so

far as to suggest that the authorities should award them with offi-

tive posts of all royalist sympathizers. Such views, together with

licans, fill most of the pages of the Journal during this period.

All the while, the democratic papers and the committees of the

government had been offering to the public and to the deputies alike

undoubtedly stimu

lated the wave of anti-Rightist sentiment which the majority of the

They know only to avenge the country, however persecuted 
they have been in its name; they have just proven that 
in defending it with an unheard of zeal and devotion, at 
the price of all their blood. Such men neither assassi
nate nor massacre. They fight their enemies, they de
feat them, and, after the action, they leave to the law 
the punishment of the disturbers of the public order.

of a reaction in the sense that you fear,"

cial positions made available through the expulsion from administra-
16

The government's opinions, which were drafted
18 in a series of special reports to the Convention,

"convincing proofs" of the counter-revolutionary goals of the insur

gents of Venddmiaire.17

urged again on the fifteenth that the government should unite with 

"the friends of the republic,

more denunciations of alleged royalist hostilities against the repub-
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deputies now adopted. In this matter, the Montagnards of the Crest,

Partly, the appearance of new faces among the occupants

of the upper benches in the Tuileries assembly hall was due to the

excitement and alarm produced by the movement of 13 Vendemiaire. Of

greater importance, however, was the reaction coming from the publica

tion of the results of the national elections (which began on 20 Ven-

ddmiaire) to fill the seats of the new legislature. Those deputies

resentatives. Many probably held rather ambiguous opinions about

the republican regime. Of the new third, constitutional monarchists

Various interpretations of the ills expected from these elec

tion results now created sharp divisions among the membership of the

Toward the end of Venddmiaire, prevailing opinion heldConvention.

Many deputies thus appeared ready to question the validity of the

On 30 Venddmiaire, the formerly conservative deputy Benta-voting.

bole recommended that the Convention itself name the members of the

nominated by the electoral assemblies would make. Deputies such as

Tallien and Barras supported the measure, insisting that the fate of

the republic be placed in the hands of those who had an interest in

new directory; he doubted the "excellence" of the choices that the men

the Convention,"

and avowed counter-revolutionaries made up the majority, indicating

21a reinforcement of the extreme Right in the new chambers.

that the royalists, in applying indiscriminately the word "terrorist,"
22 had succeeded in chasing the better men from the primary assemblies.

who had seen their numbers suddenly inflated, showed a most uncommon
19 activity.

selected from the retiring Assembly—’’the less unpopular members of
20 someone has remarked —were its most moderate rep-
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maintaining it. Tallien even asserted that as a result of the elec

tions, within three months’ time the counter-revolution would be

He thus proposed that a special com

mission be appointed to detail the steps necessary to take in order
23to save the country from its current dangers.

That night, such a commission as Tallien proposed was voted

by the Convention. Next day (1 Brumaire), however, in an extremely

stormy session, the Right came out strongly against these procedures.

Thibaudeau, the spokesman for the conservatives, struck directly at

Tallien, who had suddenly become the new hero of the Left. Accusing

him of the responsibility for "all present intrigue," Thibaudeau made

"The Terror hovers still over this assembly hall. Thesestatement:

close to being magic words as could be uttered. In short or-were as

der, the Left failed to move the Convention to declare itself in per

manent session, and Bentabole, accepting now the conservative argu-

Although the Right had successfully rallied to prevent the

enactment of these extraordinary measures, the majority of the depu

ties nevertheless remained determined to resist any further tendency

Several procedures were adopted to this end. Theytoward reaction.
moved promptly to restrict the influence and the freedom of action

enjoyed by the monarchists, the returned dmigrds, and the hostile

As early as 16a result of the Thermidorian policies.

On the

the most profound impression on the deputies with this well-timed
i.24

clergy as

achieved "constitutionally."

Venddmiaire, the Convention had ordered the removal of all public
26 officials who had taken part in the recent insurrection.

ment that his proposal promoted a direct violation of the new consti-
25tution, agreed to withdraw it.
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twenty-rsixth, this was extended to include all those "who expressed

sentiments iicontrary to the establishment of republican government,

as well as to those who did not hold "proper opinions."2'7 Three days

later a similar law provided for the dismissal of mayors, public pros

ecutors, and justices of the peace who had not attempted to bring to

Finally, on 3 Brumaire, the Convention declared to be ineligible for

the exercise of public functions all dmigrgs and their relatives, and

As one principal objective of the present ruling party was to

trim the political balance against the monarchists, the government at

this time also displayed marked favor toward the Jacobins. This policy,

tions to the Left which had begun sometime before either the elections

Since the Vendemiaire rebellion, much praiseor the sectional crisis.

from the Convention's members had been heaped upon the Patriotes de

1789, and the deputy Quirot had gained considerable applause for his

proposal that all "pure patriots" not guilty of offenses covered by

the penal code (but currently being held because of exaggrges opin-

Thibaudeau, again speaking for the conservatives,ions) be released.

He found himself strongly rebuked by Garrau,tried to urge delay.

however, who adroitly suggested to the Convention that those who now

opposed the projected measures would have done better after 9 Thermi—

dor to have combatted the releasing of so many counter-revolutionaries.

Noting that the gates of the prisons had not then been sufficiently

of course, was not new; it merely carried on the program of repara

justice the royalist advocates and partisans of the White Terror.2®

voted for the revival of the legislation providing for the deportation 

of non-juring clergy.2^
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he

recommended that the authorities now also free those individuals in—

With debate over this proposal rapidly progressing, the Con

vention shortly was being told that the imprisonment of the ’’patriots"

and the attempt to classify them all as "real terrorists" was merely

Then, as more supposed royalist intrigue was

revealed, other deputies began to urge that the government make amends

of which they should never have been deprived. it

it. Even Barras, a former conservative, demanded that the patriots

On 22 Vendemiaire, the

Convention responded affirmatively to these pressures. That day, the

deputies voted for the release of all individuals detained for revo-

code.

The republican press showed substantial joy with the passage

of this measure, but still the legislation of 22 Venddmiaire fell far

short of the general amnesty for which the democrats had long been

striving.

deputation of the Patriotes de 1789 had appeared at the bar of the

Assembly to petition in these words: "Repay our self-sacrifice and

was stressed, "owes protection to those who have constantly defended 

„33

for all injustices, and that the patriots be restored "to the liberty

„32

lutionary actions which were not designated as criminal under the penal

wide to allow the rapid enough release of all the "aristocrats,"

"The country,"

On the twentieth, a

In essence, this legislation represented an extension of the

35 law concerning political prisoners passed on August 29, 1795.

be set free immediately from their "irons.

30 carcerated only because of their patriotism.

On 17 Venddmiaire, the Crest had again demanded the re—
36 lease of those deputies arrested in Prairial.

one of the principal tactics of the royalists as they schemed to over

throw the republic.31
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our devotion with an amnesty, For the moment,

the Convention had remained content to legislate against the dmigrds

and to reaffirm its action of 12 Fructidor. On 3 Brumaire, however,

special commission "solemnly declared" that it did not believe the

That night, adjournment

of the proposal was ordered, but on the following day discussion re

sumed . At long last, on 4 Brumaire, the Convention finalized its

"connec-movement toward the Left, voting an amnesty for all actions

ted with the Revolution."39 Excluded from its terms, it is true, were

dmigrds, non-juring priests, and counterfeiters, as well as terrorist

leaders already sentenced to penal deportation. But what is most im

portant is that the amnesty did secure from fear of future proceed

ings all other leaders and supporters of the Jacobin regime, and it

returned to them the full enjoyment of the civic rights which they

Such was the opinion of the Jacobin

journalist Rend Lebois, who had just been released from prison: "If

we have been guilty of crimes in '94, we have made amends in '95, fl

"Consequently, we have recon-

Among wholly optimistic republicans,those measures enacted in

the final days of the Convention promised only the brightest future.

said the Ami du peuple

bois even viewed the installation of the government of the directory
■i41"the inauguration of a new era. The truth is, however, thatas

on 2 Brumaire, and its editor Le-

"Patriots today can not any longer doubt that the republic is indes-

so recently had been denied.

(this being the day before the Convention was to be dissolved) a

37 a general pardon."

he wrote early in Brumaire, Year IV. 

quered our rights.

tructible,"

revolution "completed" without an amnesty.
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the position of the new government was extremely precarious; it faced

such overwhelming problems that ready solutions or remedies were not

always close at hand. As in 1793 the republic remained engaged in

civil and foreign war, royalist intrigues continued to jeopardize gov

ernmental stability, and inflation was reaching its final stages with

prices rising steadily. Thus the best that the directory could do

upon its installation was to offer on 14 Brumaire, Year IV, in the

form of a proclamation to the French people, an emotional appeal. In

this address, the directory spoke at length of safeguarding "liberty"

and the republic, and asked that the people "not attribute to the new

authorities the disorders occasioned by six years of revolution." Prom

ising the prompt return of public happiness, it nevertheless cautioned

that "so many evils cannot be compensated for, so much good accom-

The executive directory's manifesto, designed to stimulate op

timism, as far as most democrats were concerned simply evaded positive

commitments. What they desired, of course, was an unqualified declara

tion on the part of the government that it meant to ally itself wholly

with the republicans. From here, it was further expected that the au

thorities would proceed harshly against the royalists. But to make it

self entirely dependent for support on the democratic faction was not

In

stead it attempted a course of reconciliation among the Left and the

Consequently, even amongRight, which caused it often to temporize.

the more moderate Jacobins, signs of impatience and of frustration early

Charles Duval, for example, had greeted the passage of theappeared.

now nor ever seriously considered in the policy of the directory.

42 and appealed for time, calm, and patience.plished in a single day,"
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legislation of 22 Vendemiaire, Year IV, with unconcealed delight.

Duval, however, expected the government now to expel from the country

and he suggested in the

series of "secondary measures." Among these, he listed a

closer watch over the returned emigres, the total elimination of

speculation, a maximum price for commodities, stabilization of the

value of the assignat (at par), and—sounding quite like a revolution

ary of 1793—a tax on the very rich. Adopt this program, he urged the

authorities, "and you will have taken a great step toward the return

of abundance and of the justice due to the people who have suffered

Just two days later this same Jacobin journalist was sharply

rebuking the government for its alleged inactivity. Specifically,

Duval was highly critical of its failure to execute a decree of de

portation against the rebels of Venddmiaire, and especially its lack

of effort in repressing speculation

Pledging to be silent only when there was no need to say more, he then

result of the recent legislation, "worthy of thedeclared that,

day of 13 Venddmiaire," the republicans had briefly been misled in

their expectations. he sarcastically concluded,

I will not only say die while being born, I will say that theyures,
"Well,"

Justice is finally rendered to the patriots [he had 
written on 26 Venddmiaire]. The day of truth comes 
sooner or later; it has finally arrived, patriotism 
triumphs, the republicans are extricated from the 
hideous sanbenito in which the royalists have dressed 
them . . . the republicans, after this so long and 
little merited oppression, are finally released to 
their friends and to their farm' 1 ips.^

or in reducing the cost of bread.

as a

Journal des homines libres, as the best means to consolidate the re

public, a

for so long a time." The "general welfare" must be the common goal, 

he reiterated, "it depends on you to take us there.

all who did not want "republican government,"

"these meas-
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Nor did the outcome of the elections of 1795
relieve any of his despair. As revealed in an editorial of 4 Brumaire,

to compose the new legislature. None the less, to instruct the gov

ernment through the frequent republication of his own recommended pro

gram of action (as originally drawn up in the 26 Venddmiaire issue of

his paper) became a regular feature of the Journal des hommes libres

during the first days of the directory.

Although the Journal des hommes libres frequently and openly

criticized the new regime's conservatism, it was not considered the

major anti-government paper by far. This honor went to the Tribun

du peuple, whose editor Gracchus Babeuf had just gained his release

from a Thermidorian prison. Initially, the Journal des hommes libres

how patriots could secure a subscription for the Tribun. Ba-on

beuf's return to political activity, however, produced results evi

dently not anticipated by most republican journalists. In the first

issue of the revived Tribun, he sharply rebuked the many "supposed

who, he said, since Venddmiaire had been saying that all

In Babeuf s opinion, how-was for the best in the best of worlds.

ever, this desirable state of things existed only

people is happy." On the contrary, Babeuf too often saw about him

extreme examples of wealthy extravagance, while the sans-culottes re

mained oppressed by abject poverty. Moreover, with prices now spi

raling, prevailing social and economic conditions in Paris appeared
to be daily undermining public confidence in the republican regime.

„45

Duval expected very little good to come from those individuals who were
46

"when the entire

had endorsed this paper, and Duval even printed complete information

47

patriots"

are born while dying.
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In comparing the newly installed political order with life under the

monarchy, he could only conclude: "it is impossible not to wish to say

it: WE WERE MUCH BETTER OFF UNDER A KING."* Turning to politics, he

questioned the right of the Convention to have substituted the Con

stitution of 1795 for that of 1793, which he declared was the true

constitution of the French people.

An

agent of the police commented to the minister of the interior con

cerning Babeuf's journalism:

From all sides, the moderate republican press immediately and

On 17 Brumaire, theloudly announced its disagreement with Babeuf.

Journal des homines libres disavowed the contents of his paper "in the

name of the patriots," and urged all true republicans to renounce "the

Four dayscord, serve the cause of royalism, and doom the nation.

publication of the moderate demo

used much of its first issue to repudiate the radicalism ofcrats,
Although its editors acknowledged esteem forthe Tribun du peuple.

Babeuf's past record, they accused him now of compromising the fate

His was, according to the Orateurof the republic by his writings.

pldbdien, "a pen too inflexible and too little disposed to yield to

*The italics and emphasis are in the original.

imprudent pages which at this time can only fan the flames of dis-
i.5O

The strongest words that can be uttered in order to excite 
to insurrection the indigent class against the class of 
well-to-do citizens, the workers against the merchants, 
in order to make the former regret the regime of the 
terror ... is found in the first pages of number 34 of 
the Tribun du peuple.

later, the Orateur pl^bdien, a new

circumstances . . . [or even] to march in concert with the other

He invited all "energetic pa

triots" to join with him toward putting it into execution.^®
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Consequently, some saw him dividing the

republicans and forcing the government toward a new alliance with
the conservatives.51 Even the anti-Jacobin press entered the con

troversy.

Ifterrible Babeuf, the journal's full dis-the promotor of faction;

dain for that radical revolutionary figure surfaced on the twenty-first

when the editor Gallais wrote: "Gracchus Babeuf is represented in one

that he is only a fool.

That division existed among the republicans was the most sig

nificant factor stemming from the clash of opinions with Babeuf.

Moderate democrats,

directory regime and its new and conservative constitution in the ex

abhorred both and rejected all compromise with either side.ever,

than promoting the return to the people of their rights. Particu-

unredeemable the Constitution of 1795, for

under its terms "the rich and the educated alone would be the nation."

deserved only the

As an alternative, he advanced

la Constitution ddmocratique, that is, the Jacobin charter of 1793

To stimulate

quarter as a royalist, in another as a terrorist, and perhaps for all

„53

pectation that both could be reformed; Babeuf and his partisans, how-
54

on the one hand, appeared willing to tolerate the

republican journalists."

The government of the directory, Babeuf avowed, was hindering rather

55

the divergent patriot groups to adopt and to unite behind the 1793 
co

Constitution became Babeuf's primary objective.

Babeuf believed that this "monument to tyranny" 

honor of being trampled underfoot.

which was described by one of his followers as "a great step toward 

true equality, the greatest that we have yet taken."5?

larly, he dismissed as

On 18 Brumaire, the Censeur des journaux styled him "the

52



erate democrats. Although the Constitution of 1793 had proclaimed

property to be a natural right, most Jacobins viewed it as a social

institution qualified by the principle that every man had a right to
subsistence. They stressed the public welfare as opposed to the self

ish interests of individuals.

At the end of 1795, Rend Lebois had asserted that the program of the

"supposed terrorists" had always remained constant: they declared a

war to the death on the ambitious and the great capitalists, while

striving for the triumph of the poor. "The buveurs de sang," he said,

"following the dictates of the revolution, want to take from those who

have too much in order to give to those who have nothing." What the

enemies of the rich did not want, he hastened to add, was to equalize

fortunes, although they did follow "the principles of popular moral -

Lebois then succinctly summed up the position of the Jacobins

on the purpose of social reform. Asking why the French had made

their revolution, he said:

talents and ill-favored by fortune?6°

few days earlier: "If the revolution is made for the

people, as men say, it is necessary then to make them happier, not en

those arrogant individuals who elevate themselves above the others.

Perhaps, as Rend Lebois suggests, what the Jacobins really wanted was

196
Other issues as well separated Babeuf from the majority of mod-

Is it so that the merchant can take the place of the dukes and 
peers, or so that the artisan is no longer deprived of neces
sities? When we have made sacrifices for the country, was this 
to uphold and to favor the dmigrds and the capitalists, or con
versely to improve the lot of the artisan and of the working 
man, who are without talents and ill-favored by fortune?60

He had remarked a

In essence, the Jacobins wished to 

erase conditions of either extreme wealth or of extreme poverty.

tirely by equalizing fortunes, but at least by cutting down to size all
„61

tty."



Several years before the outbreak of the Revolution Babeuf had

Unlike the Jacobins

who viewed equality in moral and civic terms, true equality for Babeuf

economic condition reached only through a violent attack on pri

vate property.

plete—that is, an dgalitd de fait

private property continued to accentuate inequities among men; and,

only with its complete abolition could he see any effective remedy to

According to the Babouvists, "there mustexisting social injustices.

be an end to this unnatural division of society [produced by the in-

and weak, into masters and servants, into rulers and ruled. For

'We intend," said one famous Babouvist manifesto, "something

far better and far more just: the COMMON GOOD, or the COMMUNITY OF

GOODS.

Babeuf, moreover, viewed

the future in terms of a social conflict which no longer could be post

poned.

plebian and the patrician, its goal was

bins aspired to do) but a new social regime founded on equality.

*The italics are in the original.

was an

reached the conclusion that collectivism was really less an utopian 

ideal than a practical and obtainable objective.63

In his opinion, no revolution could be considered com-
64 could not be achieved—so long as

197 
to see established within the framework of a democratic republic 

a society of small property-owners.63

equitable system of property ownership] into rich and poor, into strong

.,65

not the establishment of a different political system (as the Jaco-
69

them, even the lol agraire (or the division of the land) was not prac

tical.66

There must be an end to individual ownership of the land, for 

the land is nobody's personal property."*63

The struggle, as he saw it, was the perpetual war between "the
68 or the poor and the rich";
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Yet there is an ad

ditional problem which possibly affected Jacobin-Babouvist relations,

and which appears heretofore to have been overlooked. This is the

fear which Babeuf evidently held regarding the intervention of some

other leftist but more moderate rival party which might, at a crucial

point in his struggle, direct to its own advantage the fruits of his

work. In Germinal, Year IV, for example, he informed his agents to

beware the solicitations of such men as Barras, Tallien, and Legendre,

those so-called (by Babeuf) enemies of the people who now were main-

He pointed to the danger of. the establishment of a second

and independent insurrectionary committee alongside that of the Ba-

bouvists. Such a committee, Babeuf alleged, would undoubtedly be

All of themcomposed of such Jacobins as Vadier, Amar, and Javogues.

were, according to him, "personages who have already tasted power,"

of democratic principles and the happiness of all.

Additional evidence of this mistrust of the Jacobins is found in

a later address sent to the Babouvist agents, and dated May 7, 1796.

that the political authority, in going from the rascals who holdassure

passes to the true, pure and absolute democrats, to the men of theit,

For this reason special prepeople, to the people's true friends."

cautions had to be taken in view of the fact that his directing com

mittee had now decided to approach for assistance in carrying out its

plans certain "proscribed deputies of the old Mountain." Although the

their primary objective "the fullest triumph

.>71
but who did not have as

Such contradictions were evident enough.

taining their readiness to aid the sans-culottes in regaining their 

rights.70

In this communication Babeuf again stressed that "it is necessary to
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they had felt themselves obliged

"to close for a moment their eyes to these r1 rcornstanceg and to make

for the success of the project. Nevertheless,

definite provisions were set down to restrict Montagnard influence.

In the resuscitated Convention—"the legal authority which the people

had not dismissed, and which by consequence still exists"—the men of

the Year II were to be balanced by

present to them an opposing front. Perhaps as a token concession

to the Montagnards, Babeuf does plan to advocate following his triumph

the rebuilding of the hall of the Jacobins. Appropriately enough, he

and "all those who have concurred in its demolition.

Despite their differences, at times the non-Babouvist Jacobins

not at cross-purposes with the followers of the Tribun du peuple ■were

Both groups criticized the apparent apathy of the authorities regard

ing the economic plight of the lower classes; each felt that the direc

tory flirted with and too often favored the rich and suspected counter-

To encourage former Jacobins of 1793 to support hisrevolutionaries.

movement, Babeuf cleverly promoted ideas earlier expressed by Saint

The latter especially was now being viewed in aJust or Robespierre.

new light even by his former critics, and Babeuf did not hesitate to

remind his readers of what Robespierre had said in 1793 in his Declara

tion des Droits: "The go al of society is the common good." Babeuf in-

II.the equal happiness of all persons, who areterpreted this to mean

designated as the forced labor for its reconstruction Frdron, Tallien,
..74

energetic and most dedicated democrats . . . [especially chosen to]
..73

"more than one hundred of the most

some great sacrifices"

committee members acknowledged that the Montagnards had not always
72 been worthy of the people's trust,
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born equal in rights and in needs. Writing to the contributing

editors of the Journal des homines libres, the recognized voice of

Jacobin orthodoxy, Babeuf acknowledged that he, like "all pure

applauded their "severe" republican principles, their constancy in

defending them, and the perfect accord he found in all the points of

their doctrine. These things, Babeuf said, "justify assuredly the

compose

the list of your readers.

P. A. Antonelle, one of the editors to whom Babeuf directed

his compliments, expressed himself in similar fashion toward the

Tribun du peuple. Antonelle wrote,

It'my principles differ little from his, particularly in regard to the

Antonelle also agreed with

Babeuf that the ideas embodied in the Constitution of 1793 were good

theoretical sense a property-less society was the best

too many obstacles in the way of putting such ideals into practice.

Antonelle reflects the attitude of most moderate republicans toward

Few took him seriously as a conspirator, but they did ad-Babeuf.

mire his courage in the face of persecution and at least adopted the

sentiment of his ideas while considering the ideas themselves to be

However, because his humanitarianism wasmerely utopian idealism.

beyond reproach, in common cause with the Jacobins he had to be de

fended.

Particularly, Babeuf s fight remained that of freedom of the

*The italics are in the original.

homage of all the class of virtuous and just Frenchmen who

.,76

type; but more realistically, he thought that there were now simply

77

press, an issue which by now was a favorite among other democratic

and that in a

"Regarding my opinion on things,"

impure origin of the right of property."

men,"
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journalists as well. On 20 Frimaire, Year IV, Lebois announced his

pression.

demand that the law protect indiscriminately all writers harassed

And, reacting strongly to Babeuf's most

recent arrest for what he had written in his paper, Lebois (who saw

in Babeuf only an "inconsiderate zeal") avowed that should he be "our

Meanwhile,

the Orateur pldbdin had joined in the controversy, its editors summing

up quite well the Jacobin position (now modified from that of 1794)

regarding the right of free speech: "the liberty of the press is the

people.

This issue of a free press, Babeuf declared, ultimately forced

Explaininghim to intrigue against the government of the directory.

his position in a letter to Lebois, Babeuf commented:

Recounting the nature of his (in his opinion) false arrest, Babeuf re

in truth, however, Babeuf had earlier made his decision regard

ing the path which he would follow. Just before his latest arrest he

I had believed in these words in the Constitutional Act 
of '95; No one can be arrested for saying, writing, print
ing, and publishing his thoughts, as well as this other 
expression in the Act: Those who commit arbitrary acts 
are guilty. I had almost believed that these were suf
ficient guarantees never to make me fear remaining at home. 
I discovered yesterday that this is not true, and that 
the government, established by the Constitution of '95, 
is already without respect.

"As we uphold principles," he wrote, "it is our duty to

spirit of the republic; it constitutes the sovereignty of the 

,,79

most deadly enemy, we would defend him zealously from the moment that 

the sword of oppression is suspended above his heart."78

fleeted: "Immediately I determined to observe religiously the precept:
ROResistance to oppression.” u

opposition to the government’s current policy of journalistic re-

because of their opinion."
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penned a lengthy and bitter attack against the political party then

in power. This publication, which attempted to make the patriots

"detest the aristocratic regime which enchains sought also to

convince them that now was the time to begin the attack against "the

perfidious enemies of this just [i-e^, democratic] system." "I have

Babeuf wrote, "I still believe, that if you allow this op

portunity of taking up arms to pass, the hope of reconquering this

state of liberty and of happiness for which we have made so many sac-

Small concern to him that some would

style his journal a fire-brand (un tison de discorde). Dissension

he welcomed, as he now called for a Vendde pldbdienne, a type of

"Our misfortunes are atcivil war between the poor and the rich.

their height, they can become no worse," he had concluded; "let every-

Several days later,and regenerated world.

Largely because of Babeuf, the more moderate Jacobins had to

Because they hadformulate immediately a position toward the regime.

hopes for reconciliation with the directory, subversive opposition to

Moreover, even thoughthe new government could not be considered.

many thought well of the democratic ideals contained within the 1793

Constitution, they accepted its loss, however regrettable, as final.

thing fall again into chaos, and from the disorder will emerge a new

<>81 a police agent reported

on the contents of issue number thirty-five of the Tribun du peuple:

rifices would not soon return."

believed,"

us,"

According to him [i.e., Babeuf] everything is distressed 
and confused; the present government is not one suitable 
for a great people. The Constitution of '95 can not pro
duce happiness. He preaches openly the return to that 
of 1793 . . . [and] makes an eulogy of Robespierre. . . . 
Moreover, he neglects nothing in preaching the insurrec
tion of the poor against the rich, and to bring about the 
pillage of property.82
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"The constitutional act of 1795 . . . is for the moment our veritable

said the Orateur pldbdien the week

after the appearance of Babeuf's latest Manifesto. "Each good citizen

its editor maintained, "not the sacrifice of his opinion,

nor even of his ultimate views, but a public respect, a sincere sub

Acceptance, however, did

not preclude its eventual alteration by amendment. It was expected

that in time—"as public opinion became disposed to receive and to

Thus from the outset, the non-Babouvist democrats appeared

willing to tolerate the new governmental regime, believing as they

did that they could turn it to their own advantage. Naturally, they

had hoped that Vendemiaire had driven a permanent wedge between the

new political authorities and the royalists, thereby facilitating the

directory's union with the patriots. As events proved, the sectional

uprising had not cut deep enough to accomplish this; nevertheless for

some time the Jacobins would strive for its attainment.

In order to achieve their goal, the partisans of Jacobinism

The deputies were consequently reminded of their own partgovernment.

in the destruction of the throne, the death of Louis XVI, and the per

Warning that the royalistssecution of the priests and the dmigrds ■

did not willingly forgive such offenses, the democratic spokesmen

In their view, the internal

security of the republic could be guaranteed only through the full

application of the legislation against the dmigrds and the refractory

first tried appealing to the self-interest of the members of the new

mission, and the tribute of his efforts."

owes to it,"

strongly urged, for their own safety, that the authorities no longer 
turn their backs on the patriots.8Z>

hear them"—suggestions for its reform or improvement were to be 
offered.83

source of order and of energy,"
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priests.

lib res, whose editor believed that the prompt execution of the laws

between the triumph or defeat of royalism. To be sure, most demo

crats reasoned that the patriots remained persecuted throughout France

largely because so many royalists remained secure in their influential

posts within the administrative apparatus of the state. Recommending

therefore that all counter-revolutionary officials be replaced by good

republicans, the Jacobin press noted that "when one wants to consoli

date a republic it is necessary to be severe and inflexible . . . [and]

For this reason, they strongly advocated the im

mediate execution of the Law of 3 Brumaire. That piece of legislation,

which had ordered the expulsion of the dmigrds, represented (accord-

With-

out it, for the patriots the day of 13 Venddmiaire is nothing.

The issue of the prevailing scarcity of food was another prob

lem to which the moderate republicans at once had to turn their atten

tion. Quite apparent to all was the fact that the maintenance of the

republic appeared threatened by the crisis over the shortage of food.

Jacobin opinion held that the present scarcity was artificially in-

absolutely the work of the royalists who aimed by this

means to anger the people and, after causing the public to abandon

its faith in the republic, to force it to demand a king. Famine,

said the Ami du peuple on 30 Brumaire, is "the terrible weapon by which

the conspirators attempt to overthrow liberty. . . It is in famine

against counter-revolutionaries would mean ultimately the difference
85

duced; it was

This opinion was persistently held by the Journal des hommes

o o
that all the hopes of the counter-revolutionaries lie."

to implement on a broad scale the measures of public safety that the 

country demands."®^

ing to the Orateur pldbdien) "the palladium of public liberty.

,.87
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However repetitious, the remedies offered as the proper means

Certain individuals, to be sure, saw as the cause of thenumerous.

people's ills the retention of official positions by the royalists,

ness of all. Upon such men as these, the Jacobin defenders of the

sans-culottes placed the blame for the official protection supposedly

being granted to the rich merchants, the speculators, and the hoarders.

As a result, the need for the prompt application of the Law of 3 Bru-

maire came to be all the more urgently demanded. "You have promised

us to wage an active war against royalism," reiterated Lebois as he
90pressed the government to back up its words with beneficial actions.

Proper steps to take in such circumstances—besides the adoption of

measures against the dmigrds and priests—included the strict punish-

and the forced requisitioning of foodstuffs. But whatever the rem-

"When the people is unhappy andedy, the purpose was always the same.

it was frequently repeated, "the government can not for

long survive. .

Among others, positive faith in the republican regime would pro

vide the simplest means for the restoration of prosperity. Therefore,

urged the demo

crats to speak out strongly for the republic and to revive all those

"If the government assumes a

ment of hoarders and speculators, the fixing and scaling of prices,

91

those who in Jacobin terminology "abhor the equality and the happi- 

„89

to ameliorate the disastrous economic conditions of the poor were very

the Patriotes de 1789, whom Lebois identifies as being the Jacobins,
93 or the so-called "exaggerated patriots," of 1793,

without bread,"

early republican manners and institutions, scorning all the while the
94 selfish merchants and speculators.

You must end the public misery, this eternal nour-
9 2ishment for factions."
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truly republican attitude, if it does not leave any doubt of its in

tentions for the maintenance of the republic, n echoed still another

If,Jacobin spokesman, itthe happiness of all is certain. By this pro

cedure, it was believed that France's problems would be quickly re

solved: the government would be able to increase the food supply,

prosperity and justice would return, the assignat would be stabi

lized, and public confidence would be restored towards the consti-

Meanwhile, not unlike the other democratic

journals, the Orateur pldbdien had also used its pages "to enlight-

showing especially how the crimes of

the aristocracy had been "dumped" on the patriots. The primary ob

jective, so said the editors, was to prove the present scarcity to

be fictitious and the work of royalism, that the restoration of

and of lacking everything in the midst of plenty.

Pushing aside the idea of insurrection, for the attainment of

public relief the Jacobins turned instead to the government for its

As noted above, without using the provocativetimely intervention.

term maximum, they nevertheless had called for the implementation of

And, the desirability ofeconomic regulation in several forms.

such steps, having first been outlined by the Journal des hommes libres

Current laissez-faire economic conceptsJacobin journalists as well.

on 26 Vendemiaire, Year IV, soon had gained the approval of the other

and "that life under the Republic does not consist of dying of hunger

..96

en the people to the truth,"

Q C 
tuted authorities.

notwithstanding, all could convincingly argue that in time of scarcity 

the government ’’must assure to everyone the means of existence.

the monarchy was not necessary in order that the people have bread,
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Toward this end, Rend Lebois had suggested the enactment of a new and

separate code of laws pertaining to subsistence whereby offenses would

be regarded not as oversights, but punished as criminal acts. With

the adoption of such a measure, he expected that property ownership

would no longer be regarded "as the absurd right to starve and op-

..98press, nor freedom of commerce as the power to steal with impunity.

"Great ills require great remedies," announced the Ami du

peuple on 4 Frimaire, Year IV. Not unexpectedly, its editor, who be

lieved the affluent had money only because they had exploited the

Lebois' at-poor, supported a campaign against the rich in Paris.

tack on the holders of great wealth, he stressed, had for its objec-

In recom-had been used only for counter-revolutionary purposes.

mending therefore a super tax

he had asserted:

Among Jacobins as a whole, the issue of a forced loan quickly

grew to such importance that at the end of Frimaire the Orateur pld—

bdien could note: "the republicans see in this measure the salvation

expected that the adoption of a tax on the

To ensure its effectiveness, variousother resources as well.

schemes for its collection were discussed in the Jacobin press. One

of the most elaborate, which appeared in the Journal des hommes libres,

called for the public denunciation of individuals known to have gotten

rich would reestablish the stability of French finances and of her 

101)

(It was

on the class of well-to-do citizens,

All means are legitimate in this moment of crisis, and 
violence must be used against the rascals. Let nothing 
be overlooked ... it is necessary to have some domicili
ary visits . . . the rich must finally cough-up.10°

tive to make available for the common good money which up until then
99

of the country."
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other shady dealings; its author even pro

of more immediate concern for the democrats, however, was the

way in which the loan would be administered and by whom. On 2 Niv6se,

while the Ami du peuple prophet-

of the tax did not adhere to the spirit of the decree, the anticipated

advantageous results would remain "purely illusionary. " To be sure,

Lebois already had cause to complain of the conduct of certain magis

trates occupied with the collection of the special tax. According to

him, there were many patriot families, impoverished because they had

sacrificed everything for the revolution, who were being saddled with

’’the enormous burden that the rich alone should bear”; conversely,

these same administrators allegedly assessed the rich with sums far

103less than they could easily afford. It seemed, moreover, that these

circumstances were the same for most of the departments of France.

Typical of the stories arriving at the office of the Ami du peuple was

a letter from a subscriber in Orleans. According to its author, if the

fortunate patriots of Lorient would (because of their terrorist past)

be reduced to choosing between selling their clothes and their furni-

Well might Lebois conjecture that if such

ically warned that if those authorities charged with the assessment

abuses were not corrected, in place of producing "happy results" as

Year IV, the Orateur pl£b£ien demanded some "energetic and honest com-

rich through speculation or

vided the address of the appropriate public official to whom such in

formation should be relayed

missioners to press this operation,"

ture or "resorting to a republican vendee in order to save their beds 

and their trousers."^

directory did not purge the counter-revolutionary assessors, the un-
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Thus, within a matter of weeks after the inauguration of the

directory, the moderate Jacobins had established their position in

regard to the new regime as well as having formulated a considerable

plan of action. But either the government did not have the means to

adopt the Jacobin program or it deliberately hesitated to commit it

self to one side or the other; certainly it made no gestures to hold

the loyalty of the Left. Jacobins, it might be remembered, were not

usually known to possess the virtue of patience, and especially with

the approach of winter and increased public discomfort, their publi

cations show a degree of irritation because of the lack of government

activity. On 4 Frimaire, Year IV, Lebois critically remarked:

And, just three days earlier, the

Orateur pldbdien had again stressed that only through mutual trust

Particularly, both the Ami du peuple and the Orateur pldbdien

abhorred the fact that the government persisted in its policy of

placing itself midway between the "energetic republicans" and the

Jacobin journalists now even traced back

to the "mitoyens . . . who extend one hand to the chouans, and the

other to the republicans" responsibility for all the nation's current

Accordingly, the government's strategy of seeking themisfortunes.

by them as producing only a

"The

people have placed all their confidence in the Directory, let the 

latter hasten to merit it."^®^

and with the cooperation of the patriots could the directory "suc

ceed in healing the public's wounds."107

unlikely reconciliation between the Left and the Right was condemned 

"mortal stagnation in public affairs."108

"royalist conspirators."

expected, the forced loan was going to "alienate from the revolution 

an infinite number of patriot families.
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You must close ranks either with the republicans or the royalists,

With the same em

phasis, although somewhat more strongly uttered, on 17 Frimaire Rend

Lebois had likewise maintained: "It must be decided once and for all;

party must crush the other because it is as impossible toone rec-

For the moment, nevertheless, the moderate Jacobins appeared

willing to abide by the Constitution of 1795 and to confine their

movements to the legal channels of dissent as recognized in that

charter. Essentially, they hop.ed to play the role of loyal oppo

sition while waiting for the government to come around to their

side. Undoubtedly, the procrastinations of the directory in this re-

its inactivity must have been encour-

At the end of 1795, the position of theaging to the Babouvists.

moderate Jacobin republicans was certainly not an enviable one. Some

how, and without any encouragement from the government, they had to

Particularly, it was important thatkeep their followers in check.

they not respond to the insurrectional propaganda increasingly being

Any overt or subversive ac-disseminated by Babeuf and his agents.

tivity, they realized, could compromise all democrats, regardless

of one's own personal persuasions.

gard were as alarming to them as

oncile aristocrats with patriots as it is to mate the tiger with the 

lamb."110

declared the Orateur plebeien to the directors, ’’but neutrality is
109 no longer permitted at the time of battle.”
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CHAPTER VI

THE JACOBINS, THE PANTHEON SOCIETY, AND THE DIRECTORY

Despite the conservatism of the new constitution, which in-

For moderate demo-

this was their best hope for the future.crats, As they interpreted

the constitution, the limited freedom of association would provide a

framework for political life, affording them the opportunity to form

again effective civic clubs. Through these, the reform of the newly

consolidated but conservative republic might be realized. "The pres

ent dangers of the country necessitate more than ever these praise

worthy institutions," remarked the Orateur pl£beien. According to

its editors, the revived popular societies would console the poor,

Similarly, P. A. Antonelle, a well-known Jaco

bin journalist, recommended that by joining together in clubs, the

sans-culottes would be able to overturn the prevailing system of

"distressing and excessive inequality." he asked, "can

the people recover that energy and that true feeling for its rights

Others, moreover, stressed that such civic organizations

218

the charter of 1795 (Year III) never

theless conceded the right of free association.

sisted that the exercise of political rights be confined to the pri

mary and electoral assemblies,

"Where else,"

. . . if not in those patriotic assemblages that are their natural 

channel?

bolster the people’s courage, and aid in the development of all the
3 

republican virtues.
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had traditionally promoted the development of patriotism; and since

For the Jacobins, the question of the popular societies remained

closely linked with the issue of freedom of the press. As they saw it,

the maintenance of the clubs became absolutely essential if the repub

lic was to survive, for they served as effective institutions to bal

ance the stream of royalist propaganda coming from the opposition press.

Although most Jacobins now accepted the concept of liberty of opinions,

they believed that it did not always work to their advantage. The ma

jority of Jacobin journalists agreed that the press was the instrument

The people en masse, they argued, neitherof only a small faction.

wrote nor were aware of the best of what was being published. Even if

unlimited freedom of the press existed (as it did), the sans-culottes

were often too poor to be able to pay the costs of publishing and dis

tributing the writings in favor of "liberty." Thus, said the democrats,

Jacobin writers insisted that "the organ of the people must be

and they believed that the clubs provided the

only means for popular expression presently authorized by the consti-

In the clubs the people speak out, reiterated the democratictut ion.

there the people form and pronounce their opinion; there thepress;

people and the state become as one; discussions of current affairs take

place; and measures for the common good are sanctioned. In addition,

the clubs were viewed as "essentially the conservators of republican

penses, they alone presently benefited from the advantages of a free
6 press.

essentially popular,"

this had been their role in the early revolution, who could doubt that 

the clubs would not still serve this same purpose. $

because only the wealthy counter-revolutionaries could afford such ex—
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Draw

ing an example from the English state, the editor of the Orateur ple-

b6ien reinforced this argument when he noted:

Practical considerations as well prompted the democrats to re-

"For a long time we have been requesting that the pa-sort to clubs.
II "Their misfor-triots join together, observed one Jacobin spokesman.

tunes,

enough for them to rally. To be sure, from the autumn of 1795 Paris

had become full of former terrorists. Many, who as suspects had been

detained in the capital, remained there following their release; others,

formerly imprisoned in the provinces, came to Paris to solicit from the

new government administrative positions and favors. Not a few, more-

in order to escape a hostile environment, had left the scene ofover,

their earlier activities for the protection and anonymity of the large

Quite naturally, the surviving cadres of terrorism sought out

each other's company and were often seen huddled together in the cafds

As might be expected, the policeand inns kept by their partisans.
and assumed that they were up to

The honesty of the reports regarding the activities of theno good.

From 19 Brumaire, Year IV (November 9, 1795), the police inform

ants begin to take notice of certain "secret nocturnal meetings" being

their persecutions, the rage of their enemies are reasons

>.9

looked suspiciously at the unknown men

battle 
list.

ideals, essentially the destroyers of the spirit of royalism."7

It is because of the popular societies that England has any 
of the liberty which she still enjoys. To them, the small 
number of energetic men not corrupted by the crown's gold 
go to discuss the interests of the people. It is there 
that Fox, Sheridan, and Erskine prepare themselves to do 

in Westminster with the party stipend from the civil

ex-terrorists and Jacobins must therefore be open to question, for un

doubtedly the observers reported what their superiors wanted to hear.

city.10
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held on the Rue Neuvre-Salnt-Marc where a lemonade seller named Pierre

Nicholas Chrdtien operated his business. According to the police re

number of known Jacobin deputies including, among others, Vadier, who

Vadier became fatigued. The police agents soon alleged that the

Jacobins were being joined there by

..13rived from the departments, and that the so-called Cafd Chrdtien had

Another report as-

For a time, so indicate these reports, the Cafe Chretien must

have remained the focal point of leftist opposition to the newly estab

lished directorial regime. From there, allegedly, instructions were

issued to the agitators designating "the role that they were to play in

such or such quarter"; and to that cafd the intriguers returned at the

end of the day to relate the effects produced by their activities among

It was, said a police observer's report of 27 Brumaire, thethe people.

members of the former revolutionary committees who formed this group of

Their objectives were to praise the sans-culottes of 1793,agitators.

to bemoan the fate of the Jacobins, and, comparing present circumstan-

Inside the cafd, one

could expect to hear plaudits for the constitution of 1793 and eulogies

of Robespierre, as well as talk of insurrection, revolutionary govern-

presided over the proceedings, and Leonard Bourdon, who took over when

12

ports, among those who attended these night-time assemblies were a

serted that the Cafe Chretien had become a

a host of "new faces all newly ar-

"veritable gambling-den," 

admission to which required a membership card.^

ment, and the democratic principles being expounded by Lebois and

Babeuf

been converted into a bonafide popular society.^

ces with times past, to convince the people that scarcity would last so 

long as the new constitution was maintained.
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rallying-point for the former terrorists, toward the end of Brumaire

the reports disclosed that the assemblies of former terrorists and dem-

"The cafds of Mount St. Genevieveocrats had spread all over Paris.

[Panthdon area] are full of men who speak only of the terror and who

their god Marat," related one police observer on the

The anti-Jacobin Censeur des journaux claimed that

"some self-styled patriots of 89, but who are probably only patriots

or

on the Rue Saint-Florentin. Receiving particular notice from a

variety of police agents were those Jacobins who assembled at the Cafd

Cauvin on the Rue du Bac (an establishment which served the democrats

meeting-place), or who met at

the Cafd des Bains Chinois located on the Boulevard Vieux. Those who

gathered at the latter place were designated too as the Patriotes de

1789. Despite their name, the patrons of the Cafd des Bains Chinois

nevertheless loudly advocated the Constitution of 1793 as well as a

forceful take-over of Paris; they also received and discussed the Ami

The gatherings here allegedly were always stormy,du peuple of Lebois.
Perhaps the associates of the Cafd deswith everyone speaking at once.

Bains Chinois acted in concert with those of the Cafd Chrdtien. Both

did not constitute an organized party of Parisian democrats. Serious

deliberation was hardly possible in the cafds, and to gain consensus re

garding which measures to take must have been difficult enough.

better organized Panthdon Society.

Although alarming to the police authorities, such diverse centers

cafds, it was suspected, took their directions from the larger and

20

While emphasizing still the importance of the Cafd Chrdtien as a

of the Section Fontaine de Grenelle as a

of 93" are known to assemble at night either on the tie de la Cite

19

burn incense to
18 twenty-ninth.
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Consequently, when the Jacobin leadership realized the need to organ

ize their forces more solidly, the idea of a single deliberative soci

ety gained credit. By having its agents infiltrate the suspect cafds,

20 Brumaire that "the principal

terrorists, the newly freed deputies and others of this party1,11 alleg

edly were assembling and conspiring to reestablish the rule of the sans-

culotterie. For the moment, however, it failed to discover their meet-

The first official report which mentions the Panthdon Society by

22name came to the minister of the interior on 28 Brumaire, Year IV.

Described therein as having received its organizational structure from

Rend Lebois, the Panthdon Society was presented to the authorities as

being already the most dangerous assembly of them all. Its sessions,

which convened in the former church of Saint Genevidve (which was lo-

and those recently released from prison" in attendance. What is

one police agent even believed its membership to be composedmore,

a week later, the minister of the interior was being told that

A not dissimilar description of things emerges from the reports

According to onewhich other police spies furnished the authorities.

observer, the true patriots (that is, the peaceful citizens) viewed the

formation of the Panthdon Society with the greatest alarm, and saw, be-

On 3 Frimaire another revealedment of the "government of blood. n26

the government could no

cated near the French Panthdon), reputedly had the "regular Jacobins

23

cause of it, the overthrow of the new constitution and the reestablish

ing place.21

longer ignore that a revived Jacobin Club
25 presently operated in Paris.

almost entirely of men who in 1793 had belonged to the Jacobin 

Club;24

the government had learned as early as
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that, in a crowd assembled at the foot of the Pont-Neuf, Robespierre

Naturally enough, the Jacobins promptly received the blame for public

disturbances of all kinds. Many government agents must have remained

Why the government did not stifle immediately the renewed activ

ities of the Left opposition is not altogether clear. Albert Mathiez's

conclusion is that the directory was willing to tolerate the Panthdon

Club because Lebois, the alleged moving spirit behind it, and the au-

This hy

pothesis is certainly open to question however. Hardly had the direc

tory been established before Lebois began reproaching its officials for

their seeming inaction regarding the activities of the royalists, the

prevalence of speculation, and the problem of scarcity and the needs of

Additional criticism was heaped on them by Lebois for their

failure to implement promptly the legislation of 3 and 4 Brumaire relat-

Too many of the latter, he said, still remained in prison. Moreover,

on 11 Brumaire, in an unfriendly tone, he saw fit to ridicule the gov

ernment for its adoption of official and elaborate Roman-like costumes,

and announced that he believed to see reviving about him "the etiquette

of the old court." Even more hostile was the following:

thorities were for the moment on

the poor.30

ing respectively to the dmigrds and to the amnestied men of the Year II.
31

the very best of terms.

had been eulogized; the question of placing the reins of the govern

ment into the hands of the Jacobins was also allegedly debated.27

"singularly astonished" that the directory did not move to prevent the

-• 28reunion of such men.

Legislators! and by this term I mean all deputies and all 
public officials [he wrote that same day], if commodities in
crease in price, it is your doing. If the unfortunate die 
from hunger, that is your work. ... If the republic is on 
the brink of ruin, that is your responsibility. ... If
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For the moment, Lebois promised to urge the people to remain calm and

But, he warned, "this period once expired, we will not bepatient.

Not surprisingly, one police observer could thus remark:peace.

[and] to sow defiance among the people against the government.

semblies might have been the ruse, as Philippe Buonarroti asserts, by

which the directory (in maintaining the bugbear of terrorism) sought to

intimidate the rich into accepting its new financial proposals; conse-

"People are gener-Public opinion assumed as much.

said a police report to the minister of the interior,

"that the directory protects the societies of the terrorists which have

just been formed in this commune, and which exist already in several

Perhaps this observation was based on the fact that

just three days before the government had intervened to prevent a demon-

We know also that when the ministerial authoritiesfrom taking place.

sought early in Frimaire to deprive that society of its use of the

By the

end of the month, popular rumor even held that the directory "pays all

From the first Barras supposedly had been closely linkedtector.

the expenses of this society and that Barras is particularly its pro- 

.,39

"The Ami du peuple fulfills its set purpose, to fan the flame of discord

.,34

On the other hand, the policy of concurrence with the leftist as-

stration by the Parisian jeunesse dorde against the Panthdon Society

37

afraid to say it, we will no longer dare to give them words of
..33

quently, the organization of the patriotic clubs could have been encour

aged officially.55

ally convinced,"

departments.

church of Saint Genevieve, which was a government-owned building, their
38 efforts failed due to objections coming from the directory.

royalism triumphs, you have brought it about. And if 
the people in its fury demands and obtains your death, 
it will still be of your own doing.32
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Strangely enough, such patronage, if true, came in the wake of

the receipt by the government of numerous reports denoting the harm

ful intentions of the society. Early in Frimaire, Year IV, a police

agent, upon advising the government of the society's intrigues in the

faubourgs, concluded that the membership, which he called the patriotes

This charge was repeated by a second observer, who added that

the overthrow of the directorial regime would be followed by the

promulgation by the society's "supposed patriots" of the Constitution

Believing that the Panthdon Society warranted continualof 1793.

scrutiny, still another agent described the society as "composed of

tentiality of becoming a center of propaganda.

In view of such unfriendly reports, it is doubtful that Barras

alone could constantly have dominated the opinion of the directory re-

Other factors consequently must be ofgarding the Jacobin assemblies.

In the prevailing political confusion of theconsiderable importance.
fall of 1795, the government had to contend with more than the poten-

A greater threat to its continued well-tial revival of Jacobinism.

Consequently,being came from the forces of the counter-revolution.

since it had won the enmity of that side as a result of Vendemiaire,

ship of the Jacobins and the democrats to maintain themselves against

the royalists, whose strength and ambitions had not at all been

citizens who appear capable of much’violence" and possessing the po-
42

the majority of the directory must have seen the need for the friend-

exclusifs, planned an attack on the foundations of the new constitu

tion.41

with the Pantheon Club, it being rumored that he not only attended its 

sessions, but that he was one of its principal directors.
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extinguished by their recent check. But the directory's policy toward

the Jacobins would be dictated by more than the consideration merely

of playing off the Left against the Right, and in any event, that situ

ation never actually developed, for the government remained as fear

ful of the radical Left as it did of the royalists. Conservative re

publicans themselves, the directors only temporarily viewed the re

vived republican clubs as potential allies against extremists of both

sides; and, so long as government agents could verify the loyalty of

these organizations, they were officially tolerated. The directory

would reverse this policy when faced with a growing radicalism among

the partisans of the Left.

While most government agents meanwhile appear generally to have

viewed the Panthdon Society as just another assembly of anarchists, it

remained nevertheless for some time a club dominated by moderates.

Lebois, in order to answer the hostile opposition journalists who

criticized those who joined radical clubs, emphasized on 8 Frimaire

the "legitimate means" being employed by the Panthdonists. Moreover,

its organizational structure indicates, the society from its in—as

Since Article 361 of that charter forbade

the use of the nomenclature of "popular society," the Amis de la Re

pub lique (as the Panthdon Society is officially designated) called

The constitution also prohibitedthemselves a rdunion of patriots.

associations of citizens from petitioning the government as a group

Consequently, when the Panthdon Society wrote to the(Article 364).
directory to remind it of the constitutional articles which authorized

their assembly, each member signed the declaration individually.

ception deliberately sought to operate within the limits set by the 
Constitution of 1795.^^
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the

membership stated that it was the current unfortunate state of the

nation and the sufferings of the people which had prompted them to

unite. Essentially, because of the need to counter-balance the

"aristocratic poisons" which daily corrupted public opinion, they had

"sensed the mutual need of coming together, of being informed, of en

tions.

The meetings of the Panthdon Society were held within the church

of Saint Genevidve, though this former religious ediface belonged to

the state. It was leased to one Cardinaux, an individual friendly

toward the Jacobins, who allowed the society to use the structure with-

According to its charter, the sessions of the Panthdon

Society were to be held there every other day and were to begin in the

Because the constitution prohibited associations whichearly evening.

maintained a permanent or rigid organization, its meetings were pre

sided over by officials known by the names of orateur and vice-ora—
To maintain orderteur, positions which were rotated every two weeks.

A committee ofin the assembly constituted their main responsibility.

five members, renewed every ten days, prepared the agenda for each

The reading of popular journals remained the first order ofsession.

business always, the papers being provided through subscriptions pur—

He

was indeed a member, and he vowed to use his paper to print the topics

under discussion there in order to invalidate the charge the patriot

lightening their co-citizens, and of circulating certain publica-

..44

out charge.45

chased by the society itself or brought there by the individual mem

bers .

Promising to the government their "sincere and loyal conduct,"

In the eyes of the authorities, Lebois's Ami du peuple rep

resented the official journal for the Society of the Panthdon.^?
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Lebois has been accused of

being the real author of the numerous placards entitled Verite au

peuple which appeared under the signature of the Patriotes de 1789,

But

concerning these, which Lebois did reprint in the Ami du peuple,

tion, it is fairly certain that Gracchus Babeuf had no part in the

founding of the Pantheon Society. What is more, for the first sev

eral months of its existence, neither Babeuf nor his more well-known

partisans appear to have attended its session; on the contrary, the

the Pantheon Club remained during this period ideologically at odds.

According to Bunoarroti, the Panthdonists also systematically excluded

from their midst all the ex-Conventionnels except Drouet, Louis XVI's

captor at Varenne.

A police communica-ernment, which considered such men

tion to the minister of the interior dated 7 Frimaire asserted, how-

Some of the op-

Although the Panthdon So-position journalists made this same charge.

ciety denied that such men dominated its sessions or that they used

the society to denounce the government, it is perhaps not too unreason

assemblies were "conspiratoral clubs."

pages of the Tribun du peuple reveal that he and the participants at

49

Buonarroti acknowledged as

a group unquestionably synonymous with the Panthdon Society.

the responsibility of the whole society, 

not that of a single individual.

52 Convention might have attended its meetings.

ever, that among the regulars at the Panthdon were a number of former 

deputies, including Vadier, Cambon, and Chasles.^l

This was done, Buonarroti said, to appease the gov-
. 50as dangerous.

able to assume that some less radical members of the former National

Since none of the police reports mention him in any connec-
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For the first two weeks following its organization, the offi-

and information

for the two sessions which followed. In addition to Lebois, one po

lice reporter saw there only a few Jacobins who had been proscribed

following Thermidor, plus "two or three trouble-makers. n Another

"never has the So-agent, writing on the seventh, had this to say:

ciety of the Reunion been so dejected and so little attended as yes

terday evening. Undoubtedly, that which produced the discourage

ment was the official notification of 3 Frimaire that the membership

ernment-owned church of Saint Genevieve. Directorial intervention

soon cancelled this expulsion order which had been handed down by

By 9 Frimaire, through the organ ofthe minister of the interior.

From this date attendance grew

rapidly.

before the

Since the police agents so often connected its membership with

the former Jacobin Club, the assumption is that the Panthdon Society

attracted (as did the Jacobins) men primarily from the middle classes.

Taking note of the society's rapid growth, a report to the interior

That

..54

had but twenty-four hours in which to vacate the premises of the gov-

55

ministry of 3 Nivdse states that the greater portion of the new mem-

provided by the police reports indicates that it was no more numerous

end of the month, this figure perhaps had increased to include as

bers came from the more prosperous faubourg Saint-Germain.

many as 1500 to 2000 persons.5®

cial documents describe the society's membership as being quite sparse. 

On 2 Frimaire there were but sixty persons present,53

Lebois's Ami du peuple, all of Paris had been made aware of the or

ganization and aims of the society.

As early as the tenth, one government official had avowed 

that the Pantheon Society had no less than 934 members;5?
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informant believed that very few of them resided in the faubourg Saint-

Antoine,

although such a

circumstance did not necessarily prevent recruitment. A government

agent, for example, asserts that on 12 Nivose some members of the Pan

in the faubourg Saint-Martin distributing among

the workers cards which would admit them into the sessions of the so

ciety. Such procedures evidently lacked outstanding results. Accord

ing to the reporter, only the unemployed workers responded. Those with

Connections with the military were likewise encouraged,

among the society's membership.

Judging from the contents of its discussions (at least in the

early months of its activity), little in the sessions of the Pantheon

Society could have caused the government alarm. In fact, their tone

remained not unlike that of the moderate Jacobin journals. During

H

the problems of scarcity and of high prices,
65and the release of democrats still incarcerated despite the amnesty.

The means of stimulating and assisting the government in the implemen

tation of

the great Since it

represented the so-called patriot party, the society naturally em

phasized the cultivation of republican virtues and attitudes; this

and several references survive which note the prevalence of soldiers

62

th£on Society were seen

Those individuals from the Antoine areaa working-class area.

In any event, membership in the society ap

pears to have been gained through invitation only,60

jobs refused to go there because, they said, they did not want to favor 

any party.6-*-

who did attend were, however, thought by him to be laborers since they 

were so poorly dressed.

this period, both were occupied with the massacres of the "patriots 

the departments 60 — — Al-.1r.wr nf rrrrri f-w ar>a nf Trial, ariaoe 6A

the forced loan and in the uncovering of the intrigues of 
capitalists occupied their attention as well.66
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haps were not uncommon, and on 18 Frimaire the society petitioned the

setters back to the front.

As observed in the previous chapter, the Jacobin journalists

the Panthdon Society) perennially complained of the number of

royalists said yet to be in the national or local administrations and

On 5 Frimaire, an address to this effect was drafted

and sent to the directory. The society was extremely careful, however,

not to violate the constitutional prohibition against petitions made

At

other times they would not be even that bold. Throughout the month of

Frimaire, the society had heard debates relating to the problem of the

effective application of the laws. General agreement was that a law

matter how good, could not be beneficially executed until all ad-no

ministrative bodies, judgeships, and municipal positions were in the

Ithands of tt- Consequently, the societyRepublicans without reproach.

had resolved (2 Frimaire) to draw up a list of candidates and to peti

tion the directory to choose from this the members of the different

No action was taken immediately, but when the

proposal was again presented, it was passed over with the explanation

that such a move would give to the society the appearance of trying to

Could it be that the society wanted at all

government to enforce the draft laws ordering the young fops and de-

68

(and now

municipal authorities. H

they demanded against them the full application of the Law of 3 Bru- 

maire, Year IV.

Moreover, discussions regarding the achievements of the armies per—

in a collective name, and each member signed it individually.^

idea was carried so far as to recommend to the directory the retiring 

from circulation of all assignats bearing the likeness of Louis XVI.

7?influence the directory.
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costs to avoid the accusation made against the Jacobins in 1793-1794,

that they were attempting to compete with the government?

Numerous other examples of the society’s over-cautious attitude

provided in the records of the police officials. On 8 Frimaire,are

for example, when one member presented a draft of an address outlining

the causes of the current public misery and recommending remedies, the

society refused to endorse it, saying that for the moment its tone was

too strong; instead the address was sent to friendly journalists who

One month later, the recommendation to petition the directory to

proceed against the speculators and to establish a price ceiling (or

This time the ar-Maximum)

gument prevailed that it would be "dangerous" to make such a proposal,

especially when the government appeared to be seeking to discover the

The society's attitude was that it mustcause of public suffering.

Similarly, because the society's address of

5 Frimaire to the directory requesting implementation of the laws

against dmigrds had failed to produce positive results, discussions on

On 12 Frimaire the membershipthis important matter had continued.

But when, at the following session,

the project was restated, the society backed down for fear of the pos

sible uproar in the Council of the Five Hundred that such a move might

Its decision was to maintain only the original idea of anproduce.

on vital commodities was likewise postponed.

ventured to vote both an "individual petition" to the legislature con

cerning the Law of 3 Brumaire and a general address to urge the people 
to demand its prompt promulgation.73

were told to print whichever extracts from it they considered advis
able.73

await the results of the legislation ordering the forced loan before
74 offering any advice.
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address to the people.

For the most part, the opposition of the Left against the direc

tory at the end of 1795 clearly did not come from the members of the

Panthdon Club. Contemporary witnesses, it might be noted, substanti

ate this fact. Writing on 24 Frimaire, one police reported pointed

out that besides some sanguinocrates who attended its sessions, there

were also many "excellent citizens n who desired only the best for

everyone and who remained attached to the principles of the constitu

tion. Their presence there, he conjectured, was all the more important,

And just three days later, from

society's session of the twenty-sixth had "manifested the spirit of
true patriotism and in such a manner as to convince us that this So-

The entire membership of the Panthdon Society was not wholly

If the police spies can bereconciled to the regime of the directory.

believed, partisans of the respective moderate and radical factions

within the society did exist and could be identified according to
The less aggressive members sup-where they spent their free time.

posedly showed a preference for the Cafd des Bains Chinois, whereas

It

Its proprietor,

Pierre Chrdtien, attended the Panthdon Club, and he was also one of

a police agent's report the minister of the interior learned that the

The result was merely another placard bearing

the title Veritd au peuple, par des Patriotes de 89.

was often remarked that the last named cafd was particularly full of
80 people on the days when the Panthdon did not meet.

for they helped to moderate "excessive patriotism which, lacking en

lightenment, can become dangerous.

79 their antagonists gathered at the more radical Cafd Chrdtien.

ciety can be a favorable balance to the counter-revolutionary rd- 

unions.
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the small number of 345 Parisians who subscribed to the Tribun du

At the Cafd Chrdtien, the authorities were told, the true

The Cafe Chrdtien was not, however, the only or even the most dan

gerous center of current anti-government talk and intrigue. Buonarroti

relates in his History of Babeuf's Conspiracy for Equality that in the

fall of 1795 a secret insurrectional committee assembled daily on the

Rue de Clery at the apartment of Jean Amar, an ex-deputy to the National

Convention. Besides Amar, Buonarroti attended as did several former con-

including Darthd and Felix Lepelletier; Charles Germain,ventionnels one

closest collaborators, as well as the extreme democrats, Cld-of Babeuf's

"All of these men," according tomence and Marchand, were present also.

Buonarroti, "were unanimous in considering the Government established by

the Constitution of 1795 as illegitimate, oppressive, tyrannical, and

As might be expected, they also saw in the Constitution of

"preparatory step towards

Division, however,

disagreement coming over the question of how to remedy the causes of the

Amar, less radical than some of the others, proposedpublic suffering.
the traditional Jacobin solutions of "revolutionary contributions and

The majority, who blamed everything on "the

inequality of fortunes and conditions," believed Amar’s proposals to be

only half-measures which did not get at the root of the problem; they

by which

Because of histhey meant

1793 a

0-1 
peuple. x

consequently favored the "community of goods and of labours," 
83 a violent attack on the property system.

requisitions on the rich."

soon split this particular "political Lyceum,"

terrorists gathered to read Babeuf's paper and to talk of "military gov-
82ernment and insurrection."

struction."

a greater good."

were of the opinion that the salvation of the republic commanded its de-
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difference of opinion with the majority of the committee, says Buonar-

In his Memoirs, Paul Barras contradicts the historian of the Babeuf Con

spiracy regarding the reason for the break-up of Amar’s committee. Ac

cording to Barras, the directory had precise information regarding the

intrigues of this very

friends, broke it up before their plot could be executed.

Meanwhile, to the point of monotony, the agents of the police con-

One police report of 30 Brumaire announced that it could no

which formerly met at Amar's apartment.

Pache, a former mayor of Paris, now came under strict surveillance, for

Those who attended,

Early in Nivose,

Year IV, the police spies note still another assembly located at the CafS

Curazza and attended primarily by new arrivals from the departments. Here

on the thirteenth (December 31, 1795) they were overheard threatening

that, should the government not heed their complaints and destroy the com-

Good citizens as a

result,

so related an informant, called themselves patriotes

same group (except he lists their meeting-place

so the police ministry informed the political authorities, feared

roti, plus the fact that Amar had been an anti-Robespierrist, the radi

cals in the group feared betrayal by him and thus decided to disband.84

longer be concealed that there were many such assemblies as that one
87

serted that they presently extended from one end of Paris to the other.
89

as the Rue Bleue) and, deciding unanimously to arrest Amar and his

85

pagnie du Soleil, they would themselves "form a compagnie de la lune and
91 exterminate all the Chouans and the royalists."

par excellence and were extremely critical of the financial legislation
90 being handed down by the Council of the Five Hundred.

Two weeks later, another as-
88

tinued to recount the supposed conspiratorial activities of the Jaco-
, . 86bins.

at his home a new Society of Jacobins reputedly had been organized.
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for their own safety and for that of the constitution. To many, it

The opposition press naturally went to extreme lengths to enhance

this fear. In fact, it loudly asserted that just twenty months after

the "horrible system of Robespierre" had been re-establishedhis death,

in Paris. As proof, the Censeur des journaux alerted its readers to

the role now played by former terrorists in the administration of the

Duhem, it was pointed out, had been delegated as chief physi-state.

cian to the Army of Sambre and Meuse, Leonard Bourdon appointed as com

missioner for the provisioning of Paris, and Jacques Louis David sent

on mission into Holland, Allegedly holding a multitude of other po

sitions were Amar, Vadier, Pache, Bouchette, Raisson, Cl&nence, and Mar

chand, names which figured prominently in the police records as trouble

makers and as members of various republican clubs.

Gallais, the editor of the Censeur, ridiculed the Panthdonists

for supposedly aspiring to rival the Cafd de Chartres, and especially

tttheir "audacity to call themselves republicans par excellence. As he

Moreover,

Gallais as well

that the royalists and the Jacobins had reached an accord and were in-

According to the editor of the Censeur,triguing together secretly.

monarchical constitution in 1790, a republic

in 92, a democracy in 93, and the Law of 3 Brumaire in 95." Their

objective, he declared, was "to deceive and [then] to destroy the

as numerous others, insinuated the unfounded supposition

ists who had "demanded a

would have it, the terrorist faction had revived all over France and

93 was merely biding its time before unleashing all its fury.

seemed "that the Terror is already revived and all the prisons are
Q O

opened again."

those men assemblying at the Panthdon Club were just disguised royal-
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present government. Thus from what the anti-Jacobin journalists

To respond to such damaging charges as those outlined above must

have occupied a large portion of the Panthdon Society's time. On 17 Fri-

maire, Lebois, speaking for the society, used most of one issue of the

Ami du peuple to refute the accusation that an understanding had been

reached between the royalists and the republicans. "Everyone, includ

ing the royalists," he insisted, "knows that there has never existed

any connection between the rebels of 13 Vendemiaire and the men pro

scribed since 9 Thermidor." Specifically, both Lebois and the Panthdon

Society chastised J. B. Louvet, the editor of the Sentinelle, for having

constitutes the public reply which the Patriotes de 1789 directed to

"You link us with paid assassins, with the supporters of royal-Louvet:

What infamy! What crim-ism who gathered at the thddtre du Vaudeville.

. Here is our response: CONSTITUTION! REPUBLICAN

Because the charge of complicity continued to be heard

nevertheless, the society thought it expedient to state again the false

Consequently, on 2 Nivose it decreed that anature of the accusation.

sent to the directory as well.
Already, in its attempt to convince the directory of its good in

tentions, the society had authorized the first of the various placards

bearing the title of Vdritd au peuple, par des Patriotes de 89. Appear

ing late in Brumaire, Year IV, it urged all republicans to support the

would be distributed in Paris; a copy of that statement was ordered

97

„94

new address denying any connection of the society with the royalists

inal ignorance! . .

GOVERNMENT."96

were saying, the government could have received, following them, only
95 the worst of impressions.

’’squandered on us the most injurious epithets.” The following quotation
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newly established directorial regime and promised the society's unity

frequently repeated—but without

much conviction, however. Because the authorities appeared willing

to believe any slander made against the members of the Panthdon So

ciety, as a result, early in 1796 the latter began to show a certain

vexation.

January 10, the Patriotes de 1789 reminded the government of paston

sacrifices made by them for the republic and of their determination to

uphold it. In view of this, they could express only surprise that the

minister of the interior recently had accused the society of intriguing

to overthrow the established constitution. Publicly, therefore, they de

manded the minister's proofs and the facts supporting his "odious denun-

Then denying just as strongly that any proofs existed, the

address restated clearly and simply what might be termed the articles of

it said, "revolt is neitherfaith of moderate Jacobin opinion.

in our hearts nor in our principles. We obey the constitution for which

persecution and injustive have prevented us from voting, but which we

Moreover, it was stressed, "we will always be ready,

"99if called upon, to fight the enemies of the government.

Babeuf and his partisans, however, considered such prostration

by the society at the feet of the directory too unforgivable to let

Harshly criticizing their address, on 10 Plu-pass without comment.

viose (January 30, 1796) Babeuf openly refuted the idea that the

"NoPatriotes de 1789 were at all the same as those of 1792 or 1793.

one would wish to believe," he wrote then in reference to the so

ciety's letter of January 10, "that such a monument of baseness was

"No,"

This promise was

have accepted."

elation."

with the "pilots to whom the confidence of the nation has entrusted 
q o 

the government."’0

In an open letter to the executive directory which appeared
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the work of a society modeled after that of the old Jacobins. n Hap

pily though, he might excuse it as the work of "a few vile intriguers,

not of the membership as a whole. But, he continued, in accepting

the Constitution of 1795, the Patriotes de 1789 "have agreed to the

shame, disgrace, and misfortune of twenty-four million sans-culottes"

as well as to their own debasement and to their own cruel slavery.

That which appeared most galling to Babeuf, however, was the Pan-

much hated. In so doing, he asserted, those men of the Pantheon who

dared to call themselves patriots had become little more than the

"servile satellites of those who, by their position, are always

Referring to the Patriots

de 1789 as vile slaves, he asked:

In reality, a serious schism already separated Babeuf from the

Unlike the moderate Jacobins,ranks of the less radical democrats.

Babeuf strongly doubted that any beneficial effects would come from

the forced loan which had been authorized by the legislature on 19

In his opinion, those republicans who every

where were shouting at the top of their voices "This measure will

save the Republic," had not bothered to examine its real worth. Its

naive proponents, he claimed, truly suffered from

which affected the French character, viz., the tendency to adopt as

their own principles

a deadly "virus"

thAon's profession to defend the directory government which he so

or opinions those ideas which were currently

moving to betray the rights of the people."

Frimaire, Year IV.

And the people, who will defend them? Rulers are 
the born enemies of those whom they govern. Governors 
have no need of being defended, they are always stronger 
than the people. It is the people who always have need 
of protection against the enterprises of those who gov
ern.
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fashionable or popular (en vogue et h la mode). Babeuf predicated that

the loan would not be levied on the rich as was its designated purpose,

but would actually be "a forced loan on the poor." The rich, he de

clared, will always have the means to gain revenge on the poor. Since

their present control of all aspects of economic activity allowed them

of the loan by raising prices.

Earlier, because of the tone of number thirty-four of the Tri

bun du peuple, (Brumaire, Year IV) Babeuf had been repudiated in the

As an

alternative to his appeal, the moderate republicans had called gen

erally for unity among republicans and the consolidation of the re-

"Well,well as for the destruction of royalism and fanaticism.

He therefore had defied Charles Duval, one of his

severest critics, to cite a single line from the Tribun "which did

not tend to consolidate the Republic, to guarantee subsistence and

the happiness of the people, to repress monopoly, to eliminate roy—

Insisting that Duval's attitude toward himalism and fanaticism."**

was entirely unjust, Babeuf pointedly asked: "Editor of the journal

of Free Men, have you even read our paper?" Nor was that all. Trac

ing Duval's past history, Babeuf stressed that the editor of the

Journal des hommes lib res had never been proscribed by the authorities,

*See above Chapter V, p. 194.

**The italics are in the original.

to exploit the people, they undoubtedly would simply offset the cost

102

we concerned."

strongest language by a majority of the Jacobin journalists.*

good heavens," Babeuf had retorted on 9 Frimaire, "with what then are

public, for an end to public misery, monopoly, and speculation as
103
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but, on the contrary, had always acted with extreme prudence as cir
cumstances required to insure his own personal safety. Thus Babeuf

accusedly asked Duval: ’’You who have always loudly exclaimed againwt

Next Babeuf assailed the entire group of moderate Jacobins, ac

cusing them unintentionally of perpetuating the oppression currently

being endured by all the democrats. It was pure folly for the moder

ates to believe that they could with any success pretend to be recon

ciled with the political authorities, while at bottom maintaining an

alleged secret plan to overturn the "usurpers" once public opinion had

been won over to their side. The government, he said, which appeared

to see nothing, in reality knew of their schemes and it simply inten

ded to let the moderate Jacobins compromise themselves. Beyond a

doubt, Babeuf insisted, preparations were already being made to pro

tect the present regime from "this poor imitation of Machiavelli."

To be sure, regarding the government's policy of offering official

positions to republicans of the Years I and II, Babeuf interpreted

deliberate step to win over the Jacobin leadership and to

separate them from the populace; and similarly, he believed that the

authorities also arranged assignments in the departments for them pri

marily to keep the party of the Jacobins dispersed.

In the view of the Tribun du peuple the show of submissiveness

and prudence which the moderate Jacobins had adopted toward the direc-

As he pointed out,tory could work only to their own disadvantage.

Meanwhile, be-the people could not know of their secret objectives.

cause of Jacobin inactivity, the activists were becoming isolated from

the defeated enemy, but who have never

it as a

confronted living and reign
ing crime, should you speak out so?"''’®2*
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the sans culottes, who daily showed greater indifference toward politi

cal affairs. Ultimately, he stated, in the face of severe economic cri

sis, they would be reduced to the consideration of bread alone; weighed

down by misfortune, the people would never again be capable of making

their power felt. The result of the strategy of the moderates, he held,

Noting a vast difference between himself and the group of mod

erate Jacobins, Babeuf thus concluded:

But in opposing those republicans who appeared to be avoiding

realities, the Tribun du peuple did offer an alternative program. On

9 Frimaire, Babeuf had warned the Jacobins that presently, while the

counter-revolutionaries were "whispering" that they could bring back

tranquillity, peace, and prosperity, the people saw in the Republic

and in the republicans only misery and oppression. Continued silence

on their part, he wrote, could only aid the royalists and produce an

aversion for republican government. Therefore, Babeuf recommended that

the faction des prudens (that is, the moderate Jacobins), in order to

offset royalist influences, adopt as their own program the system of

Thus to those Jacobins who criticized Babeuf and his partisans for com-

You [i.e.. , Charles Duval] indicate in addition that your party 
is perhaps not ours, and that your doctrine, by consequence, 
must not be the same. You appear to surround yourself only 
with republicans, a meaningless and very ambiguous title: 
hence you praise the republic no matter what. As for us, we 
unite all the democrats and all the plebians, denominations 
which, without a doubt, convey a more precise meaning: our 
doctrines are pure democracy and true equality without reser
vation. 106

prising a faction of imprudens, he could respond with some authority 

that the moderates actually composed a faction of mere endormeurs

would only be to give to the authorities the freedom to change the con

stitution in whichever way they pleased.
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popular government outlined in the recent issues of his revived Tribun.

Such a step would constitute the surest means to arrive at the indis-

Realizing that the democrats were dividing, the Orateur plgbgien

had already made several appeals for an end to the dissension. "All

the suspicions created by the spirit of party," said an issue of 5 Fri-

maire, Year IV, "must give way to the sincere union and the indestruc

tible amity between republicans. II Otherwise, its editor Eve Demaillot

warned, the republican factions would contribute to their own destruc

tion and give to the royalists an easy victory. In addition, he de

manded the elimination of such designations as dnergiques, terrorists,

and Thermidorians; adroitly he pointed out that they all had voted the

And finally, it was emphasized that the

the republic and in alliance with the people.

The moderate opinion represented by the Orateur pldbdien, how-

had expected the directory immediately to take the lead in fos—ever,

Not heeding this appeal, the di-tering unity among the republicans.

rectors on the contrary remained disaffected toward their recent sup—

As a result, within a matter of weeks the toneporters and defenders.

of the moderate republican press had changed to one of disgust and im-

On 23 Nivose (January 13, 1796), for example, Demaillotpatience.

characterized the directors as being cold-hearted men who were merely

"tranquil spectators to all the crimes and atrocious vengeances of the

aristocracy. . . . You sleep, you are placid, or you are preoccupied

security of the entire body of democrats lay with the maintenance of
109

death of the king and were thus all linked "for their existence to the

putable (in his opinion) revolutionary goals of common welfare and 

prosperity for all.'*'®^

interests of the republic."
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was his commentary that day, and he cautioned

i'of the firmest sustainers of liberty." But in boldly speaking out in

save their own heads and the republic as well. Showing undisguised

dismay at the continued inactivity of the directory, the editor of the

Orateur pldbeien reiterated his familiar refrain. "I declare it, the

he pled in vain

"I say it because I believe it: the patriots

Nor was the Orateur pldbdien unique among democratic newspapers

in its growing alienation from the government of the directory. Ba-

beuf1 s Tribun du peuple had, since its revival in November of 1795,

The records in the Archivesshown itself hostile to the new regime.

nationales concerning the surveillance of the various popular journal

ists reveal that until the end of 1795 Babeuf's paper had received most

of the concern of the police; in fact, little attention seems to have

been paid either to the Ami du peuple of Lebois or to Charles Duval1 s

Earlier Du-This circumstance now changed.Journal des hommes libres.

val had been one of the most outspoken advocates of an alliance of the

But by January of 1796, because of arepublicans with the directory.

change in the tone of his paper,

"Youissue was being sent daily to the proper police authority.

notice no doubt," said one police agent's report, "that for about

On other occasions,

a synopsis of the contents of each
113

with worthless measures,"

favor of the patriots, Demaillot told them, there was still time to

110

government must come out strongly for the patriots," 

on January 15, 1796.m

can do nothing without the government, nor the government without the
112 patriots"; such was his plea three weeks later.

three weeks the Journal des hommes libres has not let a day go by with

out attacking the minister of the interior.

the authorities as to their own fate should they allow the destruction
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or condemning the Thermidorian reactionaries for being

Meanwhile, Lebois and the Ami du people,

which heretofore had been somewhat restrained, were going through a

similar transformation.

Such journalistic agitation resolved nothing, however, Rather,

it increased the suspicions between the Jacobins and the more conser

vative political authorities, obscuring the fact that a moderate re

publican faction existed independently of the more extreme democratic

Because it now was being berated by the leftistfollowers of Babeuf.

press as a whole, the government moved as the year 1796 opened to

implement a policy designed to silence all of its critics.

P. A. Antonelle used the pages of the Journal for such things as

extolling the years 1793 and 1794 as "the most glorious of the
1 „115revolution,

"a thousand times more terrible, more murderous, more criminal" than 

the so-called terrorists.
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CHAPTER VII

THE JACOBINS AND THE CONSPIRACY OF THE EQUALS

The first step taken by the government in response to the grow

ing disaffection of the Left was to strengthen the police. On 5 Nivose,

Year IV (December 26, 1795), the directory petitioned the legislature

to authorize the creation of an additional executive department which

would deal exclusively with matters of the police in Paris and its sub

urbs . Within a week, the new ministry of general police had been for

mally organized with a wide range of jurisdiction which included aur

as well as

Moreover, also

on the fifth, the directory had announced that the Constitution of 1795

emigres or the anarchists, would be "crushed with an equal vigor.

Then, three weeks later on 28 Nivose, Year IV (January 18, 1796),

using Lenoir de la Roche as its mouthpiece, the directory announced in

the Moniteur that it planned to adopt a new policy toward the Left.

Lenoir de la Roche, who was a close friend of the Director La Revellihre

and of Trouve, the editor of the Moniteur, began by stating that the gov

ernment found itself forced to be on guard against those hot heads in

Because the terroristsParis who currently preached only revolution.

had abused the protection accorded them earlier by the government, he

said, peaceful men had become alarmed, and the directory of necessity
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would be rigidly upheld and that all factions, whether made up of the

..3

veillance of the Legion of Police^ and the National Guard,

2 
the prisons, casinos, cafds, and other public places.
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had to take any steps necessary for its defense. Consequently, so

Lenoir related, the authorities would not hesitate to dissolve the Pan

theon Society if the partisans of revolutionary government therein

gained the upper hand. Needless to say, the anti-Jacobin press daily

few weeks would be absolutely correct.

On 29 Nivose, the day after the appearance of the above editori

al, the Orateur plebeien nevertheless came to the defense of the Pan

theon Society. In denying that the society was a threat to the public

order, Demaillot reminded the directory that it had followed to the

letter the rules governing political organizations and that the Consti

tution authorized such associations. Moreover, in his view, the society

ought to be maintained, for it could "offer to the directory a powerful

What is more, in an

attempt to reassure the authorities, the editor of the Orateur pldb^ien

on February 6, 1796, again insisted that "the reunion of the Panthdon

For him, on the other

hand, it was impossible to imagine how the directory could fear the

"patriotic" societies.

The directory would not be so easily persuaded, however, for it

refused to recognize that there might be a distinction between the

Can it believe [he asked] that the patriots are the enemies 
of a government which is interested as they are in consoli
dating the republic, for which they have sacrificed every
thing? . . . Can it think that they want a new revolution?
. . . If these patriots like to assemble, it is not to con
spire against the government, but to sustain it, to aid in 
its triumph over the enemies of the republic, who are their 
enemies also.®

as steadily becoming more numerous and more radidepicted the society 

cal,

can be formidable only to the friends of kings."

lever by which public morale might be revived."5

an observation which in a

Jacobins of moderate political persuasion and the partisans of the more
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radical ideas of Gracchus Babeuf. Undoubtedly, part of the prevailing

uneasiness which the government was beginning to feel stemmed from the

opinions being expressed (and reported back to the authorities) in

those cafes most often visited by the cadre of the Left. At the Cafe

Chretien and the Cafe des Bains Chinois some agitators allegedly were

speaking of "electrifying" the people and of convincing them "that the

The proprietors of both cafes, it is true, subscribed to

Babeuf's Tribun du peuple, and the conversations there, so the police

Against the opinion of the mod

erates (who still favored the forced loan), the patrons of the two

cafds had also accepted Babeuf's views on the loan.

so said a police agent's report dated 3 Nivose, Year IV, "re-

The clientele of the cafds believed that the

prompt repression of hoarders and speculators would be of greater value,

and, like Babeuf, stressed that the forced loan would contribute only

10to an increase in prices and to the further discredit of the assignats.

It is perhaps true that the directory never accepted as feasible

Trouvd, editor ofthe professed goals of the more radical democrats.

the Moniteur, certainly indicates this when on 2 Nivbse he asked:

Nevertheless, the government could not but fear that it was now opposed

gard it as the only means to save France; the discontented, as the most

„9

What is this change that they want to bring about? Ab
solute equality [L'dgalitd rdele]. But Marat, in demand
ing heads, and Robespierre in cutting them off, have never 
been able to establish it because absolute equality is a 
chimera. There is only equality before the law . . . any 
other pretension is anarchy, brigandage, assassination.il

"The good pa-

claimed, eulogized the Constitutuion of 1793, and were severely criti-
Q 

cal of all governmental officials.

trio ts,"

regime of Robespierre is the only one which is in accord with the Re

public."7

pernicious measure.

assassination.il
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not only by the extremists of the Left, but by the moderate Jacobins

with whom it was at odds as well. Only recently Babeuf had announced

it "until it becomes the revolution of the people.to continue For

many within and outside the government, such language must have been—

as Trouvd in the Moniteur asserted—convincing enough as proof that a

13conspiracy to overthrow the government truly existed.

In all probability, it was just such declarations by Babeuf and

his partisans which had prompted Lenoir de la Roche's announcement of

January 18, 1796, that the directory had determined to adopt an un

friendly attitude toward the Left. The government now proceeded to

back up its words with direct action, seeking out as the first victims

of the new policy two popular journalists, Babeuf and Lebois. Not only

forming an interesting story, the government's attempt to silence first

Babeuf and then Lebois also contributed to the solidification of the

republican ranks in the face of official persecution. In brief, after

the publication of Babeuf's famous "Manifeste des pldbdiens" on 9 Frim—

aire, Year IV (no. 36 of the Tribun du peuple), which brought down on

him the charge, of preaching "anarchy" and "disorder," he was forced to

Working clandestinely, however, he continued to pub-go into hiding.

But the next issue of the Tribun, which appeared on

the twentieth and called for more revolution, again brought from the

That very day (20 Frimaire), Merlin of Douai, then the minister of

justice, began his long and almost futile campaign to bring Babeuf

before a court of law.

official government press the declaration that these were merely some

„14

This minister even resorted to reopening an

lish his paper.

"incendiary pages, some sheets of disorder, of pillage, and anarchy.

that he did not consider the revolution yet terminated, and he pledged

,.12
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as likewise others had been unable to do some years earlier. To

gain control of Babeuf's person and to stifle his radical propaganda

of the major objectives of the minis

ter of justice.

Not unlike the case involving Babeuf, the contents of Lebois's

Ami du peuple meanwhile provoked reaction from the government. On 17

Frimaire, Year IV, Lebois had asserted that it was the Jacobins—

"unjustly proscribed and incorrectly described

who had established and sustained the republic. Now, because some

had abandoned the Jacobin policy of guillotining the rascals, the

Thermidorians had made the revolution retrogress.

Lebois, who aimed

for economic reform (but not as Babeuf for a social equality), avowed

that the current rulers would "never succeed in republicanizing the

people with their present regime," and he asked that the government

A week later (24 Frimaire), Lebois returned to this same theme.

Regarding the state of the French nation, he said that peace, pros

perity, and happiness ought to prevail, but presently only civil war,

famine, and misery ("that is to say, all the calamities of tyranny")

in looking for the source of France's current misexisted. For him,

fortunes, it would suffice "to go back again to the disastrous epoch

tt Before then the people were happy and theof Thermidor, Year Two.

republic triumphant; since 9 Thermidor, however, the republic had been

reviled and the new rich without fear of punishment openly had insulted

old litigation against the Tribun, but failed to sustain his charges
15

"In curbing no

nevertheless continued to be one

as extreme patriots"—

one," he wrote, "they restore a common misery."

intervene to repress the hoarders, speculators, and the arrogant 

merchants.1”
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the people. What is more, Lebois insisted, things would not get better.

The depreciation of the assignat as well as major food shortages would

continue because the desire for public misery "is in the hearts of all

the rascals, of all the royalists who want to bring the people to the

But, stressed Lebois, directing his words to the sans-culottes,

to eliminate excessive wealth, to free them from dependence on the

rich, and to return to them an inheritance from which they had been

unjustly dispoiled. The guarantee of the welfare of the people, he

added, is the people themselves. The people can do everything.

17
This number of the Ami du peuple attracted the immediate atten-

According to one government agent,tion of the police authorities.

Lebois had put on trial the reaction of 9 Thermidor, had eulogized

A warrant of arrestand had preached the confiscation of property.

promptly issued against him, but on the ostensible charge thatwas

he had refused to reveal the name of a correspondent whose denunci

ation of the massacres in Nimes had embarrassed the government. A

trial before a police tribunal on 1 Nivbse (December 22, 1795) re-

As for Lebois, he had announced to his

29 Frimaire that, because of his defense of the principle

Robespierre and his bloody regime, excited the poor against the rich,

18

the revolution had been undertaken for their benefit; its goals were

Let them put their imposing mass up against the in
trigues of their enemies. ... It is time that France 
be delivered from all kinds of tyranny; the yoke of the 
rich, that of kings is the same: the one and the other 
must be broken. . . . The revolution [Lebois said in 
conclusion] is the war of twenty-four million against 
one million; people, decide if you will be vanquished.

readers on

ultimate step of throwing themselves into the arms of tyranny."

suited in his release, but not before the whole process had caused

19 considerable excitement.



eighth or tenth time; that day, he thus had affixed at the end of his

Because of

his arrest, publication of the Ami du peuple had been temporarily dis

rupted (only one issue appeared over a space of ten days), which per

haps led to the fear among his supporters that he had been assassina

ted. 20 News of the acquittal, however, brought joy and encouragement to

said the Orateur

plebeien, "judged by his peers, by some republicans, has been carried

out in triumph, and the butchers of Nimes that his sheet denounced will

said, the results produced such optimism that its clientele both loudly

denounced and threatened "to chase from the two councils all those leg

islators who

reporter warned to be imminent) was said to be in prepara

authorities continued to harass him during the first week of Nivbse.

Finally, on the ninth, he was again brought before the police tribunal

series of interrogations; one session lasted for

As late as 16 Nivose, however, he still had not beenfully six hours.

24 and he remained at liberty to attend regularly the ses-imprisoned,
On the twelfth he brought to its atten-sions of the Panthdon Society.

tion the fact that a justice of the peace of the Section de 1'Quest

had just ordered his arrest for preaching the lol agraire. The basis

*The italics are in the original.
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freedom of the press, he had become a victim of persecution for the

Having failed in their first attempt to convict Lebois, the police

23

a new "movement"are not of their clique"; meanwhile,

and subjected to a

(which one

the democrats. "The friend of the people Lebois,"

text the words: "Lebois, imprisoned for seventeen months."

tion, whose object was to replace the Thermidorians with the expelled
22Jacobin deputies.

be hunted down and no doubt punished."21* At the Cafe Chretein, it was
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of the charge was that Lebois had written in the Ami du peuple that "the

goal of the French Revolution has been to take the goods of those who

had too much,

tience and calmness the outcome of the Nevertheless, two days

later, he complained to the Pantheon Society that the same justice of

the peace had severely reprimanded him for printing in his journal some

correspondence from Babeuf.

On the sixteenth,

Lebois—"always in a state of arrest" so relates the police reporter—

ans" and to condemn it for violating freedom of the press. The society's

response this time was to take up a collection to help offset the cost of

27 But af-continuing his paper;

ter all this, the directory never brought him to trial. Perhaps it re-

patriotic writers will continue our sheet.

Meanwhile, the agitation produced among the Jacobin friends of Le-

much more pronounced than that at

The Orateur pldbdien called the act "an arbitrarythe end of Frimaire.

and tyrannical measure which alarms all the friends of liberty," and it

and inviolable press."* Moreover, according to its editor, the charge

pedient dreamed up by the authorities against him; "the true motive

*The italics are in the original.

hois following his second arrest was

came back to denounce the government for being "a faction of Thermidori-

a new issue appeared the very next day.

that Lebois had advocated the equal division of goods was only an ex-

and excited discussion on

insisted that the only guarantee for that liberty was an "independent-

in order to give them to those who did not have enough."

alized, as Lebois said it must, that even if he were imprisoned, "some

..28

For the moment, however, Lebois urged the membership to await with pa- 

case.25

This disclosure consequently led to a long
26 the freedom of the press.
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[behind the arrest], which they have kept secret," Demaillot conjee—

tured, is the courage with which the friend of the people has pursued

as well as for his "virulent sorties

against certain men whose reputations are well-known, but who still have

arrest.

On 12 Nivose, the Journal des homines libres also protested against

Lebois's harassment by the police, and at the Cafe Chretien the question

was

Among the habitues of that cafd, one government

agent related, "the arrest of Lebois has embittered many of them against

"Their project, at least that ofhim, some of them intrigued in secret.

concerned over develop

ments within the Panthdon Society as in the cafds.

ments from its agents reveal that

In all probability, the excitementciety had already become manifest.

produced by the proscription of Babeuf and of Lebois in conjunction with

the strong words of the Tribun du peuple served as a catalyst to stimu

late the extremists. Buonarroti informs us that, more than any other

*The italics are in the original.

Another police official reported

32

a conflict between the Jacobins of

By this time the government had become as

moderate opinion and the more radical faction for control of the so-

the assassins of the South,"

To be sure, com-

some friends and protectors among the men who draw up the warrants of 

••29*

he said, "is a new May 31, the death of the proscribed

deputies, the return of the Jacobins, the proscriptions, the scaffolds, 

and the revolutionary government."^

being asked why he, a patriot, was arrested while the royalist writ

ers remained free.^O

the leaders,"

the minister of the interior and the Directory." Moreover, according to

that they were also recruiting workers to come into their assembly.
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single factor, the society's conciliatory letter of January 10 to the

directory (which the radical democrats had then strongly opposed and

The evidence is that the
moderate element within the society did not put up much of a struggle

to maintain its position. According to information received by the

ministry of the interior on 20 Frimaire, a second Panthdon Society had

already been organized—possibly by defectors from the mother society—

in the faubourg Saint-Antoine. The new group vowed, said the reporter,

A few weeks later (on 15 NivSse) the

made: "Great numbers of patriots, in

cluding the inhabitants of the faubourg Antoine, have retired from the

Panthdon Society so as not to become the instruments of a new faction."

That they had perceived that the "leaders of this Society are more oc-

Other documents as well

The loss of the moderates created no immediate problems, for other

At the time of its closure,individuals quickly took their places. one

police agent had estimated the society's membership to have reached the

37 It is assumed that the programastounding figure of 2400 persons.

membership which the society enjoyed at the end of 1795. By January

of 1796, the Babouvist democrats had come to dominate its sessions, and

Philippe Buonarroti, Babeuf's close friend and collaborator, functioned

following similar observation was

outlined in Babeuf's paper contributed to the significant increase in

38

not to admit into their assembly either Lebois or Babeuf because both 

were considered too radical.

verify that additional factionalism became endemic in the Panthdon So-

36 ciety as time progressed.

which Babeuf had violently denounced on 10 Pluvidse) became the basis
33 of an open schism between the two sides.

cupied with their own passions than with the interests of the people"
35 was their alleged reason for withdrawing.
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Not surpris

ingly, government spies warned that the society tended more and more to

the Constitution of 1793 and speaking favorably of Robespierre. Others

meanwhile remarked on the open hostility shown there toward the consti

tuted authorities; they asserted that its membership appeared composed

all of whom "breathed only blood. According to the editor of the

Moniteur, at the Pantheon, "some dare speak of having new heads to roll,

were openly being advocated there. Such became the public alarm that

the government's toleration of the society brought loud complaints. The

The directory, which had announced on January 18, 1796, its deter

mination not to tolerate open opposition from the Pantheon, soon made its

decision to intervene against it. On the twenty-fifth the directors re-

whatever information he had pertaining to the sessions of the society.

Benezech

Merlin meanwhile had solicited fromminister of police, Merlin of Douai.

and information it had relating to the society's activities. In close

Commander of the Army ofhad made

the Interior since Venddmiaire, Year IV, he now aspired for that of the

the Left with each meeting, and that its members were firmly advocating

40

almost entirely of former revolutionary committeemen and their agents,

■.41

Another commentator revealed that "great and imminent changes"

43

the central administration of the department of the Seine all the reports

46

there almost exclusively as the orateur of the society.

quested that Bdndzech, the minister of the interior, furnish them with
45

harmony with Merlin of Douai was Napoleon Bonaparte, a figure who formerly

47 a great display of his Jacobinism.

general feeling was that the Panthdon Society should not be allowed to

44continue.

and of raising on the debris of a new revolution the Constitution of 

1793."42

was soon asked also to cooperate in this matter with the new
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Army of Italy. According to Barras, Napoleon in the spring of 1796
had become quite friendly with the partisans of the Panthdon Society,

to the point of attending some of its sessions. Bonaparte's exeven

Whatever the case, from Febru

ary 13, 1796 (24 PluviSse, Year IV), a large number of the reports de

scribing events at the Panthdon Society and received by the minister

press the Left and the actual closing of the Panthdon Society. Cer

tainly no attempt was made during this period to disguise the govern

ment's intentions. Within a matter of days, the presses of both fac-

From the partisans of theimminent dispersal of the Pantheonists.

conciliatory statements regarding the society's

close adherence to the laws as well as the public value of such associ—

the safeguard of the people.

which might be explained by the presentation of more evidence of alleged

On 13 PluviSse, Lebois found it neces-• Jacobin intrigue and hostility.

sary to refute the editors of the Chronique du Jour and of the Cour—

rier ("Misnamed"*) Rdpublicain who charged that he was the printer of

*Lebois's own description of this anti-republican paper.

More than a month passed between the directory's decision to sup-

50

latter came numerous

Such protestations were ignored by the authorities, a circumstance

acquainted with its proceedings, and he now revealed that he had placed 

spies in all the popular societies.

tions, Right and Left, were openly discussing the possibility of an

51

of the police were signed by Napoleon; they were written on the letter

head of the Etat-Major Gdndral, Aritiee de 1 'Interieur

„ • 52ations. At the Cafd Corazza it was said that "the clubs alone were 

„53

a lengthy pamphlet entitled Parallele du gouvemement de Robespierre

cuse, however, was that he had attended only in order to become better
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avec le gouvernment actuel.

police agent informed his

According to Lebois's accusers,

the piece in question sought to prove "the superiority of the Robes-

pierrist regime and of the ANARCHIST* constitution of 93," and that it

had been printed at the expense of the Panthdon Society. Lebois de

nied the charge, just as he refuted the allegations that some in the

society had publicly urged the assassination of the directors and that

the principal leaders of the organization had as a result been arrested.

Such talk, he pointed out, was only some "royalist tricks" and "petty

lies" invented by the counter-revolutionaries and designed to incite

This trap, hethe directory to break completely with the patriots.

simply too obvious for the directory not to see it. More-

he conjectured, had not 13 Venddmiaire demonstrated "the measureover,

of the humanity of the royalists," and consequently

On the very day that Lebois had asserted as much (13 Pluviose) ,

the directory ordered the minister of justice to seek the arrest of

On the thirteenth also, with

effort to make such a step practical, the directors on

*The capitalization is in the original source.

Lenoir de la Roche again as its spokesman, the directory announced that
,.57

The authorities seemed absolutely con-

a "center party.

Already, in an

assured, was

vinced of his guilt, for on the fifteenth a

its new policy would be to rally to its support

superiors that all his efforts to discover the location where Lebois 
had printed the treatise had failed.5^

Babeuf for openly advocating in his latest issue of the Tribun du peuple 

the dissoluation of the government.

linked up the survival of the Directory with that of all the 
terrorists. . . . The day that the Directory favors these 
supposed friends of the republic through the oppression of 
the patriots will be the day of its own death and the ruin 
of the republic.
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2 Pluviose (January 22, 1796) had ordered governmental subsidization

Events now moved rapidly toward a climax. Not being able to

16 Nivose the directory brought about the

Among the democrats, this un

warranted action produced a sensation. The Journal des hommes libres

bitterly rebuked the government for seeking in this manner to avenge

itself "because of some truths escaped from the pen of Babeuf, n and

immortal works of Rousseau, Mably, and Helvetius.

On 29 PluvioseLebois, meanwhile, became just as outraged.

(February 18, 1796), utilizing his paper, he informed the authorities

that the patriots ought to have the same right to security, honor and

existence as did the royalists.

When on 4 Ventose, Charles Germain, also a confederate of Babeuf,

disclosed the facts of the wife's arrest, "the mention of this excess of

Germain wanted thefollowed by extensive praise for Babeuf.

society to present

produced in the Panthdon Society "a thousand cries of indigna-
62

We want it [he wrote], and we henceforth place on you 
the responsibility for providing it. If from this time 
forward a single republican is murdered, we are going to 
call you into account before the nation and posterity, 
and our protest will not be in vain. If a single repub
lican is killed, we will hold responsible the presiding 
magistrate where the attack took place, his lax superior, 
and finally you, all powerful Directors, for not having 
forced the others to perform their duties. ... A repub
lican ought to be able to live completely safe under a 
republican government .

an address to the directory denouncing the deed.

a journal moderately partisan toward the

tion"

put its hands on Babeuf, on

cruelty"

it avowed that to prosecute him would be to put on trial also "the
„60

arrest and imprisonment of his wife as an accomplice in the al 1 pged
EQ 

conspiracy against the government.

of the Courrier de Paris, 

Right.58
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Although some thought the society should not become involved in the
affairs of individuals, the majority voted for the address, but with

Next day Napoleon sent the reports he had
received regarding this session of the Panthdon Society directly to

Merlin of Douai, the minister of police. "As I am sending you the

Within the Panthdon Society the radicals meanwhile maintained

the upper hand. In the last weeks of its existence the police reports

disclose that not only did the membership step up its efforts to gain

recruits from among the military and denounced prominent generals as

aristocrats, but it also stressed that in order to save the country

it was necessary to guillotine about twenty deputies. With much ap-

4 Ventose the hated Boissy d'Anglas was accused of being a

royalist; one member even said that a large pension which he allegedly

On the sixth, with Buonarroti pre

siding, almost the entire session was given over to the extended read

ing of issue number forty of the Tribun du peuple which had appeared

Therein Babeuf vigorously attacked the directors andthe previous day.

the ministers, blaming them for all the ills which had plagued France

since 9 Thermidor, while glorifying Robespierre's name and calling him

According to a police report, the assembly

enthusiastically greeted the reading of Babeuf's journal and then

originals," he cautioned in a covering letter, "I beg you not to 

lose them."65

a "martyr to liberty."

plause, on

the stipulation that it be sent to the minister of justice rather than 

to the directory.65

received from the Count of Provence (King Louis XVIII) would be inheri

ted eventually by his children. ®6

A collection for the relief of Babeuf's wife and 

children was also urged.



It was undoubtedly this report on the Panthdon's session of 6 Ven-

tose and the society's endorsement of Babeuf's latest publication which

determined the directory's decision to move immediately against the so

ciety. To be sure, Babeuf had even written recently that since his par

tisans had secured control over the proceedings of the Panthdon Society,

it had become "imbued with a much better spirit. If His paper also had

been filled with letters from provincial centers seconding his efforts

and his hostile handling of the political authorities. Certain other

communications from the armies which he also printed declared that "the

doctrine of Equality is here sustained and propagated by most of the

. . who realize the goal of the revolu-

On 8 VentSse, Trouvd, responding to Babeuf

in the Moniteur, wrote that under the present constitutional regime

"crime finds

He consequently reminded the government that each day the abyss under

In its last session,Too late, the Panthdon Society drew back.

that of 8 Ventose, Year IV (February 28, 1796), a member pointed out

measures against the society so long

it confined its activities within the limits of the constitution.as

The membership that night thus voted (as a means to reassure the au—

address to the directors to alert

*The italics are in the original.

that the government had taken no

and that "some men

268
so that "happy

thorities of its good intentions) an

voted to distribute the paper in the faubourg Antoine 

effects” might be produced there.

officers,"

an apostle as ferocious, as enraged, as Marat ever was."

tion will know when the time comes to do whatever is necessary to en
sure its full triumph."68*

its feet grew larger, and urged it not to relax its vigilance for a 

moment.
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70them to the so-called slanders being directed against the society.

Closure of the society, however, had that day been decided along with

that of several suspected royalist associations. Declared "illegal

twenty—four hours, and seals were to be placed on their papers. On

9 Ventose, with a considerable contingent of soldiers, Napoleon per-

For the sake of appearances, a few centers of

royalist agitation were also closed.

Public response to the closing of the Panthdon Society appears to

According to a police agent's report of 10 Ven-have been negligible.

The Jacobin journalists,

On 11 Ventose, the Journal des hommes libres predicted thatapproval.

A few weeks later, the Orateur

That paper informed its readers thatpldbdien took up this argument.

already the local authorities everywhere were imitating the directory

Such ac-and forbidding the meeting of civic clubs in the departments.

had given to them the pretext for the oppression of the republicans.

Resolutely, the Jacobin press insisted on maintaining the popular

As the Jacobins interpreted matters, thepolitical societies.

tions, it said, had greatly encouraged the hopes of the royalists and
75

on the other hand, quickly indicated their dis

and contrary to public security," they were ordered closed within

71

t6se, the mass of the peaceful citizens (those who did not attend any

73 of the popular societies) applauded the directory for its action.

the closing of the Panthdon Society would provoke the persecution of
74 the Left republicans all over France.

The Ami du peuple asserted that the government had weakened one of the 

major buttresses of the republic when it had moved against "its most 

devoted children.

sonally carried out the instructions of the directors regarding the
72 Panthdon Society.
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republican clubs were a desirable alternative to the loose society of

the day. Through the clubs, patriotism could be stimulated and repub

lican institutions preserved. as yet no system of

universal public education, the popular societies were viewed as centers

The Jacobins stressed that all citizens had a right to join together

in political societies. According to P. A. Antonelle, the Constitution

of 1795, which ostensibly provided for the right of association, guar

anteed the freedom of the clubs. He also believed that it implied the

officials by the citizens in their assemblies.

Among the partisans of the radical Left, the charge was frequently

made that the government’s move against the Panthdon Society was in

Shortly after 9 Ventose, Babeuf hadviolation of the constitution.

Then

on the nineteenth, the Eclaireur du peuple, a new publication of the

recent action as il

legal .

thelit de justice of 9 Ventose.

democrats really had lost nothing essential by the out-lawing of that

society, since it had never been wholly a free political association.

The editor insisted that whatever the government did, the Left retained

It characterized the closing of the Panthdon Society as "the

But, said the Eclaireur du peuple,

free exercise of "representative democracy," or the surveillance of

78

„80

Babouvists, publicly denounced the government’s

And since there was

Democrats! here is how you can frustrate despotism. 
Go into your respective sections and subdivide the 
Panthdon into 4800 parties; form about 100 associ
ations for each section. Establish them in the

the means to remain active.

written down the following private query: "By the terms of the consti

tution, has anyone the right to close the Pantheon Society?"?^

necessary for providing the sans-culottes with a civic education: there

in they could gain knowledge of their rights and duties as citizens.77
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du peuple defiantly informed the direc
tors that

81

Not surprisingly, the authorities pushed for a general clamp

down on the clubs. In an address of 9 Ventose to the legislative

councils, the directors explained their reasons for the closing that

day of the sundry political associations and insisted that without

subsequent legislation any benefits resulting from their action would

be ephemeral. They recommended the enactment of measures to regu

late the membership of all political societies, their hours and

places of meeting as well as the establishment of penalties for those

Such legislation, they assured, waswho would violate the new laws.

necessary so that the popular associations would not again become a

Penalties for anyone who woulddanger to the security of the state.

the overturn of the government, the reestablishment of roy—call for

the promulgation of the Constitution of 1793 were also realty, or

Complying with this demand, the Council of the Five Hundredquested.

the issues and to make recommendations.

For both sides, the work of this committee created a tremendous

Its report, which the deputy Mailhe made publicamount of interest.

The published report

In concluding, the Eclaireur

in spite of all your measures, all your tyrannical 
laws, we will have our clubs and our journals. In 
the one and in the other, we will freely conspire 
against you, against your constitutions destructive 
of liberty and against your vexatious laws. . . . 
Tyrants, your plots will be turned against you yet.'

on 9 Ventose appointed a special committee of five members to examine

82

on 8 Germinal and which was quite unfavorable to the Left, was ordered
83 printed by the Council of the Five Hundred.

cafds, but especially in your own homes. There 
you will express your hatred for the oppressors 
of the Republic.
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sought especially to justify the government's action against the Pan

theon Society, which it accused of "tending toward monarchy by way of

In the committee's opinion, France was again

covered with a multitude of so-called patriotic reunions which "loudly

profess the same maxims of disorganization and of revolt . . . [and

which] correspond with each other . . . with the same preciseness and

Con

sequently, because with impunity these associations allegedly dis

cussed motions for the establishment of a dictator, of tyranny, the

loi agraire, the Constitution of 1793, and the community of property,

Mailhe's committee's proposals, if put into legislation, would

have vastly restricted the ability of the clubs to organize and to

In essence, they provided definite and restrictiveact effectively.

guidelines for any socidtd particulifere in which politics might be

Such associations were to be illegal if they had corres-discussed.

pondence with another society, had affiliates, officers, or regular

debates, imposed conditions of admission and eligibility, or had over

the population of the commune

In addition, those societies which mightin which they were located.

meet such stringent conditions were to be placed under police sur—

The Council of the Five Hundred immediately drafted these

recommendations into a bill, but the measure was side-tracked in the

Government regulation of the popular societiesCouncil of the Elders.

would not be authorized at this time, although the proposed restrictions

twenty to sixty members, depending on

the road of anarchy."

speed as the mother society and her affiliates did formerly."

it urged that a law be drawn up to regulate the activities of any

84 popular society whose membership debated political questions.

veillance and the use of government-owned buildings was to be denied 

to them.85
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86eventually incorporated into a law on 7 Thermidor, Year V.were

Because the Jacobins believed that Mailhe's committee sought

to reduce the clubs to mere scientific or literary societies (at a

so

much a part of their program) , they strongly protested the proposed

legislation. The Journal des homines libres became the regular sound

ing-board for this opposition. Besides Charles Duval, the chief edi

tor of the paper, who voiced his arguments in favor of vigorous po-

According to a police agent's report of 27 Germinal, Antonelle was

project is prejudicial to the rights of the people. Turning against

3 Flordal Antonelle had asserted that

II a fundamental truth is that . . . they detest the clubs because clubs

are one of the formative and protective elements of representative

democracy.

In response, the anti-Jacobin press emphasized the revolution-

asked

the Moniteur on 27 Germinal, "again to expose to the influence of

revolutionary enthusiasm a state which has become calm after so much

In the opinion of Lenoir de la Roche, who was the spokes-agitation?"

man of the directory, popular societies were useless in a political

"If thestate which had a legislature and duly elected magistrates.

■>89

making "critical reflections" which attempted "to prove that this
>.88

time when the maintenance of active political organizations was

the conservative opposition, on

"Is it prudent,"

spirit of the clubs conforms with that of the constitution, which is 

he remarked, "are they not superfluous?"^! And

litical clubs, P. A. Antonelle contributed numerous articles which

87 protested the limitations on the clubs which Mailhe had suggested.

known to everyone,"

ary nature of the clubs and their tendency to usurp sovereignty and

90 to challenge the constituted authorities.
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against the argument of the Jacobins that the dissolution of the

clubs would only benefit the royalists, the conservatives insisted

that the maintenance of the clubs is royalisms ' greatest and unique

They argued that, rather than reviving public morale, active

political associations created the circumstance of party and under

mined the republic. As one partisan of bourgeois conservatism urged:

In the absence of legislation specifically forbidding politi

cal meetings and because the Panthdon Society was not closed to them,

Concerning them, on 24 Ventdse the Courrier Rdpub-

licain had this to say:

The Jacobins in the spring of 1796 were again to receive the

blame for disturbances in Paris for which they were not responsible.

Even without their intrigues, the general economic crisis which con-

enough to continue endemic agitation among

To the food shortage was now added increased inflation.the workers.

Because the assignat was no longer worth the paper on which it was

printed, on February 19, 1796, the government had ordered that the

A new legal tender, the mandats territoriaux, came intoissue stop.

The exclusive patriots, who today call themselves 
the patriots of '92, reassemble wherever they can, 
sometimes in the faubourg Germain, sometimes in the 
faubourg Antoine or in the faubourg Saint-Honord, 
but especially in the quarters where the illiterate 
class is more numerous and consequently easier to 
mislead.

Let us remain forever opposed to all factions. Let 
our hearts be volcanoes of hatred for royalism, and 
volcanoes of hatred for Jacobinism; or to say it 
better, let the blows of liberty now and always be 
directed against those two monsters which in effect 
have united, since they tend toward the same goal 
under different names.

in Ventose the Jacobins had begun to regroup in the cafds and other
Q O 

public places.

tinned to grip France was

hope. ’’
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in public they were called enfans

The police agents note that the failure of the mandats to

maintain a stable value at par led the workers to utter the most

As usual, the authorities designated the Jacobins as the

source of this disaffection and not their own inability to solve the

economic problems of the state. "Men say thatLebois saw this clearly.

they conspire, when really they merely complain of the scarcity of

he wrote apropos of the Jacobins and the unwarranted blame

The question of the involvement of the Jacobins in conspira

torial activities in the spring of 1796 can not easily be resolved.

Primarily, the difficulty arises from problems in the identification

of the Jacobins, since most contemporaries simply classified the en-

Even Barras complainedtire body of the Left as Jacobin terrorists.

The truth is that a substan-were actually very good republicans.

tial party of moderate republicans continued to exist alongside, but

That a vast ideo-independent of, the radical extremists of the Left.

logical and social gap separated this group of moderate Jacobins from

Specifically, Babeuf

was never recognized as

democrats and any collaboration between him and the surviving Mont-

agnards must have been weakened by their mutual and insurmountable

*See Chapter V.

an indisputable political leader by all the

the Babouvists has already been demonstrated.*

being heaped on them.98

bread,"

that the term terrorist was being used spitefully to refer to men who

99

circulation on March 18, but they too were discredited and lost most
95of their value immediately;

morts

violent threats against the government, the merchants, and the specu-

. *. 97lators.
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suspicions. Moreover, in Paris after the closing of the Pantheon So-

Even in the weeks leading up to the arrest of Babeuf, the Jaco

bin press never changed the tone of hopeful expectation which had char

acterized it since the inauguration of the directory. Invariably, when

ever they spoke critically of the government, the republican papers

expressed their disenchantment over the government's lack of positive

action, especially what to them appeared to be inadequate official con

cern for the plight of the poor. Their criticism, while damning, was

never subversive. Lebois, for example, declared that protests of good

"Itintentions and clever words by the authorities were not enough.

does not suffice that the members of the government be richly fed,

flwell housed, and well paid,

Lebois then ap-have confided in them must enjoy their rights.

pealed to the directory to support the true friends of the country by

program which included an end to the persecution of

the Jacobin journalists and the adoption of a policy of repression

Without some official en-against the enemies of the republicans.

be unable to save either itself or the republic.

the non-Babouvist democrats also pledged their support

"I declare," said one loyalfor the established political order.

journalist of the Left,"that all who want the republic are moved by the

same spirit and the same energy; all of us have the same interest in

aiding the progress of the government and in contributing to the

he wrote on 3 Germinal, "the people who

.,101

inaugurating a

couragement for the "patriots," he asserted, the government soon would
102

ciety, moderate Jacobins had their own republican associations which 

did not represent the Babouvists.100

Besides appealing to the directory to close ranks with the re

publicans
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The radical Left set it

self apart, for it would have nothing to do with the Constitution of

Moderate Jacobins, on the other

hand, reasoned as follows:

They acknowledged at the same time that good government was possible

under the present Constitution of 1795. Their often repeated demand,

however, was that the charter of 1795 be purged of any provisions

",'which are contrary to the exercise of the rights of the people. tt

But insurrection was not a part of their program. For, regarding the

amending of the 1795 Constitution and the attainment of the goals of

Existing alongside the moderate Jacobins was the faction of

radical democrats less willing to be reconciled with the regime of the

Gracchus Babeuf, of course, became the focal point arounddirectory.

The politicalwhom these

were already well-known to one another; a few of them had conspired

Early in Germinal, Year IV

(March 1796) , Babeuf organized them into a "secret Directory of Public

Safety" which mainly included besides himself, P. A. Antonelle, Sylvain

Marechai, Felix Lepeletier, Alexandre Darthe, and Philippe

men grouped, and he directed their intrigues.

of "legal forms"

1795 and insisted that that one of 1793 was the only true charter 

accepted by the French people.10^

together earlier as members of the committee which formerly met at the
108 apartment of the Montagnard Jean Amar.

the revolution, the post-Thermidorian Jacobins advocated now the use

, 107 only.

maintenance of the republican regime."104

dissidents who were to organize the famous Conspiracy of the Equals

We honor the Constitution of 1793 as the first legal 
action of our liberty and as containing many worthy 
provisions, but we admit that it is not perfect and 
would have to be amended before its promulgation.^®®
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It is doubtful, however, that the members of the secret

directory were really unknown. These men had agitated too much in the

Primarily, the purpose of the secret directory, in addition

possible popular insurrectionary movement, was to unite

the splintered democratic faction behind a single, but radical, social

and political program. Utilizing for this purpose the Tribun du peuple

and the recently established Eclaireur du peuple, Babeuf strove to direct

Leftist opinion away from the support of the government and to rally it

around a somewhat modified Constitution of 1793.m

Perhaps the two most interesting aspects of the Conspiracy of

tem of propaganda which was developed. Directing the movement from the

center was the small secret committee or Directory of Public Safety

In its hands all the power and the plan-made up of proven militants.

The rnmim'tree's most vital auxiliaries werening were concentrated.

the series of revolutionary agents whose activities it coordinated.

The revolutionary agents, besides supervising propaganda in each of the

twelve arrondissements of Paris, reported regularly on the state of

public opinion in the capital, and in general were responsible for the

Alone, the central com-

Theoretically existing alongside, but in reality isolated from

If and ”demo-

Designated as homines aptes h commander and drawn from the

the directing group, was a fringe of sympathizing "patriots

winning over of supporters for the conspiracy.

the Equals was its detailed plan of organization and the elaborate sys-

Pantheon Society and they actually never attempted to conceal their in

tentions .

mittee and the revolutionary agents were privy to the inner secrets of

112 the movement.

109 Buonarroti.

crats.”

to coordinating a
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mainstay of the sans-culotterie—the artisans and shop owners—, they

were chosen not because of their present militancy, but because their

In the conspiratorial

organization, the homines aptes & commander were to serve as the all-

These men, however, had neither been consulted beforehand nor informed

of the role that they were designated to play in the episode. Babeuf

and his over-optimistic companions, it seems, simply thought that

Basically, Babeuf's confusion that all former

militants were willing conspirators produced a weakness in his organi

zation. Important in this respect also was the fact that his homines

aptes a commander were not brought into direct knowledge of the con-

their activities to foster a new revolutionary move-spiracy. Rather,

ment were to be undertaken only after the Babouvist secret committee

What Babeuf failed to realizehad independently seized political power;

was that, in recruiting his hommes essentially from the ranks of the

artisans and small merchants, he sought to rely on a group attached to

to

his ideals of the community of property and of work. That a fatal

contradiction existed here can readily be seen.

Babeuf's experiences since Thermidor, Year II, seem to have con

vinced him of the necessity for such

According to Kare TfSnneson, the failure of thetorial organization.

Germinal and Prairial uprisings had caused him to doubt both the effec

tiveness of a peaceful insurrection and the spontaneous action of the

past reputations indicated that they were potential supporters on whom 

the directors of the conspiracy might rely.113

the concepts of small personal property holdings and not devoted
115

everyone who had been arrested for terrorism since Thermidor, Year II, 

could be counted on.11^

an elaborately conceived conspira-

important link between the secret directory and the popular masses.
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Babeuf had not given up the idea of

however, and he hoped to utilize the populace for a massive and local

insurrection to consolidate his seizure of political To

gain the support of the majority of the French people constituted the

purpose of the vast quantity of propaganda which Babeuf and his fol

lowers disseminated in the spring of 1796. As Buonarroti said:

On 12 Ventose, Year IV, the Eclaireur du peuple announced that

This tyranny, it said, sought to substitute for the common good, "the

Blame for this circumstance fell on the directors, who, in the opinion

even if it meant the loss of the republic and the sacrifice of the

This charge was more than once repeated over the next few weeks

were bitterly

early in Germinal the editor of

the Eclaireur, Simon Duplay, alleged that the appearance twice a day of

Let it find out the hard way the

*The italics are in the original quote.

a vast conspiracy,

a new tyranny based on wealth had replaced the old monarchy in France.

happiness of a

of the Eclaireur, were interested only in maintaining their own power

It was not by the aid of a handful of factious per
sons, excited by a thirst of gain, or by a mad fanati
cism, that the Secret Directory pretended to overthrow 
the ruling usurpation; it desired to employ no other 
moving principle than the force of truth. The frank 
and full exposition of the people's rights, and the 
crimes of its oppressors, was the sole means by which 
it counted on raising the population of Paris against 
tyranny. . . .US

117 power. '

his journal would not be sufficient to report the rapid progress of the

122 directory's career of crime.

119 rights of the people.

. 116 people.

in both the Eclaireur du peuple and in Babeuf's own Tribun du peuple.
120In these papers the directors, especially Barras,

121 attacked as criminals and usurpers;

small number based on the misery of the People."*
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in Vendemiaire, Duplay advised. "The People," he said, "can triumph

Duplay believed that the five directors were incapable

of maintaining themselves without the support of the sans-culottes.

According to the Eclaireur du peuple, the directory was ob

livious to concepts of justice and humanity. Consequently, it urged

that "all sincere Republicans, ardent friends of liberty, and defend-

of the rights of the people," desert the government and join beers

hind Babeuf. Described as "the first author who has dared since the

Babeuf was depicted as head

ing

The Babouvists, ofported by twenty-four million oppressed persons.

whom it was said that they marched under the banner of equality and

of personalities involving himself and the regular Jacobins which had

created a dangerous schism within the ranks of the so-called democratic

In 1793-1794 Babeuf had been an outspoken opponent of the Jaco-party.

bin dictatorship and, because of this and his close association with

Released afterthe Hdbertists, he had briefly suffered imprisonment.

the execution of Robespierre, he had joined forces with the anti-terror

ists and had become one of the most severe critics of the Jacobin Club.

Now in the spring of 1796 his former, seemingly anti-revolutionary,

actions were thrown up to him by the moderate republicans and the old

a party composed of all the friends of humanity and as being sup-

had no

A major problem confronting Babeuf, however, was the conflict

results of its policy of ignoring the patriots who had protected it

were guided by the great principles of nature and of reason, reputedly

125 other goal than the attainment of the common good.

without the Directory, but what are five individuals left to them

selves ."123

assassination of 9 Thermidor to proclaim the great principles of lib

erty and the happiness of society, "12^
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Jacobins. Buonarroti himself acknowledged that

At great length the Babouvists strove to eliminate the disunity

among the republicans, which, they said, was presently benefiting tyr-

To excuse himself, on 24 Germinal Babeuf wrote in the Tribun duanny.

wounded the country while thinking to serve it. According to the

Eclaireur du peuple, it was ridiculous to consider as a criminal a

moment of error and during a crisis merely strayed

Such faults, it protested, were inseparable from

political storms, for under revolutionary conditions some differences

It expressed alarm that nowof opinion or errors were only natural.

Undoubtedly speak-

Appealing to the moderatethe Babouvists abjured their past errors.

without unity "you will perish and Liberty will die with you.

In essence, by principles the Babouvists meant

They referred to that charter as the "sa-the Constitution of 1793.

secration of the happiness and security of all" which the entire

republicans to join with the other so-called patriots, it stressed that
„129

their distrust was so outrageous that some of them 
resolved to destroy this courageous citizen; they 
even tried to excite against him the indignation of 
the popular party, by exaggerating his former con
nexions with the instigators of the crimes of the 
9th Thermidor, and by maliciously reminding them of 
his writings against certain agents of the Revolution
ary Government.

citizen who had in a

or as "this holy code, this sacred pact, this pure con-

peuple of "those who have sinned only with pure intentions, and who have

>.127

such differences were creating enemies among men who ought to be
128 united by a single interest and a single desire.

ing for Babeuf, on 17 Germinal the Eclaireur du peuple announced that

the need for all democrats to rally, not around individuals, but be
hind principles.130

from the "true path."

To underscore their point, the Babouvist journals insisted on

cred ark"13!
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du peuple even assured its

to the

as well

On the other hand, it

For the Babouvists, but not for the Jacobins, the Constitution of 1793

had become a banner around which all men of good faith could (and

should) rally.

The secret Directory of Public Safety, meanwhile, had unleashed

its own concentrated propaganda campaign in Paris. Early in April of

Drawn up by Syl-Babouvist doctrine, the Manifesto of the Equals.

vain MarSchal, the Manifesto praised the Constitution of 1793 as a

positive step toward true equality which, it implied, was essential

Its keynotes were that real equalityfor the achievement of liberty.

is in the natural order of things and that it can be achieved—by

Within a few days the secret Directory had followed up the Mani-

festo with a second, more incisive, definition of the doctrines of Ba—

bouvism.

and was soon being distributed in a

Like the Manifesto of the Equals,

the Analysis emphasized that the attainment of true equality was possible

and that all men should enjoy their natural rights. But more than the

earlier document, it stressed the importance of the Constitution of

This constitution,

The Eclaireur

readers that the acceptance of the Constitution of 1793 by all the 

patriots would manifest "a national will"133 and would lead

tended to view as an enemy of liberty anyone not of the same opinion.133

force if necessary.

destruction of the projects of royalism and the "patriciate," 

as make possible the people's triumph.13^*

1793 as a means to achieve the public happiness.

population venerated.13^

1796 it prepared and distributed perhaps the most famous expression of

136

1 38 condensed version throughout Paris.

Entitled Analysis of the doctrine of Babeuf, it appeared first

1 37 on 20 Germinal (8 April 1796)
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the Analysis reiterated, the only charter freely accepted by thewas

French people, and it called upon all citizens to work for its im-

The Analysis also declared illegal the Constitution of

This few days later in yet

another Babouvist tract which asked, and answered in the negative, the

These Babouvist statements caused considerable interest in Paris.

The Analysis of the doctrine of Babeuf seems to have been well received,

especially by the workers, and discussion of it is said to have domi-

According to one of Babeuf's revolutionary agents, because

of his propaganda the phrase "Constitution of 1793" had become

ionable in the mouths of the sans-culottes"; that agent thought that it

bud the current movement in its favor.

while the conservativedescribed the publications as subversive,

ing" and to be openly advocating the overturn of the republic. In

work of the men of the Panthdon "who daily become more audacious.

The government did not remain entirely unmoved when faced with

In Ventose, it attempted to suspendthe flood of Babouvist propaganda.

tors.

had both been arrested on the sus-and the Jacobin P. A. Antonelle-

Although they werepicion that they were responsible for the paper.

du peuple by hounding its assumed edi-
146

Government spies, however, 

143

Before the end of the month, Lebois's close friend Chasles

147

Censeur des journaux considered them to be "detestable" and "disgust-
144

the opinion of the hostile Courrier Rdpublicain, the Analysis was the
..145

the publication of the Eclaireur

last point was argued in detail a

piementation.

1795.139

would be useless for the wealthy classes even to attempt to nip in the

142

important political question: Do we owe obedience to the Constitution 

of 1795?140

"fash-

nated conversations in the working-class district of the faubourg Saint- 

Antoine.3-43
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soon released, the government did recommend that the Eclaireur du

Also temporarily detained by the

authorities was Charles Germain, one of Babeuf's chief advisers and the

the Paris Legion of Police.

In Germinal, the directory followed the harassment of the Jaco

bin journalists with additional actions. Not the least of these was

vention, to the position of the minister of police. This man, who

was extremely hostile to the Left, was also of doubtful integrity. In

fact, British documents implicate him in passing information pertain-

"Cochon must be paiding to secret projects of the French government.

25 Germinal the directory drafted a long proclama-

This proclamation described the anti-tion to the citizens of Paris.

government democrats as being merely brigands and disguised royalists

who had joined with foreign agents to destroy the government and the

constitution, and to bring about the redistribution of all property

it said, "they wantirrespective of size or ownership.

gorge themselves on your wealth and on the profits of your work." The

directory promised, however, promptly to repress all those who had dis—

the directorshonored the glorious title of patriot.

cautioned in conclusion, "a regular and firmly established government

military agent responsible for winning over to the Babouvist program

149

a result of the Babouvist propaganda (and realizing the threat to its

Perhaps motivated by the alarm being shown by conservatives as

own existence), on

peuple remain under surveillance.

to raise again the scaffold and to bathe once more in your blood, to

the appointment of Charles Cochon, an ex-deputy to the National Con-

150

"In a word,"

high," said the Englishman William Wickham of him in April of 1796, 
"but he will do anything and betray anybody for money."^^l

"Remember,"
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lies.

vide for the punishment of the trouble-makers. The result was a law

of 27 Germinal which provided the death penalty for advocating in

On the twenty-eighth a second and potentially as harmful anti-Leftist

This one, which was demeasure was gotten through the legislature.

signed to repress

The authorities in

On 28 Germinal, theyParis lost no time in enforcing these decrees.

prohibited the publication of the Persdvdrant, a new Jacobin paper whose

than the [Journal des] hommes libres.

They believed that the decree of 27 Germinal was an abridgment of free

deexpression.

"Men are no longer permitted to speak, todared the Tribun du peuple.

That paper thought it incredible that the people

were

of 1795" and to curse "the sacred and sublime pact of '93. At least

one Jacobin journalist, P. A. Antonelle, objected to the recent decrees

because they failed to acknowledge that a line might separate opinion

procure for you the resources necessary for the feeding of your fami- 
>.152

as being "nothing morefirst two issues were described by a police agent
„155

That same day the directory petitioned the legislature to pro-

"abuse" of the liberty of the press, required under

read, or to think."

being forced "to prostrate themselves before the atrocious code

„157

penalty of the law that authors sign their works and list the name of

154 their printer and the place of publication.

speech or in print the dissolution of the government, the reestablish-

153 ment of the monarchy, or the promulgation of the Constitution of 1793.

alone can assure order and calmness, which in their turn alone can

"Terror against the people is the order of the day,"

While the conservatives might applaud these measures, democrats 

of all persuasions loudly demonstrated their opposition to the acts. ^6
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from overt action. Antonelle already had complained of a recent law

which required officials in the departments to gather information on

persons advocating the Constitution of 1793. This action, he alleged,

was nothing more than the proscription of the supporters of a certain

opinion. According to Antonelle, "attachment to the constitution of

nied by steps to overthrow the present constitution. He then re

minded the government that persecution only made more determined the ad-

minal would result in the revival of dissensions and hatred.

More than the need to restrict free expression, the directory

had to face the problem of true subversive activity, for the Babouvists

were intriguing now to win over the army. The important lesson learned

by Babeuf from the episodes of Germinal and Prairial, Year III, and

the insurrection of Venddmiaire, Year IV, was the total helplessness

of the people in rebellion when confronted by the military. Consider

ing this circumstance, he realized the absolute necessity of detach

ing the army from the support of the legal government if his own plans

Consequently, in the spring of 1796 Babeuf increasedwere to succeed.

the number of his special revolutionary agents from twelve to seventeen

Pri-sponsible for the organization of

marily, these military agents and their aides were instructed to foment

disaffection among the troops by playing up the worst aspects of the

military life: the lack of supplies and bad pay, the severe military

It was in

'93 can be regarded only as an opinion, as long as it is not accompa-

..158

herents of an opinion, and warned that enforcement of the Law of 27 Ger-

159

and placed Charles Germain in charge of the five new ones who were re- 

a movement within the army.^O

discipline, and the disparity between the officers who had all the privi

leges and the common soldier who must only obey commands.
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part through the exploitation of the misery of the soldiers that the

Babouvists hoped to convince the armies to join them in the overthrow

of the directory.

Simultaneously, the Babouvists stepped up their efforts at propa

ganda, directing it more and more toward the soldiers. Thus, Fdlix

which was widely distributed among the troops around Paris. In

this work and in numerous other publications, the Babouvists stressed

that the military had become both the tool of an oppressive government

Babeuf and his partisans regularly reminded the soldiers that

they were a part of the people also, and insisted that the interests of

not different from those of the Parisian sans-culottes

They also appealed to the military not to belitical authorities.

duped into supporting any longer the directory’s "odious domination."

In Babeuf’s opinion, the army had a great deal to do in order to make

amends for its decisive intervention against the people in Germinal and

Prairial. "Will you not be wiser when

"Will you not then

soldiers of the country and not their satellites.

Repetitiously, Babouvist propaganda painted the most bleak pic

ture regarding the fate of discharged soldiers whenever peace should be

Their cardinal point was that as long as the present govem-achieved.

ment was in control, it would be working to make sure that the soldiers

moment has finally come to prove to the Directors that you are the
>>165

asked hopefully in an open letter to the soldiers.
And chimed the Eclaireur du peuple, "the

who currently were being mistreated, muzzled, and starved by the po-

a similar occasion arises?" he

the troops were

Lepeletier produced a short pamphlet entitled Soldat, arrSte et lis,
162

fight for the people?

and the enemy of the very class of citizens from which the soldiers were 

drawn.
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would never enjoy the thousands of acres of national land which had

earlier been promised to them. Rather, they said, the government was

already allowing these lands to be taken over by the returned dmigrds,

and that the directors intended that ill-treatment and ’’the most dread—

On the other hand, interjected the Eclaireur du

peuple, the terrorists truly wanted the soldiers to have the lands that

Here the Eabouvists had an issue.

desirable projects and those of the directory, which were designed to

do the soldiers harm. Consequently, they felt confident to allow the

soldiers to decide "which of the two parties merit the blows of your

bayonets.

This was a question which athat of the Directory?

government established and maintained by the aid of the military could

hardly allow to be asked.

The effects of this propaganda can only be conjectured. The

Babouvist agents, who were eternally optimistic, related that copies

Many of their reports comment also onat other places around Paris.

and the "good spirit" produced among the troops by the propaganda.

We know also that the Babouvists had some success with their intrigues

to win over to their side the Paris Legion of Police.

Naturally, the hostile attitudes being openly assumed by the

Babouvists caused the directors considerable concern and helped to

of the Eclaireur du peuple and the Tribun du peuple were well re

ceived and in great demand by the soldiers at the Ecole militaire and

the dissatisfaction which the soldiers expressed toward the government

169

Is it that of the Terrorists, which is the party of the 
„168

They could now show that a real difference existed between their own

People, or

ful misery"

the country had promised to them.^?

be the only reward offered in recompense for the soldiers' 

166 many sacrifices.
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convince them that a danger to their own security existed. And, in

view of the state of the French armies in the spring of 1796, it is all

the more understandable why the government would wish to move to dis

credit and to repress the opposition coming from the extreme Left.

Simultaneous with the accelerated propaganda campaign of the Babou-

vists, a series of disturbances among certain disgruntled units of the

armies became manifest. The usual problems of inadequate supply and

lack of pay provided the stimulus for these movements.

The directory, of course, could not differentiate regarding the pre

cise cause of the agitation. Its anxiety over the effects being pro

duced on the armies by Babouvist propaganda at a time when the govem-

creased with each new report of military insurrection.

Briefly described, the disturbances began in the Army of Italy

at Ormea on 9 Ventose, (the day Napoleon forced the closing of the

Pantheon Society) among troops of General Serurier who were operating

The soldiers were protestingin the upper valley of the Tanaro River.

recent cut-back in their food allowance and appointed a deputationa

to carry their complaints to the commander in chief of the Army. Noth

ing more drastic than that came of the rebellion and by the sixteenth

General Serurier nevertheless thought thatthe disturbance was over.

the scarcity of supplies

believed to see

Meanwhile, after 14 Ventose the directory was being informed by

its commissioner with the Army of Rhin-et-Moselle that unidentified

persons were trying to provoke troubles among the soldiers of the

was merely a pretext for the unrest, and he

behind it the hand of a "secret enemy."

ment had ordered the start of campaigns on all fronts must have in-

171

In addition, 

the intrigues of the royalists perhaps contributed to the unrest.
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garrisons there. 5 Germinal infantry toops at Deux-

Ponts refused to respond to orders and would not leave their quarters;

the twelfth, infantry at Sarrelibre were said to be in revolt; and,on

most serious of all, on 20-21 Germinal a mutiny of grave proportions

broke out among the troops at Landau. Besides complaining of the qual

ity and the shortage of food, the soldiers at Landau demanded also

that they be quartered in the nearby homes of private citizens. Their

barracks, they said, were dirty and infected with vermin and unsuitable

for habitation. Attempts on the part of the authorities to seize the

ringleaders only produced greater unrest. The mutiny was put down when

The month of Germinal saw also revolts in the Army of Sambre-et-

Meuse when the government attempted to stop payment of salaries in gold

Order was re-and tried to force acceptance of full pay in assignats.

stored among the troops finally, but only after the government had

Information sent back to the directory regarding Generalspecie.

could not haveJourdan, the commander of the Army of Sambre-et-Meuse,

Jourdan was said by Alexandre, the commis-been reassuring either.

who had

possible connections with the Jacobins and Babouvists in Paris. Jour-

Ponts, with the result that two full battalions had to be disarmed and

punished; forces of the Army of Italy refused also to move out of

More precisely, on

Jacobin"

backed down completely and had restored partial payment of salaries in
173

sioner to the army, to be "a convinced republican, a Jacobin,

the commanding general and the commissioner to the army gave in and
172agreed to the demands of the soldiers.

dan1 s chef d1 dtat—maj or, General Ernouf, was depicted as a fanatical
V J 174by Alexandre.

In Flordal, new disorders broke out among the troops at Deux-
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Altogether, within two

months and in a period corresponding with the intensification of Ba-

bouvist intrigues, the directory received news of at least seven mu

tinies among its troops.

Matters were fast coming to a head between the Babouvists and

the directory by the date of the insurrection in Paris of the military

Legion of Police. Against the legionnaires, the government had con

siderable cause for complaint. Misconduct among the members of the

military police force had already become notorious. A police report

The next month these same

Failure toallegedly were filled with thieves and prostitutes.

carry out their duties was bad enough, but the legionnaires were

All of this caused great public outcry. Perhaps the

most disgusting aspect of the conduct of the military police, however,

Because the legion

naires refused to take orders from the civilian authorities, they were

This move

caused the greatest amount of unrest among the legionnaires who were

reluctant to exchange their easy life in Paris for the uncertainties of

Aix-en-Provence for an

The government, excited by the unfavorable police reports con-

was its rivalry with the civilian police force.

soldiers were criticized for hanging around in suspect places which

177

dated early in 1796 stated that the legionnaires were spending more 

time in the cafds than at their posts.

advance into Italy.

cerning the conduct of the Legion, decided on 4 Flordal to transfer
1 80 the entire Legion of Police from Paris to the frontier.

often involved in jurisdictional conflicts or, in some cases, outright

179obstructions in regard to the performance of duty.

guilty also of the illegal speculation in the mandats territoriaux and
1 78 of extortion.
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the military front. Since all of them had had to be able to read

before they could join the Legion, they became easy targets for

radical propaganda. Babouvist agents allege that their intrigues

and their anti—government insinuations caused the police-soldiers to

realize the "villainy" of the executive directory and to state that

they would "stick bayonets into bowels" before they would leave Paris

for the armies.181 The Babouvist secret directory meanwhile made

every effort to turn the resistance of the Legion into the nucleus

On

9 Flordal, the conspirators even drafted a manifesto entitled "The

In its alarm at these developments, the govern

ment on 9 Flordal ordered the Legion disbanded because of its dis-

Three battalions tried to resist the order, but were

With the arrest of thenot joined by the other units of the force.

leaders, the so-called rebellion of the Legion of Police collapsed

Following this, the directory obtained the suppression(10 Flordal).

whose discontent and strength the Babouvists had hoped to capitalize,

between the conspirators and the government moved rapidlymatters

Babeuf had set the stage for this somewhat earlier.toward a climax.

On 24 Germinal he had declared that it was time for his forces to

that the Babouvists intended to overcome their enemies by force.

With the collapse of the revolt of the Police Legion, on

come out into the open and to announce to the "sans-culotte army"
186

Sans-culotte People of Paris to the Legion of Police" to aid in

1 83 this propaganda.

of the Legion and the transfer of all the soldiers to their original 

corps.185

of a movement against the government which hopefully would spill

182 over into the Army of the Interior, also stationed at Paris.

obedience.184
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The police records note that individuals favorable to the Babouvists

Chinois. Here the government continued to be severely criticized, and

the patrons of that cafd sang and "applauded to death" a colorful tune

"Mourant de faim, mourant de froid■ On 15 Floreal one government

agent reported the rumor of a secret plot which allegedly was being

hatched in Paris. Another told his superiors that it was the Jacobins

authorities and the law.

The Babouvists meanwhile had moved to gain additional supporters.

Although originally they had left no place in their organization for

the Jacobin deputies of the old Convention, necessity perhaps now forced

After much hesitation, on

18 Floreal the Montagnard leadership agreed to some form of cooperation

Complete details of this arrangement unfortunatelywith the Babouvists.

The Jacobins, however, would never consent to givehave not survived.

accord accepted that day remained

Georges Grisel, a militaryBy this time it was too late anyway.

Grisel, to hide his deception,

continued to appear to be intriguing among the soldiers of the camp of

Grenelle.

The police made a preliminary raid against

*See above, Chapter V, pp. 198-199 for the Babouvist position 
regarding an understanding with the Jacobins.

on the fifteenth had betrayed

them to try to reach an understanding.*

which recently had appeared in the Eclaireur du peuple; its title was

„187

and the Panthdonists who wanted to "revolutionize in spite of the

.,188

All the while he was informing the authorities of the move-
191 ments of the conspirators.

agent associated with the conspirators,

190 them all to the director Carnot.

the Babouvists full control of any revolutionary movement, and the
„. 189an uneasy alliance.

were once again making themselves conspicuous at the Cafe des Bains
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the Babouvists on 18 Floreal, but found only two suspects. For the

moment, neither was arrested. Three days later, 21 Floreal (10 May

1796), the police struck again, this time arresting most of the con

spirators. Babeuf and Buonarroti were among those arrested on the
192twenty—first, but at a different locale from the others. In all,

roundup which Carnot personally directed. All of the detained were

accused of a conspiracy which aimed at the overthrow of the constitu

tion and the government, and confiscation of properties, and the

Of those arrested, about seventy

would later be indicted and brought to trial.

Two days after his arrest, Babeuf in a remarkable letter cau-

Accord-tioned the directory about resorting to repressive measures.

ing to him, it would not be in the interest of the government or of

the country for the authorities to play up the facts of the discovery

Not only would such an action make of him a mar-

but it would certainly give encouragement to the royalists,

who were a greater threat to the government than the democrats. More

over, said Babeuf, to proscribe him would be to proscribe all the demo

crats, and such an action would neither benefit the directors nor assure

Essentially, Babeuf denied that any seriousthe safety of the republic.

conspiracy, one which would have sought to eliminate the directors or

to reestablish the regime of Robespierre, had ever existed. Instead,

he insisted that the democrats merely wanted the directors to admit

that they had abused their power and to agree to reinstate popular

he concluded, "they onlygovernment.

massacre of the members of the legislative councils, the directory, 

and the constituted authorities

"The patriots do not hate you,"

over the next few days some 245 arrests were ordered in a police

193

of the conspiracy. 

tyr,195
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In short, Babeuf alleged that the

object of the whole affair had been to stop the deadly reaction which

had gripped France since 9 Thermidor.

Oddly enough, the director Barras concurred with Babeuf's des

cription of this affair. Noting in his Memoirs how some persons had

alleged that Paris had been ripe with rumors of insurrection and of

Jacobin plots to overthrow the existing constitutional order, he re

marked:

The anti-terrorist members of the directory professed to think

differently of it.

cret directory at the time and place of Babeuf s arrest, these docu

ments established for them the reality of the plot. Consequently,

spectacular political trial was held in the town of Vendome

This trial, which began in February ofbefore a special High Court.

Nevertheless, Babeuf and Darthd were executed by the

Barras's opinion of the whole matter of Babeuf and a conspiracy was

>.198

As a matter of fact, Paris was in no wise in a state 
of insurrection; the Republicans had not the slightest 
idea of killing anybody, anxious as they were to live 
under the Constitution governing us. Some of them were 
doubtless desirous that the chief powers of the State 
should not repulse them with cruel ingratitude, and 
that the Government should be conducted constitution
ally and even popularly.

Since the police had seized the papers of the se-

1797, lasted three months (February 20, 1797-May 26, 1797) and re-

that "there was more noise than dclat.

Eventually a

public the details of a "monstrous conspiracy" which implicated Ba-
199 

bouvists, provincial terrorists, and ex-Conventionnels as well.

suited in the acquittal of all seventy of the defendants of the charge

• 200of conspiracy.

hate your unpopular measures."^

on 22 Floreal the government unmasked for the traditionally credulous
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terms of the Law of 27 Germinal, Year IV, which provided the death

penalty for advocacy of the Constitution of 1793.

All along, the Jacobins had been fearing that Babeuf would bring

disaster upon them all. Such fears now proved to be well-founded. In

the wake of the trial, Jacobins came to be harassed under almost any

At Paris ex-Conventionnels and dismissed public officialspretext.

201were expelled from the capital, while everywhere Jacobin office-

Threats of arrest hung also over the headsholders came under attack.

of most of the prominent revolutionaries of 1793-1794 and of the former

Politically, as a result of thesans-culotte leaders of the sections.

anti-terrorist reaction which again swept France, the Jacobins were

thrown back to their defensive position following the disastrous in-

As in 1795, the question wassurrections of Germinal and Prairial.

being asked whether Jacobinism as a political force could possibly

survive in such a hostile atmosphere of hate and suspicion.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

One significant factor which is discernible from a study of post-

Thermidorian France is that a wide range of opinions had developed

among the men described as republicans. Primarily, individual repub

licans differed the most widely regarding the form or organization

which the newly established political and social ediface should take.

Conservatives of the extreme Right, while usually favoring a repub

lican form of government, thought that the state should be controlled

exclusively by themselves. Being anti-democratic and preferring an

electoral privilege based on wealth alone, they understandably looked

with suspicion toward their more liberal fellow-republicans of the

Center and of the Left.

Politically, the conservative republicans within France stood

To a certain extent, theout in sharp contrast with the Jacobins.

Jacobins visualized liberty and equality

(with the possible exception of counter-revolutionaries) were citizens,

and that each individual should share equally the rights and the bene-

According to the Jacobins, a basic

equality could be realized through an individual's participation in

the political life of the community, and they accepted representative

310

as metaphysical concepts.

fits provided by the republic.

They emphasized that all men were equal before the law, that all men
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These aspects of Jacobin thought, plus

their concern for the cultivation of civisme or public spirit, classi

fied them as democrats in a traditional sense.

Among conservatives, Jacobin ideas appeared quite advanced, al

though the political philosophy of the Jacobins did not constitute the

most liberal doctrines which were being discussed and advocated at the

time.

other groups were) , the Jacobins remained merely social and political

reformers. A radical program of complete economic and social leveling
Rather, the Jacobins

sive wealth and of dire poverty ought to be eliminated from the re

public.

at least subsistence to the unfortunate poor.

The relatively moderate social and political platform developed

by the Jacobins showed that they differed substantially from the

numerous extremist groups—Enragds, Hdbertists, Babouvists which

Advocates of a realduring the revolution had sprung up beside them.

actual participation in government (that is, direct democracy), theor

extremists of the Left also endorsed plans for radical social and
Unlike the Jacobins who professed their respect foreconomic change.

private property, the radical Left considered the elimination of the

system of private ownership to be a first and very positive step toward

the removal of the cause for all social and political injustices. For

them, equality did not simply mean equality before the law. Rather,

among the radicals, real equality meant the negation of all social

They also accepted the premise that the state should provide

3

Instead of being social or political revolutionaries (as some

limited themselves to insisting that the evil consequences of exces-

government to be as valid a system as the more radical practice of 

popular or direct democracy.

was not ever a part of their galaxy of ideas.
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differences, which they believed to be absolutely essential for the

establishment of their proposed new social order.

A variety of conflicting ideas therefore characterized the

French revolutionary and republican mentalities. For the historian,

the distinctions which created the divisions among the revolutionary

republicans emerge clearly enough, although these might not have been

sistently refused to believe that a cadre of moderate, albeit demo

cratic, republicans could display any allegiance to the government,

much less any loyalty for the conservative Constitution of 1795. Jaco

bin protestations of friendship and of support for the established

government notwithstanding, the directory apparently remained con

siderably alarmed at the signs of impatience and of criticism toward

Sinceits policies which frequently appeared in the Jacobin press.

the anti—Jacobin directorial majority still viewed the moderate re

publicans as anarchists, terrorists, and buveurs de sang, the direc—

single extremist faction always in opposition to the constituted

Whether intentional or not, this tendency on the partauthorities.

of the government perhaps more than any other factor helped to obscure

Contributing substantially to this situation was the official

reaction which followed the exposure of the Babeuf affair. Seemingly,

the directory's main aim after 21 Flordal, Year IV, was to create as

The directory, of course, con-so easily perceived by contemporaries.

Ultimately, the 

attainment of a pure democracy became their goal.^

for contemporaries the distinctions among the Left republicans which 

were in reality there.$

tory usually insisted on treating the entire cadre of the Left as a
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much excitement and fear as possible among the conservative middle

class property owners of the nation. Greatly aiding the government in

With encouragement from the

authorities, in the first few weeks following the arrest of Babeuf,

the official journals filled their pages with materials relating to

the recently uncovered conspiracy. Prominent among those documents

made public were examples from Babeuf's secret correspondence which had

been confiscated by the government at the time of his arrest. Pieces

which called for the murder of the public officials, the elimination

The government's strategy appears to have been extremely successful.

As the Censeur des journaux of 28 Flordal noted, the publication of

the Babouvist documents had made the public aware of the radical nature

To establish a connection between the Jacobins and the Babouvists

Since most of thealso constituted in 1796 an aim of the government.

not themselves very well-known to

the public, it became necessary to implicate in the plot as many as

Thispossible of the former Conventionnels, who were known to everyone.

On 25 Flordal, the Moniteur began thewas accomplished in several ways.

incriminating directive from Babeuf to his

principal revolutionary agents which announced that on 18 Flordal an

understanding had been reached between the Babouvists and the Montag—

In all probability, the intention behind the publication of suchnards.

real conspirators with Babeuf were

procedure by reprinting an

of private property, and the general massacre of the citizens of Paris
6 

who might oppose the movement were the ones most often reprinted.

of the conspiracy and consequently had finally shocked "the Parisians 

out of their apathetic and cowardly lethargy."

this task was the anti-Jacobin press.
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of the Jacobin leadership with the conspirators. Useful also for the

government s purposes was the inclusion for indictment on charges of

conspiracy of such well-known Jacobins as Robert Lindet, Jean Amar,

J. B. Drouet, Marc Vadier, P. A. Antonelle, Felix Lepeletier, and others,

Lists containing the names of those former Jacobins who

The Censeur des journaux, which many times

before had linked the Jacobins with the royalists (particularly the

According to

Gallais, the paper's editor,

anarchy, murder, and pill-

The results produced by the directory's anti-Leftist propaganda

are not without significance, for they did have an affect on the future

Primarily because of this propaganda, revolutionaryof Jacobinism.

terminology after 1796 became less distinct or less specific when ap

plied to the various factions comprising the great range of French

republicans.

not any longer terms which might clearly refer to the Jacobins as they

Among contemporaries, these words now tookhad done in 1794 and 1795.

became merely synonymous with either

The words terrorist or Robespierrist, for example, were

the same men of 2 September, of 9 March, of 31 May, 
of 17 September, of 22 Prairial, of 4 Prairial, less 
those the scaffold has already eliminated, have con
ceived the project of 22 Flordal. They are the same 
men with the same motives and the same goal: pillage, 
murder, and anarchy, always 
age; they do not deviate. 1

the vague expression "republican,"

Orleanists), meanwhile even declared that the whole Babeuf affair had 

been nothing more than another conspiration Orldanique.

allegedly were to have taken seats in a new Babouvist legislative con- 
q 

vention appeared as well.

even though most of the accused actually had had little or nothing to do 

with Babeuf.®

a fact was to convince the public of the reality of a close association

on a broader and more general meaning which, along with "Jacobin" or
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the term Babouvist or the more ambiguous denominations of exaggrds

pronounced had this tendency become that

Babeuf even paused during his trial at Vendome to complain that

vince Frenchmen that the Conspiracy of the Equals actually represented

a revival of Jacobinism and hence a return to dictatorship and the

Terror.

Against these developments the Jacobins fought back as best they
In the republican press and in numerous political pamphlets,could.

Such words declared the Jacobin J. B. Pache, a former mayorarchists.

of Paris, "customarily have been used and repeated without any meaning,

And, in the opinion of the Journal des hommes

libres, the word terrorist had "no more uniformity than truth ; the

the term simply in

To disassociate themselves from the Babouvist conspiracy pre

Since the papers of Ba-sented the Jacobins with special problems.

beuf's secret directory (which were in the government's hands now) in

dicated that there had been a desire for some kind of conspiracy, the

Jacobins had to admit the fact of a conspiracy while insisting at the

The Journal des hommes

libres explained the Jacobin position this way:

they repudiated the charge that they were in general a faction of an-

The directory's hostility to the Left also helped momentarily to con-

same time that there had not been a real one.

Indeed, so

my name has already acquired the odious distinction of 
designating a sect which includes all republicans, al 1 
patriots. . . . Gone are the epithets of Robespierrist, 
Terrorist, Anarchist, and Jacobin: Babouvist has taken 
their place.13

12 or exclusifs.

paper believed that the royalists continued to use 

order to dishonor and destroy the republicans.

without any sense."1^
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In any case, Jacobin writers insisted that the only crime of which they

According to

discussion of principles. They therefore denied having any plans for

overt action and rejected as ridiculous the whole idea of secret

Those men who ventured to accuse the Jacobins of such

projects, wrote J. B. Pache, merely suffered from

Consequently, following the Jaco

bin arguments, the grande conspiration of 22 Flordal became a "veri-

"supposed conspiracy entirely fictitious.

In their defense, the Jacobins denied that any among them had

been actual conspirators, while the Journal des hommes libres alleged

Jacobin

They asserted that the questions of the equal partitionlative ideal.

of property and the community of goods were merely "madnesses1’ which

This issue became a capital point in the

We have never denied the existence of a plan or a 
project of a conspiracy; but what we have not be
lieved, what we still do not believe, is that Babeuf 
ever had the means necessary for the success of his 
monstrous dreams.16

that the only real conspiracy in France was

them, there had never been anything more to the conspiracy than the

an "extravagant supposition," the "great metaphysical

and a

might be guilty was that of philosophical speculation.

"aberrations which

spokesmen now even reduced Babeuf’s communism to the form of a specu—

directories, murderous plots or plans to attack the system of private 

property.I?

table fiction,"

Plot," the "fantasy of the Directory,"
.,19

the conservative opposition had dreamed up in order to discredit and
21 to destroy the democrats.

the "romancier de la police,"

"the [government's] per- 

n20 secution directed against the friends of the Republic.”

intrigue the imagination, interest the heart even, but which are al-

1 R ways rejected by sane judgment."±
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Jacobin defense.

of the con

spiracy in order to destroy legitimate leftist opposition.22 The Jaco

bin press also successfully attacked the integrity of the government,

and it effecively repudiated the charge that the Jacobins were no more

than a body of rascals and conspirators by publishing numerous trea-

on

As a result of this defensive Jacobin activity, the directory

failed in its endeavor to discredit Jacobinism by linking it to Babeuf.

Not only that, but Jacobinism became strengthened and unified in the

face of official persecution and continued to represent the surviving

Jacobins consistently played down the position of Babeuf and his par

promoters of insurrectionary communism so that after 1796 Ba-

easily assimilated into the mainstream of Jacobinism.

Jacobin journals already loudly had protested the final verdicts

Since the jury which heardissued at Vendome against Babeuf and Darthd.

the evidence against the alleged conspirators had decided that no actual

conspiracy had ever existed, the Jacobins thought that Babeuf and Darthd

The government was determined to have itsshould have been released.

way in the affair, however, and ordered that they be tried on a new

The question now involved their alleged advocacy of the Con-charge .

This time the directory gained the desired verdict,stitution of 1793.

They correctly argued that theoutside the competency of the court.

two men had been executed merely for expressing opinions regarding the

Frequently and convincingly they repeated the charge 

that government agents had maliciously invented the facts

which led the Jacobins to declare that both had been "killed on grounds

..24

bouvism was more

tisans as

tises which attested to the upright and moral character of those 

trial.23

democratic movement in republican France. Moreover, the moderate
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Constitutuion of 1793 and not for participating in or organizing the

conspiracy for which they initially had been tried. In effect, the

Jacobins viewed Babeuf and Darthd dead

tl
They now in

in their long list of deceased republicans who merited
veneration. At the same time, the Babeuf episode had discredited among

and the more recent and equally disastrous Grenelle affair' had shown

the disadvantages of resorting to spontaneous popular uprisings in order

to accomplish political objectives. In the aftermath of the long trials

at Vendome, therefore, Jacobin activity would assume again as in 1795-

1796 the role of loyal opposition to the directory.

Criticism by the Jacobins of the regime of the directory of course

As before, the government was frequently admon-continued after 1796.

what the Jacobins called the country's "true defenders. Despite

this circumstance, the Jacobins nevertheless pledged to support the
In January of 1797, the Journal des hommesexisting political order.

follows concerning the intentions of the Jacobins:

Over and over, the Jacobin press reiterated these sentiments, and just

*The italics are in the original quotation.

ished for its harassment of the democrats and for the disregarding of

.,27

eluded both men

libres remarked as

as martyrs to liberty and as 

human sacrifices to the priests and to the kings."25

However vigorous have been our complaints against the 
conduct of the Directory on several occasions, we have 
professed in similar circumstances and we believe it neces
sary again to declare that it is only through maintaining 
the present political order that we will be able to save 
the republic; while royalism is showing its face, the pa
triots can range themselves only beside the Directory. We 
believe that it would be dangerous for the state for us 
to follow any other course.2°*

the Jacobins the idea of a secret conspiracy, just as Prairial, Year III,

.26

as frequently it assured the directory that the government had nothing
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to fear from the Jacobins. 29 As one of their spokesmen asserted:

In sum, the later
Jacobins saw the directorial regime really as an only alternative to

the reestablishment of royalism. When viewed in this light, it be

came essential for them to support the existing constitutional edi-

face while hoping at the same time to be able to change its anti

democratic nature.

The Jacobins continued to regard the Constitution of the Year

they had in 1795. Admittedly, they acknowledged that

they were not "infatuated" with that charter, but they did announce

their acceptance of the document. According to J. B. Pache, despite

its conservatism, the Constitution of 1795 contained two bases on which

capable of being perfected through amendment, and secondly, it pro-

He only demanded that its termsvided for the freedom of elections.

The opinion of the Ddmocrate constitution-

nel, a new Jacobin publication, was that democracy and the existing

That journal urged the patriotsconstitution were not irreconcilable.

to

which it believed could be "interpreted democratically. The Ddmo-

crate constitutionnel also received praise in Jacobin circles for

republic elsewhere except in the Constitution.

Such Jacobin attitudes, it is true, were molded by the progress

It should not be forgotten that in 1797 the directory andof events.

the republic were again threatened with the danger of a royalist

demonstrating to all the republicans "the impossibility of seeking the

,.33

turn all their efforts toward the defense of the 1795 charter,

..32

declare in good faith, if the Directory perishes, the 

patriots and the republic will perish with it."30

a democratic regime might be established: first, the constitution was

III much as

"As for us, we

31 be faithfully observed.
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revival.

V, was preparing a coup d'dtat against the extreme Right, discreetly

guarantee the neutrality of the Left. The Jacobins became extremely

encouraged as a result of this development and loudly approved of the

Momentarily, they also considered the successful military

intervention of 18 Fructidor, which dispersed the hostile majority of

"35reactionaries in the two councils, to have "consolidated the republic.

But as a result of their support for the directory, the Jacobins ex

pected that it recognize and reward their loyalty. As in 1795, they

Especiallyby the government of the so-called patriots and democrats.

they urged that the Left republicans should gain more from the Fructi

dor coup than they had from the royalist check of Venddmiaire, Year IV.

The Jacobins correctly considered Venddmiaire to have been for the re—

’ictory" since the directory had not thereafter

sought either an alliance with the democrats or the passage of any re—

For this reason, thestrictive legislation against the royalists.

Journal des hommes lib res stressed that the government ought now to take

For the

most part, however, its plea went ignored and there is no indication

Within the directory the spectre of

Terrorism undoubtedly remained and prevented even a token conciliation

with the Left.

appealed to the reputed leaders of the popular forces in an effort to
34

whatever steps were necessary in order "to prevent the char de la rdpub
>.38

publicans but a "lost v:

lique from falling into the same old rut as in Venddmiaire.

In this connection the government, which in Fructidor, Year

called for the dismissal of conservative officials and the patronage

37

that the government officially encouraged the republican movement in

39France after Fructidor, Year V.

directory's determination to oppose the pro-Rightist legislative

35 chambers.
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Without government encouragement, the spirit of Jacobinism con

tinued to exist nevertheless.
maintain as broad an appeal as possible, but especially it would seek
to identify with the sans-culottes. Under the directory, some oppon

ents of the Jacobins complained that the democrats were little content

ate themselves among the class of "little people. Conservative

those Jacobin journals "devoted to sans-culotte doctrine. For their

own part, the Jacobins emphasized that they remained the guardians of

42the interests of the hard-working class of sans-culotte citizens.

In this connection, Robespierre and the regime of the Year II were

reevaluated by Jacobin theorists and given new respect; it became in

The Jacobin

press urged sans-culotte citizens to

In 1796 the Ami du people challenged everyone to deny that the people

In Lebois's opinion, the Terrorhad been happiest under the Terror.

had been the only proper instrument to make the republican regime pro

gress, and he still taught that "terrible examples" and "great blows"

of

Always essential to the mainstream of Jacobinism, whether before

"Inor after Thermidor, was the idea of active political clubs. a

just as 9 Thermidor came to represent

43

Jacobin rhetoric a

Practically speaking, it would try to

to seek out the well-to-do citizens, but preferred instead to insinu-

>.40

newspaper editors also expressed alarm over the growing influence of

..41

"golden age,"

look back on this unhappily too brief period [of Robes
pierre's rule]. Did the people then languish under the 
oppression of the merchants? Was not subsistence assured 
at a moderate price? The people's power, which alone is 
just, was it not complete? Was crime not proscribed?

against the selfish rich were merely some "unfortunate necessities"

45revolution.

a low point reached in the history of the revolution.
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wrote P. A. Antonelle, "these societies ap

pear to me the necessary supplement to the assemblies of

Thermidor,

Characteristically, they insisted that the

constitution had set certain rules to govern the clubs and by impli

cation this was the recognition of their legal existence. In

the opinion of the Journal des hommes lib res, in passing the Law of 7

Thermidor, the legislative councils had violated the constitution and

were in effect in a state of counter-revolution.^

The Jacobins were quite insistent, moreover, on what was to be

proper in the make-up and the activities of the clubs. Clubs were to

be popular in their composition and were to fulfill their traditional

role of enlightening the less politically astute citizens in the com-

Some Jaco-munity through
bins held only disdain for those new conservative clubs, the so-called

constitutional circles of the later directory period, which remained

dominated by the upper bourgeoisie and members of the legislative

These particular societies, they said, tended to representcouncils.

the views of special cliques and to substitute individual interests

Consequently,for that of the welfare of the people as a whole.

Jacobin democrats urged that the membership of the constitutional

circles leave their salons so that they could "breathe the pure air

Their advice was:"If you want to be useful to this

nation,

In other words, the Jacobins demanded in 1797

>>46the people.

The Jacobins therefore protested loudly against the law of 7

an extensive campaign of public education.

same as a

representative democracy,”

Year V, which severely limited the activities of the popular societies 

until after 18 Fructidor.^7

of the outside."

golden salons, from the sumptuous banquets, and draw your strength 

from the people.

if you want to be its dedicated defenders, withdraw from the
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useful to the republic; this they believed could best be realized when
the clubs functioned to instruct the populace and to guide public

opinion.

The extremely consistent emphasis upon the maintenance of the po

litical clubs is

history of Jacobinism; another is the development of that particular

Jacobin attitude in which they embodied their political and social

ideas.

50prepared in 1796 by Rend Lebois and published in the Ami du peuple.

Its principal points, which could represent Jacobin thought in any

period of the revolution, outline quite well this Jacobin persuasion

and are worthy of considerable attention.

(1) The Jacobins, began Lebois's essay, abhorred royalty whether

it was connected with the Bourbon dynasty or the House of Orleans.

Here Lebois denied that there was anything in the principles or in the

conduct of the Jacobins which would lend support to the often repeated

seeking to reestablish a monarchy in France.

be established only on the misery of the people.

Monarchy, to be sure, had no place in France, for Lebois believed it

to be alien to the natural order of things.

Jacobin spokesmen such as Lebois gave the words "democratic republic"

(2) We desire that the French people conserve their demo
cratic, republican government, that they name their 
officials, that they make their laws according to pro
scribed forms, and that they never be despoiled of their 
sovereignty.

he said, "can raise its empire only after slaying all honest

..51
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they had in the earlier days of the revolution, that the clubs be

charge that they were

a meaning different from that one used by the royalists or aristocrats.

one very important thread which runs through the whole

The following, a summary of Jacobin programs and goals, was

people; it can

"Royalty,"
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means to amass
For the Jacobins, on the other hand, the word re

public did not signify merely a political state in which there was no

king, or even a na

tion ruled by officials chosen by the people.

Or, to say it differently:

synonymous with "virtue, the republic could not in their opinion

possibly be held responsible for all the misfortunes plaguing France.

On the contrary, they attributed to the rich bourgeois merchants and

to

afflict the French people since 9 Thennidor.

As democrats, the Jacobins professed their esteem for the(3)

Constitution of 1793, but they noted that it remained imperfect and

At

the same time, they acknowledged that good government was possible

under the Constitution of 1795, but they did desire that it be amended

According to the Jacobins, the principal objective of thew
government should be the happines, the well-being, and the preeminence

IISimilarly, they thought that "the best of revolutionsof the people.

Whatof a small number of rascals only.

true republic only after the desire for the public good had come to be 

substituted for individual interests.55

Since the Jacobins believed that the republic was by its very nature

>>55

the royalists the origins of the calamities which had come to

56

that it was impractical for them to press for its promulgation.

in order to remove certain of its anti-democratic features.

or one governed by a particular class of citizens,

should not be the "booty"

The anti revolutionaries, they said, interpreted the word republic as 

a state of things which assures to them honors and the 

great fortunes."52

That which constitutes the republic is the union of all 
political and private virtues; it is the renunciation 
of all special interests for the general interest; it 
is faith, sincerity, love of humanity, and love of the 
country; in essence, it is the common good.

Rather a state became a
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better order of things, the Jacobins asked, could be possible than

when each citizen became equal in rights and in resources, and when
For them, it was

an incontestable truth that the public happiness, the common good,

and equality were all synonymous, and that without equality, liberty

became a myth. Moreover, in Lebois's interpretation, whenever politi-

(5) Since the Jacobins had stated that the goal of the revo

lution was the attainment of the common good, of equality, and of full

In their opinion, "there is no republic where the great

majority is subjected to the minority." But although the Jacobins

they emphasized that the time for resorting to

Lebois said thatinsurrection to obtain political goals had passed.

that the revolution be terminated through what he

Like the Jacobins of 1793-1794, he maintainedcalled "legal forms.
He also

believed that the attainment of the Jacobin program was possible

through the amendment of the Constitution of 1795 and the enactment of

In addition, sincethe desired social and political legislation.

the Jacobins called themselves the only true patriots, during the period

of the directory they maintained their intense patriotism as well as

revolution.

n61

a’traditional trust and faith in the legislative process.

all men equally enjoyed the benefits of society.67

their zeal for stimulating republican morale and for fighting counter

acknowledged that only the people could determine when the revolu

tion should end,6®

political rights, they naturally felt that the revolution was not yet 

finished.

it was necessary

cal power fell exclusively into the hands of the rich, neither liberty, 

peace, nor public well-being was possible.66
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(6)

The above passage quite adequately summarizes the economic platform

adopted by the Jacobins. Quite clearly, even though they might revere

the regime of the Year II as a beginning in the search for social democ

racy, communism was not ever a part of their program. The Jacobins of
whichever period of the revolution malntainted their respect for pri

vate property—except possibly when it was in the hands of their politi

cal enemies such as the dmigrds and the priests. They never considered,

however, that such reforms as the distribution to the poor of the prop

erty of the gmigrds should be a first step toward the establishment of a

Their ideal po-society based upon the abolition of private property.

The Jaco-

France become a nation of small landed

proprietors.

In reality, no fundamental differences in ideology separated the

post—Thermidorian Jacobins from those of the period of Robespierre. On

the contrary, that unified body of ideas—the Jacobin persuasion— plus a

reliance on the clubs to maintain the revolutionary action, appear as ob

vious and important legacies from the Year II which the later Jacobins

Utilizing this legacy,adopted to keep the democratic movement alive.

Jacobinism survived as a positive public force until it was finally sup

pressed by Napoleon.

bins would have liked to see

We aspire to have laws which restore not equality 
of fortunes, but which aid in diminishing the gulf 
between the rich and the poor; laws which do not 
favor the progressive encroachment of the rich and 
the total dispoiling of the weak and the poor. We 
hope that through the effect of these laws, which 
will be neither the lol agraire, nor pillage, nor 
the community of property, that the day will come 
when not a single Frenchman will be bom without 
a territorial inheritance, however small it is.

litical and economic state remained republican in form, with equal civil 

rights for all, and without great fortunes or dire poverty.
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